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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO TCS AND VERSION CONTROL
1 . 1 INTRODUCTION
TCS (Text Control System) is a version control
system implemented under UNIX(tm). It records
changes made to a text (ASCII) file, providing
facilities for the storage and retrieval of
multiple versions of a file, in such a way that no
version, once stored, is ever lost. TCS provides
basic controls over how changes are stored, keeps
conflicting changes separate, and provides a
convenient mechanism for identifying any version.
In addition, for each version, TCS keeps a record
of who created the version, when the version was
created, and any user submitted documentation text.
The purpose of this thesis project is to
demonstrate and implement a version control system
that reflects many of the positive features found
in such systems on the software market today.
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Several of these systems will be discussed in
subsequent sections of this paper. The intent of
this project is not to implement a system suitable
for a production environment, but TCS does, indeed,
have many immediately useful features. It provides
a simple, yet functional, user interface consisting
of a handful of commands that the user can master
quickly. Even in its present form, it is suitable
for use by an individual or small project team
consisting of a few individuals.
1.2 THE NEED FOR VERSION CONTROL SYSTEMS
Most commercially available version control
systems arose from the need of software
manufacturers to control their own engineering
environments .
During the software development and
maintenance cycle, the components of a software
system (source code, object code, documentation,
input file, etc.) will undergo several changes.
Several versions of selected components begin to
evolve and this in turn results in multiple
versions of the software system itself. More often
than not, multiple versions must
be permanently
stored for immediate retrieval by various groups
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within the software project. Furthermore, it is
often difficult to predict which version will be
needed and for what purpose at any given time. It
may be important to store all versions.
Identifying the versions themselves, who they
belong to, when and for what purpose they were
evolved became central issues throughout the
software life cycle.
A version control system insures that no
version (or any important information related to
the version) is ever lost, once stored. It
provides a means for control over changes. The
most crucial control is the system's requirement
that two or more individuals do not try to make a
change to the same version at the same time, which
would result in incompatible changes.
Once a change is stored, a version control
system records who made the change and requires the
user to enter a comment regarding the purpose and
nature of the change.
Given these simple controls, any individual
within the project should be able to make changes
to a component without fear that the work will be
inadvertently corrupted. Furthermore, if two
1-3
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individuals must work on a version concurrently,
the ability to identify who is working on the
version gives them the chance to either coordinate
their efforts or agree to keep changes separate.
Should some problem arise with any version (a bug
in the code, for instance), the person responsible
for the change is readily identified. This person
is most familiar with the change and would
consequently be the central figure responsible for
resolving the problem. In large engineering
environments, more elaborate controls are often
implemented. Control over changes may mean that
only chosen individuals be allowed to make changes
to any particular version, or that strict naming
conventions be instituted. Naming conventions
provide a simple, yet powerful, vehicle for
associating changes with a specific project or
version of the entire software system (i.e., a
system configuration).
Software is not the only entity that requires
version control. Large documents, like user
manuals, reference guides, and
internal software
documentation are continuously under revision.
Like software, these are stored on-line, and
require control over their changes. A version
control system can offer controls for these as
1-4
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well.
Whenever multiple versions of an entity must
be stored for immediate on-line retrieval, the
question of available disk space arises. While
disk space is continuously coming down in price, it
still remains an expensive proposition to store
redundant data in large bodies of information. To
conserve disk space, a version control system
stores only the changes (or "deltas") to any
version. That is, it stores the differences among
versions rather than all versions in their
entirety.
The rationale behind version control within
software development environments is applicable to
any environment where multiple versions of on-line
files must be stored and are continuously
undergoing revision. Version control systems are
used to store government and legal documents,
hardware configuration information, VLSI and PCB
layouts, etc.
1.3 BASIC REQUIREMENTS
With the need for version control in mind, we
can now state the minimum requirements of such a
system. The system should:
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1. Store multiple versions of a text file in a
space efficient manner.
2. Protect the integrity of each version. (Once
stored, the version is always readily
available. It always looks the same regardless
of any changes which evolve subsequent
versions. )
3. Permit concurrent development of any version,
but insure that incompatible changes are
disallowed.
4. Allow any version to be modified at any time
and allow any subsequent version to be stored.
5. Provide a mechanism for the identification of
any version, insuring that the user has control
over version identification.
6. Record, for each version, who created the
version and when it was created.
7. Allow the user to enter additional descriptive
information about the version at the time of
its creation.
1-6
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8. Make information on any version readily
available to the user .
1.4 THE TCS SYSTEM
The TCS (Text Control System) stores and
retrieves multiple versions of an ASCII file. To
conserve space. TCS stores only the original
version in its entirety with subsequent versions
stored as deltas of the previous version. Thus,
only the differences among versions are physically
stored. When the user requests a version, TCS
builds the version by applying deltas to previous
versions and delivers the requested version to the
user.
The user views the collection of versions as
forming arbitrary branches in a tree. Each branch
is composed of a chain of nodes representing the
deltas for each version. Deltas are inserted at
the end of a chain, never between deltas. This
insures that a version looks the same at all times,
When a version along a chain is requested, TCS
applies all deltas beginning with those for the
first version in the chain up to and including
those for the requested version.
1-7
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A version is identified by a tree name and a
version number within the tree. The version number
is of the form: r.d where r is a release level,
defined by the user and d is the delta within the
release.
When the user creates a TCS module, the
original version is stored as: tree 0 version 1.1.
Tree 0 is the main tree of any module from which
other trees can be defined. As versions are added
to a tree, TCS automatically numbers the new
version by adding 1 to the previous version's delta
number. The user can override this by requesting
that the new version have the next release number.
In this case, TCS adds 1 to the previous version's
release number and makes the new version's delta
number 1.
Any node in any delta chain can be split into
one or more trees, thus allowing paths of diversion
along the delta chain. The user chooses the tree
name with the exception of the main tree's name
which is always "0". TCS retrieves a version
within a tree by applying all deltas for the tree's
parent node and deltas within the tree's delta
chain. In a sense, each tree can be viewed as a
separate module having its own chain of deltas, its
1-8
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original version being that of the parent node.
Figure 1-a below illustrates the tree
structure of a collection of versions of a file
called "program. c". Tree names precede their delta
chains. Each delta is shown in the form of r.d
with marks separating the deltas. Each delta
was created from the versions represented by deltas
to the left of it along a chain. The main tree, 0,
has 4 releases, with the latest version being 4.1.
Trees: "treel," "treel_a," "tree_a," "tree_b" each
have their own delta chains. Deltas for these
trees are applied only when the user calls for a
version within the tree. For instance, if the user
calls for version "treel_a 1.1" the deltas 0 1.1, 0
1.2, treel 1.1, treel 1.2, and treel_a 1.1 are
applied and all other deltas are ignored. If the
user called for version "0
2.1," then deltas 0 -
1.1 1.2--1.3--2.1 are applied and all others are
ignored.
Any node can have any number of subtrees or
"children" trees. The depth of any tree is limited
only by certain
"hard" limits, on the total number
of trees, imposed by the system. That is, all
trees are created equally. The only case in which
TCS will not create a new tree at the user's
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TCS
0 - 1.112132.1--23.1--3.2--3.3~3/43.5--4.1
I I
treel - 1.11.22.1
tree_a - 1.1
tree_b - 1.12.1
trea1_a - 1.1
Figure 1-a
request is when its tree table is full. The tree
table can currently accommodate 100 trees. There
can be any number of deltas within a release.
The concept of a tree as a path of divergence
within a delta chain is an integral part of version
control. There are many times when it is necessary
to insert a delta of a version in the middle of a
delta chain. If TCS were to permit this, the
integrity of subsequent versions within the chain
would be corrupted since versions are built from
previous versions along the chain. By creating a
tree of the intermediate node, the user is now free
to change this version as he/she chooses. Thus,
any version within the module can be changed and
its changes stored at anytime, without affecting
previous or future versions of other nodes.
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Trees also allow for concurrent changes to a
version. In order to make a change to the last
version in a delta chain, the user must reserve the
version for change purposes. Once reserved, any
attempt by another user to add a delta to that
chain is shut out until the user who requested the
reservation either cancels the reservation or adds
the new version to the chain. This control
protects the integrity of the new version.
However, two or more users can concurrently store
their changes to a version by creating a tree of
the node in question and reserving their respective
trees' last version for change. Thus changes made
by two or more users can be stored separately
without affecting each other.
Information regarding the module file is
always readily available to any user. TCS provides
the SHOW command for tracking the structure and
state of the delta tree for any module. SHOW
displays a tree's path name, will tell whether or
not a tree is reserved for change and by whom, and
show the last revision date for a tree. It will
also show the release chain for any tree and the
highest delta in each release. To help track
concurrent development, the SHOW CHILD facility
will display the children trees, if any exist, for
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any node. SHOW CHILD also tells whether the child
tree(s) is reserved for change. If the tree is
reserved, SHOW displays the reserver's ID, and the
time and date on which the reservation was made.
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CHAPTER 2
A SURVEY OF VERSION CONTROL SYSTEMS
This chapter will consider several
commercially available Version Control Systems:
SCCS (under UNIX)
DEC'S CMS (under VAX/VMS)
RCS (under UNIX)
Appollo's DSEE
Softool's CCC
SMDS, INC.'s Aide-de-Camp.
In much of its internal and external
structure, TCS resembles SCCS, UNIX's Source Code
Control System. Both allow the user to view the
collection of versions as nodes in a tree, operate
on a single
"Module"
at a time, and incorporate the
"release"
and "delta within the release" idea.
TCS's version storage mechanism, the interleaved
file, and accessing algorithms are based on those
for SCCS described in Rochkind's article "The
Source Code Control System" C143. The storage and
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accessing algorithms are explained in a later
chapter . SCCS AND TCS use the UNIX "diff " program
to isolate differences.
Of course, SCCS differs from TCS in many
respects. SCCS makes no provisions for assigning
symbolic names to any node, while TCS provides the
tree name capability. Note that if a TCS node is
treated as an empty tree, then any node can be
assigned a symbolic name. TCS also encourages
extended change documentation by accepting a
comment of up to 1000 characters on a new version.
Since comments are variable length and not accessed
as frequently as the versions themselves, they are
kept in a separate history file. This saves the
"GET"
program the time and trouble of reading
through or around all comments to get to the body
of the TCS file.
Rochkind's description of SCCS is significant
in that it provides a model for Version Control.
All version control systems store deltas rather
than entire versions. All, except the RCS system,
manage the deltas through the use of the
interleaved file, which stores all versions in one
file. Deltas are interspersed throughout with
control records surrounding each delta to identify
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the version that created the delta. All of the
above systems, at the very least, provide for
concurrent development, record when a change was
made and by whom, require that only one person at a
time check out a version for change purposes, and
require a descriptive comment when a new delta is
installed in the file. In addition, they provide a
mechanism like the "SHOW" command that display
information on the structure of the revision tree
and about each version. In short, all meet the
minimum requirements outlined earlier.
TCS, SCCS, CMS, and DSEE are similar in their
user view. Revisions appear as incremental nodes
in delta chains with branches from any node
handling paths of divergence. These operate
primarily on single files.
CCC and Aide-de-camp differ dramatically from
the other version control sytems in their user
view. These handle collections of files in a
centralized data base, providing full configuration
management for an entire system of data.
In general, version control systems differ
primarily in the extent to
which protection
mechanisms are employed, in their facilities to
handle entire configurations, in their
the ability
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to automatically merge divergent versions, and in
their the facilities to handle additional
information about a version besides a descriptive
comment at creation time.
2.1 SCCS (SOURCE CODE CONTROL SYSTEM)
Since the original publication of SCCS C14D in
the early
1970'
s, the system has undergone several
revisions. The following discussion is taken
primarily from the UNIX System V Users Manual [83.
A critique of SCCS (in comparison to RCS) is found
in C113.
SCCS operates on a "module" at a time. A
module refers to a convenient unit of source code
usually a subroutine or macro E143 that would
normally be stored in a single ASCII file. All
information about the module is stored in one UNIX
file. Tables, protection information and user
submitted comments form the "header". The body
consists of the original version, deltas, and
control records used to recreate the versions.
Like TCS, versions develop along a main chain
of deltas and are grouped into releases. When a
new delta is added to the chain (Delta operation) ,
SCCS automatically numbers it with the next highest
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delta number within the release.
An "administrator" over the module defines the
next release. SCCS also allows the administrator
to specify the initial release number and whether
or not release numbers are skipped in the release
sequence. This serves a valuable function since in
a typical engineering environment, all versions are
not kept on line for all time. Once a software
product is released to the field, it is that
version and a back version that are of primary
importance. Obsolete versions are stored on tape.
And new SCCS modules are created from the most
current ones. By allowing the user to number the
initial release, the sequential numbering system of
releases is preserved. Note that in TCS and RCS
the initial release number is always 1.
To allow for concurrent development, the
administrator can create branches emanating from
any node in the module tree. SCCS automatically
numbers a new branch with the next higher branch
number for its parent node. Several versions can
develop along any branch, and SCCS will
sequentially number them, with a
"sequence"
number.
So a version is uniquely identified by R.L.B.S.
where R is the release number; L is the delta
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within the release; B is the branch number; and S
is the sequence number within the branch. Figure
1-b illustrates an SCCS revision (delta) tree. The
node denoted by "Node X" is identified as version
2.1.1.2. Node Y's identification string is
2.1.2.1.
SCCS
Node X ( 2.1.1.2
Figure 1-B
When retrieving a version (GET operation) ,
for read or change purposes, the user can specify
that one or more deltas be included or excluded.
The inclusion mechanism forces deltas along
separate branches to be applied, causing automatic
merging of changes. The
"merged"
version is
delivered to the user, who can then store this
version as the next one in a delta chain. The
exclusion mechanism instructs the system to ignore
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deltas that would normally be applied for the
version. Excluding deltas is handy for correcting
mistakes in a stored version.
When a version is retrieved for editing
purposes, the user who made the reservation is the
owner of a lock on the version. Before someone
else can add a version, this user must either
relinquish the lock or add a new version. A module
administrator can break the lock to allow another
user to add to the delta chain, or create a branch
for concurrent work. Thus, work on the module can
proceed in the absence of the person who made the
original reservation. It is important to note that
the administrator breaks the lock. This can serve
to insure that the parties involved are in
communication regarding the state of the module and
that deltas are not created from the wrong
versions.
An administrator can enforce control over who
makes changes within a release. SCCS keeps a list
of users who can add deltas to a release. If the
list is empty, then anyone with write access to the
SCCS module file can add deltas. The administrator
controls additions and deletions from the list.
Furthermore, releases can be locked so that no
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further changes can be made to any node in the
release.
Additional highly useful features include
retrieval by cut off date where the system gets a
version ignoring deltas made after the cut off
date. An administrator can specify that the system
prompt the user for a Modification Request Number
each time a delta is created. This helps to
justify the reason for creating deltas and track
its effects. SCCS will also compare two or more
versions within a module (SCCS diff command).
2.2 CMS (CODE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) C4D
Digital Equipment Corporation's CMS runs on
the VAX under VMS. CMS manages libraries of
related files. Each file in the library is known
as a CMS ELEMENT. To facilitate element
identification, the user can subdivide Libraries
into "GROUPS" of elements.
Within each element, Versions develop along a
main line of descent. As deltas are added, the
system sequentially numbers the nodes. Paths of
divergence from the main line are given by a
variant letter. A variant letter is user
specified. Any node, even variant nodes, can have
2-8
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variants, so the delta tree can reach any depth.
Furthermore, any node can be placed into a "CLASS,"
giving the node a symbolic name. Nodes from
several elements can belong to one class. Figure
1-c shows a delta tree having a node whose "CLASS"
name is "baseline." (GENERATION 4 of the main line
of descent). BASELINE has a variant branch A with
2 deltas Al and A2. Node BASELINE/A2 has a variant
A also with deltas Al, A2, and A3. The node with
the class name 1proj002" is version 4A2A2 or
BASELINE/A2/A2.
CMS
Figure l-C
In order to add a delta to any branch, a user
must
"RESERVE" the last node in the branch. If
another user attempts to Reserve the same node, CMS
informs him of the previous reservation. His
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options are to either quit or proceed with a
concurrent reservation. Several users can reserve
a node at a time. However, the first to "REPLACE"
the version creates the next generation. When the
next person attempts to replace the modified
version, the system informs him of the previous
replacement. His options, in this case, are to
create a variant node or merge his changes with the
latest version by reserving the last node using the
/MERGE option.
When the user retrieves a version using the
/MERGE qualifier, CMS automatically merges the
versions and delivers the merged version to the
user. Line conflicts are flagged in the merged
file. (A line conflict occurs when the two
versions changed the same line of text.) The user
reviews the file, resolves any conflicts and then
issues a REPLACE to permanently store the changes.
The /MERGE qualifier can also be used on a
"FETCH"
(read only retrieval). So, it is not necessary
to
reserve an element before seeing the results of a
merger.
CMS relies on the VMS file protection
mechanism for defining who can make changes to any
element within the library. A CMS library is
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actually a VMS directory defined by the user.
Anyone with write access to a file on this
directory can add deltas to any version within the
CMS ELEMENT (which is actually a VMS file).
Versions cannot be selectively write protected as
under SCCS.
2.3 DSEE (DOMAIN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT)
C5,73
DSEE is a collection of software engineering
tools for the APOLLO micro computer systems. DSEE
runs under the APOLLO AEGIS operating system.
Version control is a major tool within this
engineering environment.
Like CMS, DSEE groups user files into
libraries. Each file is a library
"element."
Protections are established at the library level,
not at the file or version level. Anyone
with
"MEMBER"
privileges to the library can modify an
element.
In DSEE, the version tree evolves in a
manner
similar to CMS. Generations of nodes
are
sequentially numbered starting
with generation 1
along any branch. Any node can
be given one or
more symbolic names. The tree can
reach any depth.
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Variants from a line of descent are handled in a
slightly different way. If a line of descent is
reserved for editing, any other attempts to reserve
it are shut out. If a second user needs to modify
the same version, he creates a branch, giving the
branch a symbolic name. A member can also render a
line of descent "obsolete," meaning that it cannot
be extended but anyone with read privileges can
still read any version along the branch.
To further facilitate concurrent development
and cooperation among users, DSEE provides a
MONITOR feature. When a user places a monitor on
an element, this user is notified of any
modifications to the element. A person issuing a
"RESERVE" is also informed of the monitor.
DSEE provides a means of merging separate
lines of descent. The merge operation is performed
interactively, so that the user can see and control
the results immediately. DSEE displays lines from
each version. The system cannot merge lines
without the user's permission.
To conserve space, as with other systems, DSEE
is delta based. However, it uses "blank
compression,"for suppressing leading blanks on all
lines stored. As with other delta based systems
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which manage versions via the interleaved file, the
time to retrieve a version is directly proportional
to the size of the file. All versions are
retrieved in equal time. DSEE assumes that the
latest version will be retrieved most often. To
save retrieval time for this version, it keeps a
cache of the latest version of all elements in the
library. That is, this version is stored in its
entirety outside of the interleaved file. This, of
course, increases the use of disk space, but other
space saving measures, like blank suppression, help
offset the effect.
An additional significant feature under DSEE,
is a Configuration Management facility. The user
can define components of a system through
"configuration
threads." These threads are lists of
user specified versions of each element composing a
system configuration. This, coupled with the
ability to give nodes a symbolic name (the
nodes
belonging to a specific configuration within each
element can be given the configuration name) and a
wildcarding capability which
allows the user to
specify several versions having the same
name
provide a powerful configuration
management tool.
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2.4 RCS (REVISION CONTROL SYSTEM) CI, 113
To the user, RCS (which is implemented under
UNIX) appears to treat versions in the same way as
SCCS and TCS. Like these, RCS groups revisions
into releases along the main trunk of the revision
tree (TCS allows releases along any branch) . As in
SCCS, RCS numbers branches. Branch nodes,
themselves, can have branches. As in TCS, the user
can assign a symbolic name to any branch as well as
to individual revisions.
RCS is unique in that it does not use the
interleaved file to store deltas. Rather, deltas
are stored as a series of edit commands known as
"Reverse" deltas upon the latest version (of the
main branch) . Branches are stored as foreward
deltas. That is, versions along branches are
constructed by applying a series of edit commands
to the previous version.
Figure 1-d shows an RCS revision tree whose
main branch consists of versions 1.1, 1.2, and 2.1.
The arrows show the delta direction. RCS stores
the entire version 2.1, the edit commands to
transform 2.1 to 1.2, and the commands to transform
1.2 into version 1.1. Node 1.2 has two branhes:
one named
"temp_fix" (version 1.2.2.1) and one
2-14
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RCS
/ ... ^
Figure 1-d
identified by the system generated number
"1.2.1.1". The branch node "temp_fix" also has a
branch identified as "proj_l," or by its version
number ,
"1.2.2.1.1." Any branch node is shown as a
foreward delta. Along any branch, a series of edit
commands on the previous version is applied in
order to generate a version.
Reverse deltas provide an advantage in access
time for the latest version, the assumption being
that these are accessed the most. The disadvantage
would follow that generations other than the latest
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takes time proportional to the number of deltas
applied.
As in the other systems, RCS requires a
version to be reserved or "locked" for editing
before the user can add a delta. However, RCS
provides a flexible command for breaking a lock so
that work can proceed uninterrupted in the absence
of the lock owner. SCCS also provides this lock
breaking, but it must be done by an administrator
with special privileges. No such privileges are
required under RCS. But, unlike in SCCS, RCS
notifies a lock owner of a "break in" via a mail
message containing the breaker's identification and
a commentary- To allow any user this privilege
does not seem to cause excessive conflict in
practice. According to Tichey C13, "the automatic
mail message attaches a high enough stigma to lock
breaking, so that programmers break locks only in
real emergencies, or when a co-worker resigns and
leaves locked revisions behind.
"
RCS facilitates Configuration Management by
allowing symbolic names on any node and a
wildcarding capability that causes retrieval of
several files at a time. For example, suppose that
several RCS files with a .C extension existed on an
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RCS directory and that each file contained a
version called "reL85_l." The RCS "CHECK OUT"
command, CO -rrel85_l .C, would retrieve the
"reL85_l"
version from each .C file. In addition,
RCS allows retrieval by cut-off date (as does
SCCS) .
RCS provides a convenient MERGE command that
functions in a manner similar to the CMS /Merge
facility. In addition, RCS's "CHECK
IN"
(equivalent to TCS's PUT) operation permits the use
of a pathname on both the RCS revision file and the
user's working file which contains the new verison.
This convenience saves the user from the nuisance
of copying the working file into a file with the
same name as the revision file on the revision
file's directory. Neither SCCS nor TCS provide
this facility, as yet.
RCS keeps a list of users who are allowed to
update RCS files. Thus, a system administrator can
set protections at the file level. However, RCS
does not have a provision for selectively
protecting specific versions.
2.5 CCC (CHANGE AND CONFIGURATION CONTROL) C2,33
Softool Corporation's CCC is a powerful
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conf iguraiton management tool, running on several
machines under several operating systems (among
them are: VAX/VMS, VAX/UNIX, IBM/CMS, IBM/MVS, IBM
PC/MS_DOS, APOLLO/AEGIS, DG/MV_UNIX) . CCC controls
and tracks changes to binary as well as to ASCII
and EBCDIC files.
The user sees a hierarchical organization of
information in CCC. The hierarchical levels,
termed DATA BASE, SYSTEM, CONFIGURATION, and
MODULE, are illustrated in Figure 1-e.
CCC
0A1A QASL
system.1 system^ systemJi
config_1 config_2 config_n
sysrun
conFiGUR/fnon
module-1 module_2 module_m
mODULE
FIGURE 1-e
The data base is composed of
"systems"
of
data. The configuration level represents
the
versions of any given SYSTEM. The
user can choose
to further divide configurations
into MODULES
representing the components of
the configuration.
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Physical data entities stored under CCC are
termed "TEXT data structures" and can be stored at
any level within the hierarchy. The user can group
related text data structures by defining text
TYPES. A version of text is identified by a system
generated version number or by a U3er supplied
CHANGE NAME. Version control is provided on any
TEXT data structure at any level within the
hierarchy. The user has the option of storing
changes either as a delta of the last version of
the TEXT data structure or as a separate version in
its entirety.
CCC provides the usual locking mechanism for a
change to a TEXT file. To effect concurrent
development , the user creates a new system
configuration or module data structure and inserts
the TEXT structure into the new structure. Of all
the systems mentioned, CCC provides the most
powerful and elaborate protection mechanisms. CCC
keeps a list of all users, which data structures
they can access, and passwords to data structures
within the hierarchy. In order to access any
information, the user logs into a specific system
or configuration and, in doing so, must supply
his/her password to the structure.
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The "cast of characters" within a CCC
environment are a "Data Ba3e Administrator,"
"Managers,"
and "Users." The Data Base
Administrator has free reign over the entire data
base. This person initializes and maintains the
data base, has read/write access (MANAGER
privileges) to any data structure at any level of
hierarchy, and defines the MANAGERS and USERS.
MANAGERS have special privileges to the system or
configuration. Managers delegate read/write
privileges to USERS within their domain. They
determine who can make changes to a TEXT data
structure and who can physcially delete structures.
The "USER" can insert new TEXT structures, make
changes, and logically delete data structures.
Under CCC, the organization can create an
environment that mimics the organization's chain of
authority. In addition to these protections, CCC
provides an encryption facility, in which TEXT
structures can be stored in up to 9 levels of
encryption.
So that the organization can tailor its use of
CCC to its individual environment, CCC has a
powerful MACRO capability and an internal editor
which can be used to make highly controlled
automatic changes to TEXT structures. Furthermore,
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the internal editor gives the user the option of
making changes right within the CCC environment.
Contrast this with the other systems where changes
are made using the operating system's editor
exclusively. Under CCC, TEXT files, of course, can
also be "EXPORTED" (read from the data base),
edited within the user's environment, and the new
version
"IMPORTED" back into the data base. As
with RCS, the user can specify a name for the
imported file other than the data base text file
name.
When a user enters a new version into the data
base, CCC requires a descriptive comment of the
change. Descriptions entered under SCCS, RCS, CMS,
and DSEE are limited to one line. "One
liners"
are
sometimes inadequate to describe the nature of a
change. Under CCC, the user enters a multi-line
description (0 to 436 characters). TCS also allows
multi-line descriptions. The idea for line
prompting under TCS was taken directly from
CCC.
CCC prompts with the number of characters
entered
on preceding lines.
2.6 AIDE-DE-CAMP CI 03
The Aide-De-Camp software engineering
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environment, from Software Maintenance and
Development Systems, Inc., is implemented under the
UNIX, and VAX/VMS operating systems. The system
manages configurations within a centralized data
base. Aide-de-Camp captures incremental changes to
individual files through the use of "CSETS" (change
sets). CSETS are composed of related files
undergoing revision by an individual or project
team. In practice, organizations often group
related changes into "projects." By tagging a CSET
with a project identification code, the user can
easily track all projects. When the user creates a
CSET, Aide -De-Camp requires that the user enter a
remark describing the reason for the CSET. This
remark can serve to further facilitate project
tracking.
Aide-De-Camp provides a simple yet elegant
user view of changes to configurations. A version
of the system is defined via a "list
equation"
which gives the relationship between an already
installed version and one or more CSETS. Suppose a
version (configuration) V exists and change sets A
and B contain changes to a file in V and/ or new
files to be combined in V, a new version VI is
defined by the equation:
VI = V + A + B.
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In order to delete changes from a version, the "-"
operator is used. The equation:
V2 = VI - B
would delete CSET B's changes in the new version
V2.
The system supports concurrent development by
allowing CSETS to have files in common. The user
will place "conflicting" changes into separate
CSETS and later merge the changes into a new
version. Consider a version V consisting of files
Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5. CSET A consists of changes
made to files Fl and F2 , and a new file F6. CSET B
changes files Fl and F3. If VI = V + A + B, then
VI consists of:
those files in V not changed by A or B
the version of F2 from A
the version of F3 from B
the line by line merger of versions of Fl from
both A and B
the new file F6 created by A.
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Like CCC and TCS, Aide-De-Camp will store an
extended commentary on the nature of each change.
Whenever a change is installed within a CSET, the
system requires the user to submit an "abstract"
describing the change. The abstract is a file
containing the documentation. Thus, the system
encourages full documentation of changes.
Primarily intended for software engineering
and the source code storage, Aide-De-Camp records
relationships among entities in the data base.
These relationships help the user to identify
actions to be taken when object files are generated
from changed source. The user can assert that file
GT "includes" file RX and/or define object
libraries and assert the procedures (subroutines)
contained in the library. The system also stores
information such as, "file X
'contains'
procedure
Y"
and "Y calls procedure
Z." Such information
helps to identify calling trees and which files are
affected by a bug fix or enhancement. It also
helps to avoid duplication of subroutine names when
a new file is added to a software system.
Relationships are stored in relationship tables.
The user can always read or make changes to
these
tables. The system records changes to these
tables
in CSETS in the same way that changes to
source are
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recorded. So a version can also include changes to
these tables.
Protections are set at the data base level.
Any user with write privileges to the data base can
make changes to any file, create CSETS, assert and
change relationships, etc. In other words, the
user cannot selectively protect individual
entities.
2.7 CONCLUSION
While version control systems (TCS included)
differ from each other in how they define their
user view of how information on one or more files,
within their domain, is stored all provide the
basic functionality needed for version control.
They provide an automatic way of logging who made a
change and when. For instance, TCS stores the
user's login ID and date from the operating system.
Each system stores incremental changes but also
provides for paths of diversion. Concurrent
changes to the same version are kept separately.
To conserve space, all systems are delta based.
With the exception of the RCS system, these systems
store and retrieve deltas using the interleaved
file and an accessing algorithm similar to the one
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described later in this paper. All store
information on the nature of a change in the form
of a user commentary submitted when a new version
is stored. While the system cannot provide
automatic control over how informative this
commentary is, it does encourage the documentation.
The important elements of recording who, when, why,
and how a change was made are present in any
Version Control System.
Usually version identification is implemented
via an automatic sequential numbering system like
that in TCS. In addition, most systems allow the
option of symbolic names for version
identification. A shortcoming of SCCS is the
absence of this feature. Without it, the user is
forced to remember the meaning of each version
number. SCCS, RCS, and TCS support release
groupings of versions whereby specific incremental
changes can be related to milestones within a
project. By supplying the release number alone on
a
"get" type operation, the user can retrieve the
highest delta within the release. The user need
not remember all version
numbers and their
meanings. In addition, TCS allows releases to
develop along any branch in the
version tree, so
that any node can be given a
"milestone"
name. A
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branch is then viewed as a separate module with its
own main chain of deltas.
TCS, CCC, and Aide-De-Camp encourage full
documentation of changes by providing an extended
comment capability when a delta is added. The
system assumes the task of associating
documentation text with its corresponding version.
Other systems associate a one line comment with
each version. In all systems, the quality of this
documentation (that is, how well it describes the
nature of a change) is the responsibility of the
user.
TCS, like most systems, relies on the
operating system's protections. Anyone with
read/write access priviliages to a TCS file can add
deltas anywhere within the version tree. SCCS and
CCC provide their own. protections whereby
protections are set on selected versions within
the
revision file. In large engineering environments,
the extended protections may be mandatory
requirements of the system.
Without exception, all systems
"lock"
versions
undergoing change. This ensures
that changes are
incremental; that is, each delta is created
from
the version that the user intends. Locking
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versions, however, can hold up progress on a
project, if the version is locked for an excessive
length of time or in the absence of the lock owner.
CMS gets around this problem by permitting multiple
reservations on a version, under controlled
conditions. SCCS, RCS, and TCS provide a means for
breaking a lock. TCS provides the CANCELC command,
but this command must be issued by the owner of the
lock. Making lock breaking a conscious effort on
the part of the lock owner insures that this person
is aware of the who, why, and what changes are
being made to a version that he intends to change.
For extreme circumstances when the lock owner is
not available, TCS provides the XCANCEL command
which breaks a lock without asking any questions
about the breaker's ID. This command is intended
for use by some super-user who would take
responsibility for informing the owner of the
"break-in. "
A significant feature present in most systems
is an automatic merging facility. TCS, as yet,
does not have this built-in feature. The merging
issue warrants a stern caution. The user must
always keep in mind this is strictly a clerical
function of blindly merging lines. There is no
intelligence here. The system has no way of
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knowing whether the merged version contains the
functionality that the user needs. For this
reason, no system will immediately store a merged
version. A merged version is always delivered to
the user for inspection and editing if need be.
DSEE goes a step further by requiring the user to
inspect the version as it is built. While merging
provides a convenience for the user, there is
always the danger that the user, forgetting that
automatic propagation of separately stored changes
is purely clerical, will immediately store the
merged version. In this case, the user is assuming
that the system has determined that the
functionality of the separate versions are
compatible.
The author asked several software engineers to
comment on merging. These engineers work on a
large software system consisting of approximately
8000 files of source code. Conflicting changes is
a central issue in this environment. Their
responses to the question, "Is automatic merging a
desirable feature for a code control
system?"
ran
mostly along the lines of: "I wouldn't trust
it;"
"It would encourage sloppy
programming;""I'd
rather recode than unscramble merged
files."
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Under close scrutiny, automatic merging is
nice, but usually not necessary. The authors of
SCCS saw fit not to make automatic merging easy for
the user. The early verisons of the CCC system do
not provide this ability. It was installed into
CCC after its 2.0 release. While TCS does not
provide for automatic mergers, the accessing
algorithms are implemented in such a way that this
feature could be added later.
Several of the systems discussed, provide
other desirable features which could later be
incorporated into TCS. Among these features are:
retrieval by cut off date
an exclusion mechanism whereby the system
facilitates mistake correction by skipping
deltas that the user specifies.
. the ability to specify path names for the user
file containing a new version to be added to a
module
. the ability for the user to selectively
lock
releases and trees from further changes
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the ability for an administrator to selectively
read/write protect specified versions,
releases, or trees
a built-in wildcarding capability that
facilitates the retrieval of related versions
from several files
TCS contains the absolutely necessary features for
version control. That is, it meets the minimum
requirements outlined earlier. However, most
important, the TCS programs store the information
necessary for the enhancements listed above. The
programs are structured in such a way that these
enhancements can be added later with relative ease.
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TCS COMMANDS
This chapter contains two major sections: TCS
USER COMMANDS and TCS SUPER-USER FUNCTIONS. The
first of these sections contains details for each
TCS command that the general user issues. Each TCS
user command is presented in alphabetical order, on
a separate page, so that the user can easily
reference any command.
The last section, SUPER USER FUNCTIONS,
outlines those commands issued by some
administrator or the TCS programmer. Details for
these are found in the command files (shell
scripts) in Appendix F.
3.1 TCS USER COMMANDS
GET Retrieve a version for read only or change
purposes .
PUT Store a new version along with information
about the version.
CREATMOD Create a TCS module file from the original
version.
CREATREE Create a child tree of a node in the TCS
module.
SHOW TREE Show (display) informatin about a tree or
all trees.
TCS COMMANDS
SHOW CHILD Show (display) the children of a node in
the module.
CANCELC Cancel the change reservation on a tree.
3.1.1 GENERAL FORM OF A USER COMMAND
The syntax of a user command is similar to UNIX
commands with the exception that required arguments
are submitted first, followed by optional
arguments. In general, a command is of the form:
command <argl> <arg2> . . . <argN> C-optl -opt2 ... -optN3
Required arguments are shown within < > marks.
These directly follow the command, are positional
arguments, and are separated by white space (blank
or tab) .
Options are shown within C 3. Note: the user
does not type the C 3 marks on the command line.
An option is given by an option letter preceded
by a "-".
These can be submitted in any order.
. Options requiring an argument are shown as:
-1
<arg> where 1 is the option letter and <arg> is
the required argument.
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Option arguments must directly follow the
option letter. Any string of characters
following the option letter is assumed to be
the required argument.
GET currently requires that its options be
followed by white space. See details of the GET
command.
SHOW allows for optional white space
separating its option letters and any option
arguments. Options NOT requiring an argument may
be catenated into an option string preceded by a
"-". See the SHOW command for details.
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CANCELC
Cancel the change reservation for a tree.
CANCELC checks the user's login ID to ensure that
it matches the user ID on the change reservation
for the tree. If the ID's do not match, the
reservation is not cancelled. Once a reservation
is cancelled, other users may execute the GET
operation with the -c option. See GET.
cancelc (module name) <tree name)
(module name) name of an existing TCS module.
(tree name) tree name whose reservation is to
be cancelled.
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CREATMOD
Create a TCS module from the file given by the
(module name) argument. CREATMOD looks for a file
called (module name) in the current working
directory and stores the entire contents of the
file as version "0 1.1" in the new "(module
name).t" file. The TCS module must not already
exist in the current working directory.
The user is prompted for description
information for this initial version as on a PUT
operation. See details on PUT. CREATMOD creates a
history file for the new module and enters the
user's login ID, time, date and description
information into the history entry for version 0
1.1.
creatmod (module name)
(module name) name of the ASCII file on the current
working directory. (module name) can
by any valid UNIX file name. To avoid
confusion with files created by TCS,
(module name) should NOT begin with
"t."
or "h. " or end with ".t".
Path names are NOT permitted.
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CREATREE
Create a child tree for a node in a TCS
module. An empty tree is entered into the tree
table. The new tree's original version is the
parent node's version. Child trees allow for
concurrent changes to be made to a node. In
effect, the node is split and any concurrent
changes are kept separate under their respective
tree names.
creatree (module name) (parent tree) (parent r.d) (new tree)
(module name) name of an existing TCS module.
(parent tree) the parent node's tree name. If the parent
tree is the main tree, 0 is submitted. The
parent tree must already exist.
(parent r.d) the parent node's version number in the form
of release. delta. The parent version must
already exist.
(new tree) new tree's name
. a tree name may be from 1 to 31 characters
in length.
. the first character must be alphabetic.
. characters other than the first can be
any alphanumeric or special character.
. the tree name must not already exist.
That is, tree names must be unique.
CREATREE EXAMPLES:
1. creatree program. c project_0 1.3 project_0a
creates an empty tree, project_0a, whose parent node
is "project_0 1.3".
2. creatree program. c 0 1.2 project_5
creates an empty tree, project_5, whose parent node
is version 1.2 in the main tree, 0.
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GET
GET retrieves a version of a file stored
within a TCS module. GET looks for a file called
"(module name).t," on the CURRENT WORKING
directory, extracts the requested version, and
places the version in a file called "t. (module
name)"
on the CURRENT WORKING directory. If a file
by the name "t. (module name)" already exists, it is
overwritten.
GET (module name) C -t (tree name) -v (r.d) -c -p -h 3
(module name) the name of the TCS module on the current
working directory.
OPTIONS :
Note: options are separated by white space and must
NOT be catenated. The ' -t ' and '-V options are
separated from their arguments by white space.
-t (tree name) If submitted, a version from tree,
"(tree name)," is retrieved. If omitted
or if (tree name) is 0, then a version
from the main tree is retrieved. If the
tree is empty, then the parent version is
retrieved.
-v (r.d) Requests a sepcific version within a tree.
(r.d) is the version number where 'r' is
the release level and 'd' is the delta number
within the release. The
'.'
separates the
release and delta number. The ' portion
may be omitted. That is, a version number of
the form '(r)' is also legal. In this case,
the highest delta within release
'(r)' is
retrieved. If the '-V option is omitted,
GET retrieves the highest version in the tree,
-c Requests that the version retrieved be open
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(reserved) for change purposes. GET logs
the user's login ID, along with the time and
date. If the version is already reserved for
change, the user is so informed, shown the
user ID, time and date of the reservation,
and the GET fails. The GET also fails if the
requested version is NOT the highest version
in the tree.
-p Requests that the tree's path name be
displayed, displays parent node names in
the form:
(tree name) (r.d)/
-h Requests the version's description
information. GET displays the user ID of
the user who created the version, creation
time and date, and the description or comment
for the version.
GET EXAMPLES:
A TCS module "program. c" exists in the file
"program. c.t" on the current working diretory. GET
will extract a version of "program.
c" into a file
called "t. program.
c"
on the current working
directory.
Assume that the module's tree structure looks
like:
0 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2
A
A A
P_2 project_0
I
--- 1.1 --- 1.2
a
pro ject_l
I
1.1 1.2 --- 1.3
The tree name precedes each delta chain.
1. get program. c
or
get program. c -t 0
Verison 2.2 in the main tree (0) is retrieved.
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get program. c -v 1
Gets version 1.2 in the main tree.
get program. c -v 2.1
Gets version 2.1 in the main tree.
get program. c -t project_l
Gets version 1.3 in the tree, project_l
get program. c -t project_l -v 1.1 -p
Gets version 1.1 in tree, proiect_l and also
displays the pathname as:
0 1.2/ project_0 1.1/ project_l 1.1
get program. c -c -t P_2
Since tree, P_2 , is empty, its parent version,
0 1.2 is retrieved. The -c causes a change
reservation for tree, P 2.
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PUT
Put a new version into the TCS module. Put
creates a delta for the new verison and places the
delta at the end of a tree's delta chain. It looks
for a file given by the (module name) argument and
a file called "(module name).t" on the current
working directory. The differences between the old
and new version are obtained and the deltas are
stored as the latest version in the tree. PUT
cancels the change reservation. If the tree was
not previously reserved for the change by the user
executing the PUT or if there are no differences
between the old and new version, the operation
fails and no delta is created.
PUT prompts the user for a description
(comment) of the new version. The description can
be from 0 to 1000 characters in length. The prompt
tells how many characters were entered so far with
each line. A '.' on the first character, followed
by a carriage return ends description prompting.
PUT stores the user's ID, time and date, and
version description in the TCS
modules'history
file.
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The new version is automatically numbered with
the next delta number within the last release in
the tree. When the '-r' option is submitted, PUT
creates a new release for the tree, and the
version's delta number is 1.
put (module name) (tree name) C -r 3
(module name)
(tree name)
-r
file name of the file containing the new
version and the name of an existing TCS
module file.
tree to which the new delta will be inserted.
If (tree name) is 0, the delta is inserted
at the end of the main tree's delta chain.
creates a new release within the delta chain.
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PUT EXAMPLES:
The user would like to enter a new version of
program. c into the TCS module file program. c.t.
Both files are on the current working directory-
Assume that the TCS module's tree structure looks
like:
0 --- 1.1 1.2
A
project_l 1.1
A
pro ject_2
1. put proqram.c 0
The new version is 0 1.3. Tree 0 is the main tree.
2. put program. c project_2
Since tree, project_2, is empty, the new version is
created as version 1.1 of project_2.
3. put program. c project_l -r
The new version number is 2.1 for tree, project_l.
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SHOW
Show or display information regarding the tree
structure and/ or about one or more trees in a TCS
module. The information is written to the standard
output .
show (what) (module name) Cshow function specific options!
(what) the desired SHOW function. Valid functions are:
"tree"
and "child".
(module name) TCS module name (on the current directory).
SHOW FUNCTIONS
SHOW TREE displays information regarding a tree or all
trees.
show tree (module name) C-t (tree name) -apcdrel
-t (tree name) tree name for which information is to be
displayed. If this option is submitted,
the -a option cannot also appear on the
command line.
_a displays the requested information for
all trees.
_p displays the tree's path
name. If omitted,
the tree and its parent node's name are
displayed.
-c
-r
-d
-e
tells whether or not the tree(s) is reserved
for change. If the tree(s) is reserved, the
reserver's user ID and the reservation time
and date are displayed.
displays release information. Shows the
number of releases and the highest delta
in each release.
shows the last revision date for the tree(s)
turns on the -p, -c, -r, anc
present, the information pr<
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these options is displayed.
SHOW CHILD displays the names of a node's children trees
show child (module name) C -t (tree name) -v (r.d) -c 3
-t (tree name) the node's tree name whose children are
to be listed. If omitted (tree name)
defaults to the main tree.
-v (r.d) the node's version number within the tree.
If omitted, (r.d) defaults to the highest
version number.
-c tells whether or not each child tree is
reserved for change. The reservation's user
ID, time and date are also displayed.
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3.2 SUPER USER FUNCTIONS
XCANCEL Cancels the change reservation for a tree
without checking the user ID. The form of
this command is the same as that of the
user command CANCELC.
PRINTMOD Prints the TCS module file containing the
tree table release and change tables, and
the deltas for all versions. Appendix B
shows the format of PRINTMOD' s output.
PRINTHIS Prints the TCS history file for a module.
Prints the comment table entry and the
description (comment) for each version in
the module. Appendix C shows the format
of PRINTHIS 's output.
PRINTEMP Prints the temporary file created by PUT.
This is the file containing line numbers for
the "old version" retrieved during a PUT. The
tree, release, and change tables are also
displayed. Appendix D shows the format of
PRINTEMP 's output.
In order for PRINTEMP to function properly,
the programmer must use this command in
conjunction with a special testing version of
the PUT.COM shell script. This test version saves
the temporary line numbered file in a file called
put save/ (module name).l.
These functions are intended primarily for
program debugging purposes. The print type
commands display the contents of TCS files in
readable form. Each produces a file on the current
working directory. This file is input to MORE
which displays the contents on the standard output.
Output files are:
(module name).p
- PRINTMOD
(module name).s - PRINTHIS
(module name).r - PRINTEMP
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CHAPTER 4
TCS INTERNAL DOCUMENTATION
The remainder of this paper deals with TCS's
technical internals. The structure of the TCS
module and history files, and the storage (PUT) and
accessing (GET) algorithms are presented here.
The reader will encounter extensive references
to TCS programs and functions (subroutines). The
TCS program is implemented in the C language. Each
main program is in a ".c" file having the same name
as the command that invokes it. Functions can be
found in ".c" files having the same name as the
functions.
Throughout this chapter, names of main
programs, program variables, and TCS commands are
shown in capital letters. Program functions names
are of the form
" (function) ().
" Arguments are not
shown with any function name.
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The author also makes references to the
Appendices at the end of the paper. Appendix A
contains data flow diagrams for all files used for
TCS user commands. Appendices B, C, and D contain
the formats of TCS files. Appendix E contains the
source code for the TCS system. Appendix F
contains the shell scripts for all TCS commands.
Appendix G contains information for compiling and
linking the TCS programs; and shell scripts used in
compiling and linking.
The figures, 2a-2d show sample TCS files and
the commands that created them. The last section,
"A Sample TCS Session," is an extention of these
figures. It shows a series of operations performed
on the TCS module, "sample.
1,"
and the all files
used, modified or created by each TCS command
issued. The reader may find it helpful to scan
over the last section before reading the sections,
"Accessing a
Version," "Storing A
Version,"
and
"Accessing and Storing History Information.
"
Figure 2-0 contains an outline of the TCS
module file and history file. This figure also
shows the relationships among the tree, release,
and comment tables discussed in the following
sections. Arrows denote pointers to a table entry.
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TCS MODULE FILE
TREE TABLE SIZE
RELEASE TABLE SIZE
TREE TABLE
RELEASE TABLES
CHANGE TABLE SIZE
CHANGE TABLE
BODV OF THE FILE
( TEKT AND
CONTROL RECORDS)
TCS HISTORV FILE
COMMENT TABLE SIZE
COMMENT TABLE
I BODV OF THE
; HISTORV FILE
1 (COMMENT BLOCKS)
TREE THBLE ENTRY ( SEQUENTIAL LIST )
L| TRENHME | TRENOM [ PTBLINK | PBNTREL | PRNTDLTH
NUMRELS FIRSTREL
I
LRSTREL NEUJRFLRG
RELERSE TRUE ENTRY ( LINKED LIST )
)'*{ HIPDELTR 1 NHTRNOOE FIRSTHIS LRSTHIS
COMMENT TABLE ENTRY ( LINKED LIST )
WHEN | BLKSIZE | OFFSET | USERID | NHTENTRY |
T
COMMENT BLOCK
TCS FILES INI TIILE IELITIINSIIPS
FI6URE 2-0
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4.1 THE TCS MODULE FILE
All information relating to the structure of
the revision tree, the original version, deltas,
and control records used to build versions are
located in the TCS module file. The header
information placed at the beginning of the file
consists of the tree, release, and change tables
and their sizes. Following the header information,
is the body of the file where versions are stored.
The tree and release tables hold the
information needed to construct the revision tree.
These tables also contain information used to
construct an internal data structure, known as the
internal tree structure, that the accessing
functions use during a retrieval operation.
4.1.1 The Tree Table
Each tree is assigned an internal tree number
which the accessing algorithms use to identify the
tree. The main tree's internal number is always
one (1) and is assigned during the CREATMOD
operation when the TCS module file is created. So,
there is always one entry in the tree table.
Stored with the tree table is the size of the
table, corresponding to the number of trees
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existing in the module. When a tree is added, this
number is assigned to the new tree and then
incremented by 1.
In the tree table, trees are kept sequentially
by order of creation. The tree table is searched
sequentially using the tree name as a key. The
sequential nature of the table does not present a
performance problem during any access operation
since we do not expect that this table will be very
large for any TCS module. The user will never
notice the search time.
The structure for each tree table entry is
found in the include file
"tablestr.h" (struct
treentry) . The fields within each tree table entry
are :
1. trename := The user assigned tree name
2. trenum := The internal tree number assigned at
tree creation time.
3. ptblink := The Parent Node Back Link which is
the index of the parent tree's entry in
the
tree table.
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4. prntrel := The Parent's release number.
5. prntdlta := The Parent's delta number.
6. numrels := The number of releases in the tree.
7. firstrel := The index into the release table
structure for the tree's first release.
8. lastrel := The index into the release table
structure for the tree's last release.
9. newrflag := A new release flag that "PUT" uses
in determining whether or not the delta being
added should have a new release number.
4.1.2 The Release Tables
The release table is a collection of linked
lists, one for each tree. This data structure
contains information about each release in the
tree. A node in a release table list consists of
four fields containing the following information
respectively (See "struct
relnode" in
"tablestr.h. ") :
1. hipdelta := The highest delta number in the
release. This is initially 1 when a new
release is installed and is updated on a PUT
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that adds a delta to the release.
2. nxtrnode := A pointer into the release table
array giving the index of the next release node
for the tree.
3. firsthis := A pointer into the comment table
(kept in the history file). This pointer is
the index of the comment table entry for the
first delta in the release.
4. lasthis := A pointer into the comment table for
the last delta in the release.
The release table is kept linked so that
releases can be dynamically added for any tree at
any time.
4.1.3 The Change Table
The change table is a record of what trees are
currently reserved for change.
Each entry has
three fields (See "struct
change"in "tabl str.h"):
1. time := A value (obtained from
the operating
system) representing the date and
time of the
reservation.
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2. trenum := The internal tree number of the tree
whose last version is reserved for change.
3. userid := The login ID (obtained from the
operating system) of the user who requested the
reservation.
The change table is kept sequentially with
reservations added at the end of the table. When
PUT adds a delta to a reserved tree's last version,
the tree's entry is deleted from the change table.
This table expands and contracts as trees are
reserved and deltas added. At any time, there is
at most one entry for any tree. That is, only one
person can reserve a tree for change at a time.
The maximum size that this table can reach will be
that of the tree table. So, like the tree table,
since we do not expect that this table will grow
very large, sequential searches go unnoticed by the
user.
4.1.4 The Body Of The Module File
The text belonging to all versions is kept in
the body of the file. Deltas are stored as a
series of insertions and deletions to/from the
versions that created them. Control records
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surrounding one or more lines of text are used to
identify which lines belong to each version. At
the beginning of each line in the body of the file
is a control character which tells the accessing
routines whether the line that follows contains
ASCII text or a control record.
Text is identified by a "t" control character,
while control records are identified by an "I,"
"D,"
or
"E"
control character for insertion,
deletion, or end control record respectively. An
insert control record instructs the system that the
text lines following it should be included for the
version indicated on the record. The deletion does
the opposite. It instructs the system to ignore
text lines. Corresponding to each insertion and
deletion control record is an "end" control record
signalling that the effect of an
"I"
or
"D"
control
should end. Each control record contains the tree
number, release and delta number of the version to
which it applies.
4.1.5 Illustrations
Figure 2-a shows a TCS module file
"sample.
l.t"
containing one version (the original)
of the user file "sample.
1." In this figure, the
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reader will note a "$
cat" UNIX command which
printed the original version of the file "sample. 1"
The TCS "creatmod" command transformed the contents
of this file into a TCS module and entered the
user's first comment (shown after the "Enter
comment..."
prompt) into the history file (See
figure 2-c). What follows is the contents of the
TCS module file.
Figure 2-a.l shows the module file after the
user issued a "get" with the -c option. There is
now one entry in the change table.
In figure 2-a. 2, we see the first version
editted under the "ex" editor. Then the
"put"
operation which creates the first delta.
Figure 2-b shows the second version of
"sample.
1"
and the corresponding TCS module
containing versions 1.1 and
1.2.
The TCS file contents were obtained
in
readable form from the
"printmod" program. See
Appendix B for the TCS module file
and printmod
output formats.
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f~
cat sample. 1
This is . samDle ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
It might rteve beer a source code -file. But since TCS
doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
~-iafs in the file, we'll kee: tnis simoie.
1 creatmoc samel e. I
E.-ter comment...
0 to 1000 characters
0: This is the 6natneereosi on of a sample file.
47: Its version name is 0 1.1 (the first version'for tree 0 ),
1 Oc:
Comment entered. ... lOo characters
sample.l TCS module nas Oeen created
t
S printmod sample.l
tree table size = 2
0 1 -1 -l -i
1 d 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
release tables size = 1
10 0 0
change table size = 0
i 1 1. 1
t This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
t It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
t doesn't knot, the difference and shouldn't care about
t what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
11.1
Figure 2-a
S printmod sanole.l
fee table sire = 7
o i -i-i -:
10 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
release tables size 1
1 0 0 0
change table size = 1
Sun Mar 2 11:55:18 1986
1 rcs0074
i 1 1. 1
t This is a sample ASCII file, crested using the s;; editor.
t It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
t doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
t what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
e 1 1. 1
Figure 2-a.l
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* cp t. sample. 1 sample. 1
f e. =arpl e. 1
"sample. 1 " 4 lines. 2C* cr.aracters
: da
This line was added at tne beginning of version 0 1.1.
: 3
It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
But since TCS
:a
Rhbsank line and this line were added at the end of 0 :.:.
: 1. *
This line was added at the beginning of version o 1.1.
This is a sample ASCII fiie. ceated using the editor.It might have been a source code file.
But since TCE
doesn't know the difference and shoular.'t care about
what's in the file, we'll keep this simne.
A blank- line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
:wq
"samole.l" B lines. 323 characters
S
*
* put samp 1 e. 1 0
Enter comment...
0 to 1000 characters
Oi This is the second version.
28: ttltai ma a added at the oeginning and end of version 0 1.1 and
91: line in the middle was changed.
127: .
Comment enter eo. ... 127 characters
'put'
created: 0 1.2
Figure 2-a. 2
get sample. 1 -c
sampl e. 1 0 1.1
4 lines retreived
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* D' : -tT.-z ; oiT)3 le. :
t-e= -. at 1 e s ; ze z
0 1 _ 1 -1 -
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 c 0
r el c sse -abl es size .
2 0 0 1
change table size - 0
t This line was added at tne beginning of version O 1.1.
el 1.2
l 1 1. 1
t This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
d 1 1.2
t It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
el 1.2
ill.2
t It might have been a source code file.
t But since TCS
el 1.2
t doesn't t now the difference and shouldn't care about
t what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
ill.2
t
t A blank line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
el 1.2
11.1
Figure 2-b
4.2 THE TCS HISTORY FILE
All comments and records of who added a delta
and when are kept in a separate file called
"h.<module>." Like the module file, the history
file consists of header information and the body
where comments are stored.
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4.2.1 The History File Header
At the beginning of the file is header
information consisting of a structure containing
the size of the comment table and the number of
bytes in the body of the file. See "struct hsizes"
in "histstr.h" for this structure. The header also
contains the comment table which holds information
about each comment in the body of the file. Each
entry in the comment table consists of 5 fields
(See "struct cominfo" in "histstr.h):
1. when := the date and time that the version
(comment) was entered.
2. blksize := the number of bytes that the comment
occupies in the file.
3. offset := the offset, in bytes, of the
comment
block from the beginning of the body of the
history file.
4. userid := the login ID of the user
who created
the verison.
5. nxtentry := a pointer to
the comment table
entry for the next delta
in the release.
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Each time a delta is added to the module file,
a new entry for the delta is inserted into the
comment table. Since deltas are dynamically
inserted, entries are kept linked. Each release
has its own linked list of comment table entries.
The release table entry holds the pointer
(FIRSTHIS) to the comment table entry,
corresponding to delta 1 of that release. Delta
2's entry is at the index given by the nxtentry
field. Succeeding entries are found by following
nitentry links until a 0 in nxtentry is hit.
Since comments can be from 0 to 1000
characters in length, a "blksize" field is
necessary to identify the comment size to the
accessing routines. The
"offset" field tells where
the comment is found within the body of the file.
Using these two values, the accessing routines can
retrieve a comment in a random access fashion
without having to read through the entire file to
find a specific comment block.
4.2.2 The Body Of The History File
The user supplied comments follow one another
in the body of the history files. These start
immediately after the comment table. Comments are
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added at the end of the file. The offset of a new
comment is the HISTSZ value given in the size
structure in the header. "HISTSZ" is updated by
adding the number of bytes in the new comment.
Therefore, "HISTSZ" always contains the offset from
the beginning of the history body of the next
available byte position.
Figures 2-c and 2-d show history files
corresponding to the versions given in Figure 2-a
and 2-b respectively. The "printhis" program
displays the contents of the history file in
readable format. Refer to Appendix C for the TCS
history file and
"printhis"
output formats.
4.3 ACCESSING A VERSION
The main programs GET and PUT invoke the
function getversn( ) to access a version. GET
retrieves the version and delivers it to the user.
PUT calls getversn() to retrieve the version to
which a new delta is added (i.e., the "old
version"). PUT, in addition, instructs getversn( )
to create a temporary module file containing line
numbers for each line in the old version. A
subsequent section explains how PUT uses these
versions.
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* p-l-t-is sa.ncle.l
camme-t tazle size = 1
histors size = 107
wher...5ur. Ma- 2 11:48:47. 1986
who..-cs0074 block size = 107 of --= = .- rhis i= the original versior of a sample f "e
" ~ ne!,t entrv ln=ex = 0
Its ve-sion name is 0 1." iti. <<..... ithe first ve-ior, (or tree 0 ;.
Figure 2-c
*
* printhis sample. 1
comment table size = 2
history size = 275
when.. Sun Mar 2 11:48:42 1^80
who. .rcsJO'4 bloct size K
This is the original versior of
Its version name is 0 1.1 (the first "versiorTfor tree 0 ),
0- 107 of-'-et r. ,- .
n m . sample f 1 1 r
SntrV ^"^
when ..Sun har 2 12:00:47 I9se
^.L 128 "* - " -,t entry indexThis is the second vers 1 on. 0
A line was added at the beginning and end of version 0 1.1 and
a line in the middle was changed.
Figure 2-d
4.3.1 Data Structures For The ACCESS Routines
The function getversn( ) decides which lines in
the module file belong to the requested version by
inspecting two internal data structures:
"INTRESTR", the internal tree structure and
"TRESTRTB", a cross reference into the internal
tree structure. These structures provide a path of
deltas to be applied in order to construct the
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version. Function bldintst() builds the structures
by starting with the tree, release, and delta
number of the requested versions and following
parent pointers in the tree table until the null
parent (the main tree's parent) is reached. The
tree number, the highest release to be included for
the version, and an index into "INTRESTR" are
recorded In TRESTRTB for each tree in the delta
path. The index points to a list of highest deltas
for each release that is to be included for a
version. Figure 2-e shows a module's delta tree
and the data in INTRESTR and TRESTRTB for the
retrieval of version TREE B 1.1.
tree_c trse_a
3
inTRESTR.
tree_b 1.1 1.2
1 I 2 | 2 jl
TRESTRTB
TRfcEniim TRESTTiOK numRtLS
4 0 1
Figure 2-e
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To reconstruct the version, getversn() must
know that all deltas for the main tree (tree number
= 1) up to and including 2.1, TREE_A (tree number =
2) up to and including 1.2 and TREE_B (tree number
= 4) up to and including 1.1 are to be applied.
When getversn( ) encounters and I or D control
record, it calls setf lag( ) to search the cross
reference table for a match on the tree number. If
the tree is found, then setf lag( ) checks the number
of releases, if the release number on the control
record is less than or equal to the NUMRELS value
in the table entry, then the delta is checked.
Using the TRESTNDX index field, locates the tree's
delta list in INTRESTR. Counting up to the release
number in the control record, gets the exact
location of the highest delta. getversn( ) compares
delta numbers. If the delta number on the control
record is less than or equal to the delta number in
INTRESTR, the delta is applied. If any of these
tests fail, the delta is not applied.
Refer to Figure 2-e for the following example.
Given the control record: D 1 2.1, getversn( )
finds tree 1 at TRESTRTBC23 . The highest delta to
be included for release 2 is at INTRESTRC33, whose
value is less than or equal to the delta number 1
on the control record. Therefore, the delta text
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corresponding to this control record is applied.
Since the text for any given delta doesn't
always immediately follow its control records,
getversn( ) uses another structure, the control
queue in determing whether to retain a line of text
as part of the requested version or skip it. See
the include file queue. h for queue definitions and
the file queue. c for the queue manipulation
routines.
4.3.2 The Accessing Routines
getversn() reads the body of the module file
line by line. If an insert (I) or delete (D)
control record is encountered, a flag is set to
"yes",
"no"
or
"null" (YESFLAG, NOFLAG, and
NULLFLAG values in defines.h). setf lag( )
determines the flag setting by first deciding
whether or not the delta should be
applied. Flag
is set to
"yes" if the delta should be applied
and
the record is an insert (I). The flag
is set to
-no" if the delta should be applied
and the control
is delete (D) or if the delta
should not be applied
and the control is insert (I).
The flag is set to
"null" if the delta should NOT be
applied and the
control is delete (D). The tree,
release, and
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delta numbers, and the flag setting are entered at
the front of the control queue. It is important to
note that these entries are kept in chronological
order with the latest at the head of the queue.
After an entry is made in the queue,
getversnO (in routine i_d_rec()) sets an indicator
"TAKELINE" based on the flag value just entered.
TAKELINE tells getversnO whether to take or skip
text lines. TAKELINE is set to the value in FLAG
if flag is "yes" or "no." If flag is "null," then
the queue is searched sequentially, beginning at
the head, for the first non-null flag entry.
TAKELINE is then set to this flag value.
When an end (E) control record is encountered,
the queue is searched sequentially (beginning at
the head) for the corresponding entry (tree,
release, and delta numbers). The entry is removed
from the queue and TAKELINE is reset based on the
flag field of the entry at the head of the queue.
The chronological nature of the queue along with
the correspondence that PUT sets up between I, D
and E control records guarantee that all searches
on the queue are successful and that TAKELINE is
appropriately set.
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It would follow from all this, that getversnO
merely needs to inspect TAKELINE when it encounters
a TEXT (t) line. If TAKELINE is set to "yes", the
line is written to the output file (the retrieved
version). Otherwise, the line is ignored.
4.4 STORING A VERSION
The storage programs CREATMOD, PUT, and
PUTDELTA, would have to surround text lines with
control records so that accessing follows the
description above. CREATMOD stores the original
version (1 1.1) and initializes the tree and
release tables. This operation is fairly simple :
all text lines are preceded by an I 1 1.1 control
record and followed by an E 1 1 . 1 control.
Subsequent versions are stored in a multistep
process (for the system, not the user) via the
PUT.COM command file.
The main program, in PUT.C, builds the
internal tree structure and calls getversnO to
retrieve the "old" version, (to which the new delta
will be added). This version is placed in a
temporary file, invisible to the user. Put passes
an indicator telling getversn( ) to add to another
temporary file containing numbered text lines.
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Those lines belonging to the old version are
numbered in sequence starting with line one. Lines
numbered with a 0 belong to other versions.
PUTDELTA will later use this file to position new
lines and control records in the updated module
file. The line numbered file also contains the
updated tree, release, and change tables. An
Example of the temporary line numbered file is
shown in the last section. This file was printed
using the
"printemp"
command. See Appendix D for
the PRINTEMP output format.
Before calling getversn( ) , Put has figured out
the new version's tree, release, and delta numbers,
removed the tree's entry in the change table, and
entered the user's comment into the history file.
For the next step, PUT.COM passes the old and
new versions to the UNIX Diff program. Diff
determines the differences and places its output
into a temporary file. Diff's output and the line
numbered file are passed to the PUTDELTA program,
which positions the new delta in the body of the
new module file.
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The Diff output is a series of additions,
deletions, and change records. These records
describe what lines in the old file need to be
changed or deleted, and at what point lines would
have to be inserted in order to recreate the new
version from the old version. Figure 2-f shows a
sample diff output.
* cat /tmp/tcs.rcs/diff /sample. I
Oal
> This line was added at the beginning of version 0 1.1.
2c3,4
< It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
> It might have been a source cods file.
> But since TCS
4a7.9
>
> A blank line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
s
Figure 2-f
Additions are preceded by an "a" type record
containing the line number to which new lines are
appended. An "a" record is followed by a series of
">"
records containing the new lines. A
"d" type
record denotes that one or more lines are to be
deleted. These are followed by "<" records
containing the lines to be deleted. Changes to one
or more lines are denoted by
"c"
records followed
by "<" records showing the lines to be changed and
">"
records showing what these lines are change to.
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The format of the diff output lends itself
well to processing by the PUTDELTA program.
PUTDELTA interprets "a" and "d" records into TCS
"i"
and
"d"
records. Changed lines are stored as a
deletion ("d") of the old lines and an insertion
("i") of the new lines. Using the storage scheme
described in the following paragraphs, PUTDELTA
ensures that the accessing function getversn( ) will
find text lines in the order that is expects.
PUTDELTA reads the diff output line by line.
When it encounters a diff "a", it reads the TCS
temporary line numbered version up to and including
the line after which the insert takes place. An
"i"
control record is written and the new lines are
copied from the diff file as "t" type records, an
"e" (end) control record is written, and the next
diff line is read.
The function append ( ) handles insertions.
Given the line number from the diff
"a"
record,
append works properly for insertions at the
beginning, middle, or end of the version without
making any special provisions for any of these
modes of insertion. Insertions at the middle or
end (i.e., after line 1) will show up immediately
following the TCS line after which the insertion
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takes place. If a "Oa" diff line (append before
the first line) is encountered, append ( )
immediately writes out the insertion before writing
any TCS lines, (see function rwfileO with a line
number of 0 passed to it). "Oa" operations do not
necessarily place the inserted lines close to the
first TCS line of the version but this doesn't
matter; what is important is that the insertion is
placed before the first line of the previous
version. In fact, because of the sequential nature
of the diff output, "Oa" lines will always be
processed first and the insertions that they cause
always show up at the beginning of the body of the
TCS file.
Deletions are handled in a similar manner but
care must be taken when intervening "i" control
records are encountered to ensure that inserts
don't have an adverse effect during retrieval. For
a deletion, PUTDELTA reads and writes lines from
the line numbered file up to but NOT including the
first line to be deleted. The "d" control record
is then written out followed by TCS lines up to the
next
"i"
control record or the last line to be
deleted whichever comes first. An end control
record is written out. If an "i" control caused
the "e" control to be written, lines are read and
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written from the numbered file until the next line
to be deleted is located. A deletion control
record is written and the program again writes TCS
lines up to the next
"i"
control or the end of the
deletion is encountered. Diff lines preceded by a
"<" denoting the deleted lines are ignored.
A diff "c" type record causes a deletion
followed by an insertion as described above. The
function change O , calls deleteO and passes
deleteO the line numbers on the "c" record. Then
changeO calls append ( ) with a line number argument
of 0 to insure that the insertion immediately
follows the end control record for the deletion.
"i"
records and their corresponding
"e"
records completely encompass their text lines.
When storing new insertions, PUT does not need to
worry about intervening
"i"
or
"d"
operations, that
exist in the file. The correspondence with their
existing
"e" records remains intact. Furthermore,
these records will be placed at the head of the
"getversnO" control queue after the new insertion.
Inserts and deletes that belong to the version
will
be applied. Those that do not, will
be ignored.
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New deletions, however, don't cause lines from
earlier versions, along the delta path, to be
applied. If a deletion would encompass inserts
from earlier versions, setflagO would think that
these inserts should be applied and return a "yes"
flag, regardless of whether or not the insert
should be applied. Any intervening insert from a
previous version would then be placed in front of
the deletion entry in the control queue, causing
the insert to be included. Rather than
complicating setflagO to handle this situation, it
is simpler for PUTDELTA to ensure that there are no
intervening "i" records for a delete.
Refer to the sample session in the last
session for an example of how The module file looks
after the addition of version 1.3 in the main tree
(tree, 0). This version deleted lines from the two
previous versions. This part of the TCS session
begins with the command line:
$ get sample. 1 -v 1.2 -c -p
Note that, by this time, there is also a branch of
version 0 1.1 which was created and updated before
version 0 1.3 was added.
4.5 STORING AND ACCESSING HISTORY INFORMATION
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The section entitled "The TCS History File"
gave an overview of the history file and described
how information is ordered within the file. This
section deals with the details of storing and
accessing a version's comment, the login ID of the
user who created the version, and the time of
creation.
The main programs CREATMOD and PUT store
history information. CREATMOD calls creathisO to
create the history file for a new module,
initialize the comment table with an entry for
version 0 1.1, and store the first comment. PUT
calls updhist ( ) to update the history file whenever
a delta is added to the module.
The function creathisO and the PUT program
invoke the UNIX C function getloginO to retrieve
the user's login ID. They invoke the function
getcommtO to get the user submitted comment. The
function getcommt( ) prompts the user for lines of
comment with the number of characters read so far
and then invokes the C function getlineO to
retrieve a line from the standard input. As lines
are read, getcommtO keeps a count of
characters in
the comment. The user signals the end of the
comment by typing a line whose only character is
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".". After this, getcommtO marks the end of the
comment with the null character "\0" and returns
the character count which includes the "\0".
PUT then passes the user ID, comment size
(character count), and the comment to updhistO
which updates the comment table and stores the new
comment at the end of the file. updhistO invokes
updcomtb( ) to add an entry at the end of the
comment table and link the new entry to that of the
previous delta within the release. updcomtbO then
invokes the UNIX C function timeO and fills in the
comment table entry's "when" field with a long
integer representing the date and time the entry is
made. The "offset" field, showing the position of
the new comment within the body of the history, is
filled in with the value of the HISTSZ field in the
size structure stored at the beginning of the file.
HISTSZ always points to the next available offset
value; so HISTSZ is updated by adding the number of
characters in the new comment (given in the
variable BLKSIZE) .
Once the new comment table entry has been made
and the new comment table and history sizes have
been returned, updhistO writes the new
header
information (sizes and table) to the updated
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history file, reads and writes out all comments
existing in the old history file, and finally
writes the new comment.
CREATMOD also calls updcomtbO which is
general enough to handle an empty table. CREATMOD
then merely writes out the size structure, the
comment table containing a single entry, and the
initial comment to the newly created history file.
The GET and SHOW programs read the information
stored in the history file and write it in readable
form to the standard output. When the user issues
a GET command with the -h option, the GET program
calls gethisO to retrieve the user ID, time, and
comment for the requested version.
GET passes the delta number, the release
table, and a pointer to the release table entry for
the version. gethisO passes these onto gcomindx( )
which returns the index of the comment table entry
for the version. The function gcomindx( ) gets the
index into the comment table for the first delta in
the release from the FIRSTHIS field of the
version's release table entry. It traverses the
comment table by following the indices in the
comment table's NXTENTRY field until it reaches the
entry for the delta in question.
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Having gotten the index into the comment
table, gethisO reads the "offset" value for the
comment and passes it to the C function fseekO to
position the history file pointer at the beginning
of the comment. A simple freadO call, using the
BLKSIZE field for the number of characters to read
in, retrieves the comment into an internal I/O
buffer. Since the comment has a "NO" at the end,
it is now easily printed as a single character
string by invoking printfO. The user ID is output
directly from the USERID field, since this is
already in ASCII character format. The "when"
value is translated from long integer form into
readable form by the UNIX C function ctimeO and
then output.
The SHOW TREE command with the -d option will
display the last revision date for a tree. The
SHOW program calls prtinfoO to output the date and
time from the comment table entry of the highest
version in the tree's main branch. PrtinfoO gets
the release table index for the version from the
LASTREL (last release) field of the tree table
entry. The comment table index is found in the
LASTHIS (last history, i.e., of the highest delta
in the release) field of the version's release
table node. The C function ctimeO is invoked to
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translate the comment table's "when" field and the
date and time are output.
4.6 THE USER INTERFACE
The discussion of the TCS internals has so far
dealt with the lowest level storage and access
mechanisms. Temporary files, tables, linked lists,
etc. come into play during the execution of a TCS
command. This is all invisible to the user and
rightly so. Furthermore, while the user is aware
of the existence of a TCS file on the current
working directory, he/she need not be concerned
that this is actually an archive file containing
two separate files, the module and history file.
Issuing a TCS command causes the execution of
a shell script. Each command has its own
corresponding shell script (see Appendix F) . Each
TCS command name is an alias for the the command's
script. After checking that a TCS file exists on
the current working directory, a TCS script
will
create a temporary directory: /tmp/tcs.$$.
UNIX
guarantees that this directory is unique for the
process. The script copies the TCS
archive file to
/tmp/tcs.$$ and changes to this directory
where all
work is performed. Some commands, GET
and PUT for
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instance, require subdirectories of /tmp/tcs.$$ to
keep temporary files separate. The script takes
care of these cases also. At the completion of the
command, all temporary directories are removed.
Once on the temporary directory, the script
will extract the individual TCS files from the
archive file and invoke the command's corresponding
program. All arguments are passed to the program.
Each program will interpret the argument string,
perform user error checks, convert user input into
a form that the low level routines understand, and
then invoke the appropriate routine based on the
input argument .
The commands GET, SHOW, and CREATREE have the
most complex argument strings, requiring a
reference to a specific version, either by default
or explicitly stated on the command line. For
instance, the command GET TEST1 will, by default,
retrieve the highest version in the main tree.
Access routines like bldintstO and getversnO
do not need to know about the argument string.
What they need is the internal integer tree,
release and delta numbers. Furthermore, low level
routines like these assume that their input data is
correct and perform no error checks on user input.
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Whatever checks the low level routines perform are
strictly to catch programming errors.
Input error checks and access to internal
version numbers are performed by a group of
functions that are linked using the script
USERINTR.OLINK. This script produces an object
file that is later linked to the GET, SHOW, and
CREATREE programs. The programs for other commands
explicitly link selected functions from this user
interface group (see the link scripts in Appendix
G) .
4.7 A SAMPLE TCS SESSION
On the following pages is a terminal session
demonstrating several TCS operations on the
"sample.
1" file after versions 0 1.1 and 0 1.2 were
added. The contents of all files are printed after
each operation using the PRINTMOD, PRINTHIS, and
PRINTEMP programs. The diff output is also shown
for a "put" operation.
The last operations are "show
tree"
and "show
child"
after version 0 1.3 was added.
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S creatree samcle.l 0 1.1 tree.c
" r tree'
.... Tree. tree_a. cre^tec. It's parent is: 0 1.1
S
S get sample. 1 -t tree_a -c
sample. 1. tree_a
Tree is empty.
Parent retrieved: 0 1.1
4 lines retrei-.ed
s
* cp Saae.fcale.1 sample. 1
x sample. 1
"sample. 1" 4 lines, 209 characters
:2
It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
: 1
This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
:d
It night have been a source code file. But since TCS
:wq
"ample. 1" 3 lines, 1S1 characters
* put sample. 1 tree_a
Enter comment...
0 to 1000 characters
Oi This is the first tree.
24: To create this version, I deleted the first line from
78: the parent version 0 1.1.
104: wq
107i .
Comment entered. ... 107 characters
'put' created: tree_a 1.1
*
petnttmp/tcs.rcs/dif f /sample. 1
IdO
' This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
S
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$
* printemp same '.i e. 1
tree_a 1 . 1
2 1.1
t*-ee tat.e S1ZS = r
c i - : -1
1 c 0 c
tree_a 2 0 1 1
1 l
0
1
0
0
0
0 0 c 0
release tables size = 2
2 0 0 1
10 2 2
change table size - 0
i 11.2
t 0 This line was added at the beginning of version 0 1.1.
el 1.2
l 1 1. 1
t 1 This is a sample ASCII file, created using the e:< editor.
d 1 1.2
t 2 It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
el 1.2
i 1 1.2
tO It might have been source code file.
t 0 But since TCS
1 1.2
t 3 doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
t 4 what's in the file, we'll Veep this simple.
ill.2
t 0
tO A blant line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
1 1.2
11.1
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s
* printmod sample. 1
tree table size - 3
G
C
*
0
treea ^ C
1 1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
rel ease
1
tables
0
0
si :
0
e = 2
1
change table size = 0
l 11.2
t This line was added at the beginning of ve-sion 0 1.1.
e 1 1.2
i 1 1. 1
d 2 1. 1
t This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
e 2 1. 1
d 1 1 .2
t It might have been a source code file. But since TCS
e 1 1.2
1 11.2
t It might nave been a source code file.
t But since TCS
1 1.2
t doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
t what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
ill.2
t
t A blank line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
1 1.2
11.1
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s
s printhis sample. 1
comment table size = 2
historv size = 342
w^ter, . . 5un Mar 2 11: 45 : 47 1 9St
whc. . -csCK.74 blozi =-.ze
10"
offset = 0 ne::t entrv ir.de:; = 1
This is the original version of a sample file.
Its version name is 0 1.1 (the first version for tree 0 ).
wnen..Sun Mar 2 12:00:47 1986
who. .rcs0074 bloct size 128 offset = 107 ne::t entry index = 0
Tnis is trie second version.
A line was aoded at tne beginning and end of version 0 1.1 and
a line in the middle was changed.
when.. Sun Mar 2 12:10:35 198c
who..rcsOC74 block size = 10S offset = 235 ne::t entry index 0
This is the first tree.
To create this version, I deleted the first line from
the parent version 0 1.1.
wq
get sample. 1 -vll22
sampl e. 1 0 1.2
8 lines retreived
S *
*
cp saeemple.l sample. 1
ex sampl e. 1
"sample. 1" 8 lines, 323 characters
i 1.2d
It might have been a source code file.
: wg
"sample. 1" 6 lines, 210 characters
cat sampl e. 1
It might have bean a source cod* file.
But sine* TCS
doesn't know the difference and shouldn't c*ra about
what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
A blank line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
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s get sample. 1 -v 1.2 -c -p
sampl e. 1
0 1.2
8 lines retr=; ,eo
s
S ep t. sample. 1 samcle.l
s ex sampl e. 1
"sample. 1" S lines. 323 characters
: 1.2d
It might have been a source code file.
: wq
"sample. 1" o lines. 210 cnara-zters
S cat san.pl e. 1
It might have been a source code file.
But since TCS
doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
what's in the file, we'll Veep this simple.
A blank line and this line were added at the end of 0 1.1.
S
s
* put sample. 1 0
Enter comment...
0 to 1000 characters
0: This version deleted tbees from previous versions.
51: It is an illustration of how TCS handles deletions
102: with intervening insert records.
135l .
Comment entered. ... 133 characters
'put'
created: 0 1.3
*
* petnttmp/tcs.rcs/dlff /sample. 1
1.2d0
< This line was added at the beginning of version 0 1.1.
< This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
*
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s
* printaop
0 1.3
samp].e.l
1 1.7
tree table
0 1
1
si ze
-1
0 0
-1
0
tree_a 2
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
release tables size - 2
3 0 0 3
10 2 2
change table size = 0
ill.2
t 1 This line was added at the beginning of version 0 1.1.
e 1 1.2
i 1 1. 1
d 2 1. 1
t 2 This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
21.1
d 1 1.2
tO It might have been a source cod* file. But since TCS
1 1.2
i 1 1.2
t 3 It might have bean a source cod* file.
t 4 But since TCS
a 1 1.2
t 5 doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
t 6 what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
111.2
t 7
t 8 A blank line and this line war* added at the end of 0 1.1.
1 1.2
a 1 1.1
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s
* printmod sampl e. 1
tree table size 3
0 1 -1 i _
I 0 0 0
t>-ee_a 2 <; 1
1 l 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
release tables size = 2
3 0 0 3
10 2 2
change table size = 0
ill.2
d 1 1.3
t This line was added at the beoinning of version 0 1.1.
e 1 1 .2
el 1.3
l 11.1
d 2 1. 1
d 1 1.3
t This is a sample ASCII file, created using the ex editor.
e 1 1. 3
e 2 1 . 1
d 1 1.2
t It might have been a source coda fil. But since TCS
el 1.2
i 1 1.2
t It might have been a source coda file.
t But sine* TCS
el 1.2
t doesn't know the difference and shouldn't care about
t what's in the file, we'll keep this simple.
ill.2
t
t A blank line and this line war* added at the end of 0 1.1.
1 1.2
11.1
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s
* orinthis sample. 1
comment table size = 4
history size = 479
wr.en..Sun Mar 2 ll:4e:47 1986
who..rcs00~4 blcci size = 107 offset = 0 ne: t entry inoe: = 1
This is tne original ve-sior. of a sar.zle file.
Its version rame is 0 1.1 (the fi-st ve-sior for tree 0 /.
when.. Sun Mar 2 12:00:47 19B6
who..rcs0074 block size = 128 offset = 107 next entrv inde;: = 3
This is the second version.
A line was added at the oeginninc and end o-* version 0 1.1 anz
a line in tne (riddle *=.3 znanged.
when.. Sun Mar 2 12:10:35 1986
who..rcs0074 block size = 10B offset = 235 ne::t entry index = 0
This is the first tree.
To create this version. I deleted the first line from
the parent version 0 1.1.
wq
when.. Sun Mar 2 12:23:14 19Bo
who..rcs00-4 block size 136 offset 343 next entry inde:: = 0
This version deleted lines from previous versions.
It is an illustration of how TCS handles deletions
with intervening insert records.
* show tree sample. 1 -ae
0 1.1/ tree_a 0. 0
Nu.-reer of releases: 1
1. 1
NOT reserved for change
La_,t revision date: Sun Mar 2 12:10:35 1986
0 0.0
Number of releases: 1
1. 3
NOT -ese-ved for charge
L.,t revision date: Sun Mar 2 12:23:14 1986
S
* show child sample. 1 -tO -vl.l
0 1.1 child trees:
tree_a
1 chi 1 d t'ccs
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APPENDIX A
TCS FILES
The diagrams in this appendix represent a data
flow of input and output files for TCS user
commands, in alphabetical order. Program names are
given within circles. File names shown before an
arrow pointing to a circle are input files. Arrows
pointing to a file name suggest an output file.
All files NOT on the current working directory
are shown with a path name preceding the file name.
The following key contains a definition of terms
used in the diagrams.
UNIX program names:
ar r : = archive program invoked with
the r, replace, option
ar x : = archive program invoked with
the x, extract, option
cp := copy program
TCS FILES
diff := differences program
Terms in filenames:
<mod> := the native file name, user
chosen, for a file under
TCS control
t.<mod> := the TCS module file for <mod>
or
the file delivered to the user
on GET.
h.<mod> := the TCS history file for <mod>
<mod>.t := the TCS archive file containing
the module file (t.<mod>) and
the history file (h.<mod>)
$tmpdir := A symbol representing the
tempoary directory, /tmp/tcs.$$
tmpfile2 := an intermediate (temporary )
file
histmp := an intermediate history file
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C/inCELC and XC.iriCfcL
<mod>.t ( CP -*- $tmpdir/<mod>.t
v
0
$tmpdlr/t.<mod>
$tmpdir/temp/t.<mod>
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CRE<nmoD
<mod>
h.<mod>
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CRJbfTRJEt
<t~nod>.t
, $tmpdir/<mod>.t
$tmpdir/temp/t.<rnod>
$tmpdir/<mod>.t
* <mod>.t
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GET
$tmpdir/t.<mod> $tmpdir/h.<mod>
er
$tmpdir/temp/<mod> $tmpdip/tmpfile2
1
t.<mod>
<mod>.t +
I
$tmpdir/t.<mod>
1
0
I
$tmpdir/<mod>.t
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PUT
<mod>.t
$tmpdir/t.<mod>
cp j ? $tmpdlr/<mod>.t
$tmpdir/h.<mod>
<mod>
(neui version)
I
Jtmpdlr/histmp
(neui history)
$tmpdir/temp/tmpfiie2
(line runoered text)
$tmpdir/temp/<mod>
(previous version)
$tmpdIr7<rnod>
$tmpdir/temp/<mod>
I
-*-* $tmpdir/t.<mad>
$tmpdir/<mod>.t
cp
$tmpdir/h.<mcd>
->( ar p
<mod>.t
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SHOUT
<rnod>.t *- ( cp ) a- $tmpdir/<mod>.t
S\
$tmpdip/t.<mod> $tmpdip/h.<mod>
( SHOUJ j
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TCS MODULE FILE FORMATS
Section 1 contains the format of a TCS module
file. Section 2 contains the format of the
PRINTMOD program output. Refer to include files
tablestr.h and tabledef.h for the fields within a
table entry and the table definitions. The include
file contlstr.h shows the contents of a control
record.
The function readtbls() reads the tree,
release and, change tables into memory. The
function writble() writes them to a file. See the
main program in printmod. c for more details.
B.l THE TCS MODULE FILE
TSIZE integer >= 2 number of entries in
the tree table
RSIZE integer >= 1 number of nodes in
the release table
/* The tree table */
/* For each tree table entry up to TSIZE
entries */
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TRENAME characterC3 tree name
'NO' for the last
tree table entry.
JS^JL >= 1 internal tree number
PTBLINK integer >= -l pointer to parent tree.
-1 for the main tree.
PRNTREL integer >= -l parent node's release
r^^r^
-1 for the main tree.
PRNTDLTA integer >= -1 parent node's delta
-1 for the main tree.
NUMRELS integer >= 0 number of releases in
the tree. 0 for an
empty tree
FIRSTREL integer >= -1 pointer to the tree's
first release node.
-1 for an empty tree.
LASTREL integer >= -1 pointer to the tree's
lastrel release node.
-1 for an empty tree.
NEWRFLAG integer 0 or 1 new release flag
/* Release Table */
/* For each release table entry up to
RSIZE entries */
HIPDELTA integer >=1 highest delta in the
release
NXTRNODE integer >=0 pointer to the next
node in a tree' s
release list. 0 marks
the end of the release
list for the tree.
FIRSTHIS integer >=-l pointer to the release's
first comment table
entry. -1 for an empty
tree.
LASTHIS integer >= -1 pointer to the release's
last comment table
entry. -1 for an empty
tree.
CSIZE integer >=0 number of entries in the
change table
/* Change Table */
/* For each change table entry up to CSIZE
entries */
TIME long integer a value representing
the time and date,
obtained from the
operating system
TRENUM integer >= 1 internal tree number
USERID characterCD User ID, obtained from
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the operating system.
/* Body of the module file */
/* Control Record */
CONTLCHR character 'i' ,
'd'
, or
' e'
control
character
TREENUM integer >= 1 internal tree number
RELNUM integer >= 1 release number
DELTANUM integer >= 1 delta number
/* Text Record */
CONTLCHR character 't' text control character
TEXT characterCD text string containing
any ASCII character.
The new line character,
'Nn'
marks the end of the
string.
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B.2 PRINTMOD OUTPUT
Refer to the table fields in the TCS module
file format for the meaning of the fields for thetable entries below.
/* Tree Table size */
Tree Table Size = TSIZE
/* For each tree table entry up to TSIZE entries'*/
TRENAME TRENUM PTBLINK PRNTREL PRNTDLTA
NUMRELS FIRSTREL LASTREL NEWRFLAG
/* Release Table size */
release table size = RSIZE
/* For each release table entry up to RSIZE
entries */
HIPDELTA NXTRNODE FIRSTHIS LASTHIS
/* Change Table size */
change table size = CSIZE
/* For each change table entry up to CSIZE
entries */
TIME TRENUM USER ID
/* body of the file */
/* 'i', 'd' or 'e' Control Record */
CONTLCHR TREENUM RELNUM . DELTANUM
/* 't' Text Record */
t TEXT
/* 'e' End Control Record */
e TREENUM RELNUM . DELTANUM
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THE TCS HISTORY FILE FORMAT
Section 1 contains the format of a TCS history
file. Section 2 contains the format of the
PRINTHIS program output. Refer to include files
histstr.h and histdefs.h for the fields within a
table entry and the table definitions. See the
main program in printhis. c for more details.
C.l THE TCS HISTORY FILE
/* size record */
COMTBSZ integer >= 1 comment table size
HISTSZ integer >= 1 number of bytes in the
history body
/* Comment Table */
/* For each comment table entry up to COMTBSZ
entries */
WHEN long integer a value representing the time
and date that the entry was
made. Obtained from the
operating system.
BLKSIZE integer >= 1 number of bytes in the
comment; includes the
'\0'
character that marks the end
of the comment string.
OFFSET integer >= 0 number of bytes from the
beginning of the history
body; the comment block's
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offset.
USERID characterLl User login ID; obtained from
the operating system.
NXTENTRY integer >=0 pointer to the next entry
within the comment table
for a release. 0 marks the
end of a comment list.
/* History Body */
/* For each comment block up to COMTBSZ comments */
TEXT characterCBLKSIZEl
C.2 PRINTHIS OUTPUT FORMAT
Refer to the Section 1 for the meaning of the
fields and variables mentioned in this section.
/* Comment table and history body sizes */
comment table size = COMTBSZ
history size = HISTSZ
/* Comment table entries and comments */
/* For each comment block up COMTBSZ blocks */
when . . WHEN
who..USERID block size = BLKSIZE offset = OFFSET
next entry index = NXTENTRY
/* Comment */
TEXT
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PRINTEMP OUTPUT FORMAT
The PRINTEMP program displays the contents of
the temporary file created by the PUT program.
This file is similiar to the TCS module file. But
it contains a few extra records in the beginning
and text records have integer line numbers
preceding the text strings. See the main program
in printemp.c for more details.
Refer to Appendix B for the meaning of record
fields and variable values mentioned here. The
variable LINNO shown in a Text type record is an
integer value (>= 0). If a line of text belongs to
the version (old version) to which PUTDELTA will
add the new delta, then LINNO contains the text's
line number within the old version. Otherwise,
LINNO is 0.
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/* New Version Identification Record */
TREENAME RELNUM . DELTANUM
/* New Version's Control Record Information */
TRENUM RELNUM. DELTANUM
/* Updated Tree Table size */
Tree Table Size = TSIZE
/* Updated Tree Table */
/* For each table entry up to TSIZE entries */
TRENAME TRENUM PTBLINK PRNTREL PRNTDLTA
NUMRELS FIRSTREL LASTREL NEWRFLAG
/* Release Table size */
release table size = RSIZE
/* Updated Release Table */
/* For each release table entry up to RSIZE
entries */
HIPDELTA NXTRNODE FIRSTHIS LASTHIS
/* Updated Change Table size */
change table size = CSIZE
/* Updated Change Table */
/* For each change table entry up to CSIZE
entries */
TIME TRENUM USERID
/* body of the file */
/* 'i', 'd' or
'e' Control Record */
CONTLCHR TREENUM RELNUM . DELTANUM
/* 't' Text Record */
t LINNO TEXT
/* 'e' End Control Record */
e TREENUM RELNUM . DELTANUM
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APPENDIX E
SOURCE CODE
The source code for all TCS programs and
functions are in files whose names are of the form
<command>.c for main programs and (function). c for
functions called within the program. "(command)"
is the name of the TCS command that invokes the
program.
".h" files are include files.
All TCS source code is on the $home/ source
directory. To change to this directory, use the
alias: tcsrc (tcsrc = cd $home/ source ) .
tcsrc
*
s owd
/a3/sl "C3-:
s
* 1= *.h
contlstr .h
def 1 nes. h
$ pwd
/a7/sl/rcs
s
S Is *.c
append . t.
bldintst.c
cancelc. c
change. c
chkopen. c
chkrsvc . c
closeal 1 . z
convatob . c
creathi s. c
creatmod. c
creatree. c
'4 scurfs
f i 1 edef =.. h
histdef s.h
0074/source
delete. <.
dif f lt.c
f ndendch. c
f ndtrdnm. c
gcomi nd:: . c
get. c
getco.T.mt . c
gethird. c
gethi s. c
getreptr . c
getr i nd:. . -
histstr.h
ldi nfo. h
getversn . c
gopt . c
gpthname. c
intrd. c
openal 1 . c
parcopta.c
pr intbl . c
pr i ntemp . c
pr inthi s. c
pr i ntmod . c
prtrel . c
shotrdef .h
showe:: tn. h
prtrinf o. c
But.C
putdel ta. c
queue. c
readtble.c
readtbls.c
rwbody. c
rweof . c
rwf i le. c
rwhi stf . c
setf 1 ag. c
showe:: tn 1 . h
tabledef .h
tab It
show. c
showchi 1 . c
showtree. l.
streeopt . c
tcsopt. c
updcomtb . c
updhi st. c
updtbls.c
updtrtbl . c
Lltll . I.
van f yrd. :
vers
writ
wr tc
wrtc
wrtr
::can
ubm. c
abls.c
hgtb. z
ontl .c
tble.c
eel . c
E-l
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/* control character definitions and control record structure definitions ?/
struct controH
int treenum?
int relmwi:
int deltanum;
/* tree number */
/* release number */
/* delta nunber /
};
Sdefine inscontl ' i1
fcoefwe oelcontl 'c''
?define enecontl 'e'
?define txtcontl 't'
/? insert control character */
/* delete control character /
/* end control character */
I* text control character */
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?define arg_size 35
?define trnamesz 33
?define nusi_oot 5
?define true 1
?define false 0
?define treearc 0 / index of the tree argument indicator in oot.indc */
?define versarg 1 /*index of version argument indicator in opt_indc */
?define cnangarg 2 / index of change argument indicator in out.indc */
?define Dathnarg 3 /* index of path name argument in opt_indc /
?define histarg 4 /# index of history argument in opt_indc */
?define reldelim '.' /* release delimitor in the version name argument */
?define nullchar '\0' /? null character */
?define maxtrees 100 I* maximum # of entries in the tree tables */
?define maxrnode 1000 /* maximum # of release nodes */
?define numvers 5800 /maximum ? of versions */
?define modsize 100 / max. characters in TCS nodule name */
idefine aainame "0" /* mam tree"s name /
?define mamtnum 1 /* main tree's number */
?cefine mainprnt -1 /* main tree's parent back link, release, & delta*/
?define initnrel 1 /* initial release nunber for non-empty trees */
?define mithdel 1 /* initial highest delta for non-empty trees */
?define buffsize 1001 /* i/o buffer size /
?define difflnsz 132 /* 'diff file line size /
?define yesflag 1 I* flag meaning that a delta should be apolied*/
?define noflag 2 /* flag that a delta should not be applied */
?define nullflag 3 I* null flag */
?define timesz 26 / number of characters in o.s. time info */
?define usendsz 32 /* number of characters in the user id */
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/* filename array definitions /
char mocnametmodsizel = "t.": /* TCS directory/module name */
char tempfileCmodsize] = "temp/';
char traofileSCJ = "temp/tmpfile2";
cnar histfileCmodsize] "h.";
char histmoLl = "histmp"; / temporary history file */
cnar diffileCmodsizel = "diff/"; /? diff output file /
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/* tables, table sizes, and total blocksize in history file /
struct coKinfo contabletnumvers]; /* comment table */
struct hsizes hstsizes; / history size and comment table size */
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/* Structure of the comment table in the module's history file /
struct hsizes<
int comtbsz; / comment table size */
int histsz; / size of the body of the history file */
>;
struct cominfo<
long when; / when the change was made /
int blksize: / version's comment block size /
int offset; /* offset of the comment block from the beginning
of history body */
char userid [useridszl ; /? who made the change */
int nxtentry: /* index of next comment table entry for the release*/
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/* "defines, h should be included before this one is */
/* Contains the buffer definition for the version identification string */
/* 'arg_size is defined in "defines. h"
The given size allows room for the tree name,
version name, a few blanks, and the end of string character */
?define idbufsiz 2 arg_size + 5
char ldbuff [idbufsiz] ;
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/* definitions for the 'show tree' function ?/
/* maximum optional arguments /
?oefine sno_argn 8
/* ootional argument flags */
?define t_opt showindC0] /* tree name option flag /
?define a_opt showindCl] /* show ALL trees oation flag */
?define o_opt showindt23 /* pathname option flag */
?define r_oat showind[3] /* show releases option flag */
?define c_opt showindC43 /* change table entry option flag /
?define d_opt showindC53 /* last modified date ootion flag */
?define e_oot showindC63 /* turn on p,r,c,d options */
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/* External definitions used by 'show functions' */
/* Tree table, release tables, change table, and
comment table pointers */
extern struct treentry treetbletmaxtrees];
extern struct relnode rtbrodesLmaxmodel ;
extern struct change chgtbletmaxtrees];
extern struct cominfo comtabletnumvers3;
/ comment table size info */
extern struct hsizes hstsizes;
/* tree, release, and change table sizes /
extern int tretblsz, reltblsz, chctbsz;
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/* External definitions used by 'show functions' */
/* Tree table, release tables, change table, and
comment table pointers */
extern struct treentry *treetble;
extern struct relnode *rtbnodes;
extern struct change *chgtble;
extern struct cominfo *cotstable;
/* comment table size info */
extern struct hsizes hstsizes;
/* tree, release, and change table sizes */
extern int tretblsz, reltblsz, chgtbsz;
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/* table Definitions */
struct treentry treetbleCmaxtrees3; /* tree table */
struct reinode rtbnodesCmaxmode3; /? release tables */
struct change chgtbleLiaaxtreesl ; /* change table */
/* internal tree structure */
int intrestr[maxrnode3;
/ cross reference table for the internal tree structure */
struct refs trestrtbt*axtrees3;
int tretblsz; /* tree table size */
int reltblsz; /* release table size */
int chgtbsz; /* change table size */
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struct treentry < /* tree table entry */
char trena(se[arc_size3; /* tree name */
int trenum;
int otblink;
int prntrel;
int pmtdlta;
int numrels;
int firstrel;
int lastrel;
mt newrflag;
/* tree number */
/* parent tree index into tree table */
/* parent's release number */
/* parent's delta number ?/
/ number of releases */
/* index - tree's first release in rel. table */
/* index- tree's last release in rel. table */
/* new release flag */
r\
struct relnode <
int hiodelta;
int nxtrnode;
int firsthis;
int lasthis;
>;
/* release table node */
/* highest prooagating delta */
/* index of next release node */
/* index of first history node for the release */
/* index of last history node for the release */
struct change{ /* change table entry */
iong time: / date and time change was cataloged */
int trenum; / tree number /
char user id [user idsz3; /* user ID; who made the change. */
>;
struct refs < /* entry in the cross reference table for the */
/* internal tree structu'-e */
int trenum; /* tree number /
int trestncx; /* index into internal tree structure for trenum /
int numrels; /* number of releases to be included in the search */
>:
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/ Install an 'i' (insert) type delta into the new module file /
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "contlstr.h"
char
*aooend( after, contlptr, fp_diff, fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff )
/*inout arguments ?/
int after; /? line after which lines are aopended */
struct control *contlptr; /*Dointer to the control record for the new version*/
FILE *fp_diff; /* diff file */
FILE *fp_teop; /* temporary module file with line numbered text lines */
/* output arguments */
FILE *fo_out; /* temporary new module file */
char *diffbuff; /* contains a line from the diff file */
char *iobuff; /* contains lines from the temporary module file */
{
int writincl; /* 'write including line' indicator */
char *diffeof; /* end of diff file indicator */
char type;
/* Read and write lines from the temporary file, up to and
including 'after' line */
writincl = 1;
rwfile( after, writincl, fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff );
/* Write the new 'insert' control character and record */
tyoe = inscontl;
wrtcontK type, contlptr, fp_out );
/* Read the lines to be inserted from the 'diff file and
write them out */
diffeof - fgets (diffbuff, difflnsz, fs.diff );
while ( diffbuff[03 =
>' M diffeof ! NULL )
/* Write the line to the new module file */
/* Write out the text control character */
outc< txtcontl, fo_out);
fputs( diffbuff+2, fp.out );
/* Read the next 'diff file line */
diffeof = foets( diffbuff, difflnsz, fp.diff );
/* write out the end control character and record
*/
type = endcontl;
wrtcontK tyoe, contlptr, fp.out );
return (diffeof);
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/* Build the internal tree structure, and the cross reference table
into tne internal tree structure. These structures are used by
'getversnM get version ) and 'put'.
*/
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
bldintst( treeptr, relnum, deltanua, reltable, treetble, intrestr, trestrtb)
/* input arguments */
struct treentry *treeptr; /* tree pointer /
int relnum; /* release number */
int deltanum; /* delta number */
struct relnode reltabletl; /* release tables */
struct treentry treetbleil; /* tree table */
/* output arguments */
int intrestrti; /* internal tree structure */
struct refs trestrtbC3; /* cross reference table */
{
int tstrindx; /* index into the internal tree structure */
int relindx; /* index into the release tables */
/* traverse the tree table for parent nodes. Uhen
'treeotr' points below the tree table, the main tree's
release info has been entered into the internal tree
structure */
tstrindx = 0; /* initialize the index into the I.T.S. */
while (treeptr )= treetble)
{
/* place the tree number into tne cross reference
table */
trestrtb-) trenum = treeptr-) trenum;
/* place the number of releases to be included
for the tree into the cross reference table */
trestrtb-)numrels = relnum;
/* qlace the cross reference into the c.r. table*/
trestrtb-)trestndx = tstrindx;
/* get the index of the first release node for
the current tree */
relindx = treeptr-) firstrel ;
/* enter release info for all releases that
precede
'relnum' into the internal tree
structure */
while ( relnum )
<
/* place the highest delta for the current release
into the I.T.S. and point to the next available
position in the I.T.S. */
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/* get the index of the next release node*/
relindx = reltableLVelindxl.nxtrnoee;
/* keep track of the index into the I.T.S.*/
tstrindx++;
/ place the delta for the last release to be
included for the tree into the I.T.S. */
/* and point to the next available position in
the I.T.S. */
*intrestr++ = deltanum;
/* keep track of the index into the I.T.S. */
tstrindx**;
/* get the parent's release nuumber */
relnum = treeptr-) prntrel;
/* get the parent's delta number */
deltanum * treeptr-) pmtdlta;
/* get the pointer to the parent's tree
table entry */
treeptr = treetble ? (treeptr-) ptblink);
/* point to the next available position in
the cross reference table */
trestrtb++;
/* mark the end of the cross reference table*/
trestrtb-) trenum = -9999?
}
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/* Cancel the change reservation for a tree: remove the tree's entry from the
change table */
/* USASE: cancelc (module name) (tree name) */
?include (stdich)
?include (time.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "contlstr.h"
?include "tabledef.h"
?include "filedefs.h"
?define error.! "Module *s does not exist\n", argvC13
?define error_2 "Cannot open %s\n", tempfile
?define asg.l "Change reservation cancelled for: *s, >s\n", argv[13, argv[23
airt( argc, argv )
mt argc;
cha<" *argv[3;
{
struct change *chgptr, *chkopen();
char ?getloginOs
struct treentry *treeptr, *getreptr(); /* tree pointers */
char iobufftbuffsize3; /* i/o buffer */
FILE *fp.mod, *fo_temo, *fopen();
/* check that the required number of arguments have been
submitted /
if ( argc < 3 )
{ printf( "module or tree name argument missing\n");
exit(l);
>
/* Open the module file */
strcat( modname, argv[13);
if ( (fp.mod = fopen( Bodname, "r")>
= NULL )
{ printf( error.! );
exit (1);
}
/* Ooen the temporary new module file */
strcat( tempfile, arcv[13);
if ( (fp.temp = fooent tempfile, V ))
= NULL >
{
printf ( error );
exit (1);
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/* read the tables from the TCS file */
readtble ( fpjwd, ttretblsz, ireltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes, tehgtbsz,
chgtble);
/* get the tree's pointer into the tree table */
/* If the tree name is not found in the table, print error*/
if < ! (treeptr = getreptrtargv23, treetble)) >
{ printf("s...tree does not exist \n", argvC23>;
exit (1);
>
/* Check that the tree is open for change. If it is also
get it's pointer into the change table */
if ( !( chgptr = chkooen( treeptr, chgtble, chgtbsz )) )
< printffXs is not open for change\n", argv[23);
exit (1);
}
/* Check the user ID */
if ( strep< chgptr-) userid, getloginO ) != 0 )
< or intf ("Access denied; %s has *s open for change\n",
chgptr-) userid, treeptr-) trename );
exit (1);
}
/* The new release indicator is no longer needed.
Turn it off */
treeptr-) newrflag s 0;
/* write the tree and release tables */
wrtrtblef stretblsz, Ireltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes, fp.temp );
/* Write out the change table, deleting the tree's entry */
wrtchgtb( fp.temp, chgtble, chgtbsz, chgptr >;
/* Write out the body of the module */
rwbody( fp.moo, fp.temp, iobuff );
/* Tell the user that the change reservation has
been cancelled */
printff msc.l );
exit (0);
> /* end main */
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/* Install a 'd' (delete) and an 'i' (insert) delta into the new module
file. Change lines in the old version for the new version */
?include (stdich)
?include "defines. h"
?include 'contlstr.h"
char
*change( from, to, contlptr, fo.diff, fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff )
/input arguments */
int from; /* first line to be deleted for the new version */
int to: /* last line to be deleted for the new version */
struct control *contlptr; /*pointer to the control record for the new version*/
FILE *fp_diff; /* diff file */
FILE *fp.temp; /* temporary module file with line numbered text lines */
/* output arguments /
FILE *fp_out; /* temporary new module file */
char *diffbuff; /* contains a line from the diff file */
char *iobuff; /* contains lines from the temporary module file */
{
char *diffeof; /* end of diff file indicator */
char *delete(), *append();
int after;
/* Delete the lines to be changed */
diffeof = delete( from, to, contlptr, fp.diff, fp.temp,
fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff);
/* Insert the new lines */
after = 0; /* insert before the next module line */
diffeof = append( after, contlptr, fp.diff, fp.temp,
fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff );
return (diffeof);
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/* Search the change table for the tree number given by 'treeptr' */
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
struct change
*chkopen ( treeptr, chgtble, numentry )
struct trentry *treeptr; /* pointer to tree table entry */
struct change chgtbleCl; /* change table */
int numentry; /* number of entries in the change table */
{
/* If the tree number is found in the change table, return the
pointer to the change table entry. Otherwise return, 0 */
while ( numentry )
{
if ( chgtble-) trenum = treeptr-) trenum )
return (chgtble);
chgtble**;
}
return (0) ;
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/* check a character string for a reserved character */
char
*chkrsvc( string, reservedc)
char *string; /* character string */
char reservedcC3; /* array of reserved characters /
/* The function returns the pointer to the reserved character in the string
if one is found. Otherwise, it returns a zero */
{
int i; /* traverses the reserved character array */
char c; /* character under examination */
while ( c = *string )
{
for < i = 0; reservedcLi3 != '\0'; i++ )
if ( c = reservedc[i3 )
return (string);
string**; /* point to the next character in the string */
}
return (0);
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/ close all files used by 'put' */
?include (stdio.h)
closealK fp.mod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp.hist, fp.htmp )
FILE *fp_mod; /* TCS module file */
FILE *fp_old; /* file containing the old version to be used by 'diff'*/
FILE *fp_tep? /* file containing the line numbered text to be used
by 'putdelta' */
FILE *fp_hist; /* history file */
FILE *fp_htmp; /* temporary new history file */
(
fclose (fp.mod);
fclose(fp.old);
fclose (fp.temp);
fclose (fp.hist);
fclose(fp.htmn) ;
}
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/* convert an ascii string to integer */
/* the function assumes that the string contains numeric ascii characters */
/* with the exception of the delimiter */
convatobt strgbegn, strgend )
char *strgbegn; /* pointer to the first character in string */
char *strgend; /* pointer to the string delimiter */
{
/* 'otr' is used to traverse the string character by character */
char *ptr;
/* 'tempatob' is used to calculate the integer value */
int tempatob;
for ( tempatob = 0, ptr = strgbegn; ptr != strgend; ptr++)
tempatob = tempatob * 10 + (*ptr - '0');
return (tempatob);
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/* Create the history file for the new module */
?include (stdio.h>
?include (time.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "histdefs.h"
creathis< treeptr, reliable, fp.hist )
/* input arguments */
struct treentry *treeptr; /* tree's tree table entry pointer */
/* output arguments */
struct relnode reltable[3; /* release tables */
FILE *fp_hist; /* history file */
{
int blksize; /* comment size in characters */
char *userid, *getlogin(); /* user id */
char comment [buffsize]; /* Buffer into which comment is read */
/* 6et the comment from the user */
blksize = getcomoti comment, buffsize );
/* get the user id */
userid = getloginO;
/ initialize the comment table size and the body of
history file size */
hstsizes.comtbsz = 0;
hstsizes.histsz s 0;
/* Update the comment table /
if ( 'uodcomtb( userid, blksize, treeptr, reltable, Jhst sizes, comtable))
return (0) ;
/* write out the new comment table and history sizes */
fwrite( thstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp.hist );
/* Write out the new comment table */
fwritef comtable, sizeof (struct cominfo), hstsizes.comtbsz, fp.hist ):
/* Write out the new comment */
fwrite( comment, sizeof(*comment), blksize, fp.hist );
return (1);
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/* Create a module under TCS /
/* The Command Line:
creatmod (module)
(module) is the name of the input text file.
There must be at least one line in the file for the system to work
correctly.
*/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h" /* constants definitions */
?include "contlstr.h" /* control record structure and definition */
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "tabledef.h"
?include "filedefs.h"
FILE *fooen(), *fp_in, *fp.out, *fp_hist;
char iobuff [buffsize]; /* i/o buffer */
char type; /* control record type */
struct control contlrec = ( 1, 1, 1 }; /* control record for the main tree */
main( argc, argv )
int argc; /* number of arguments */
char *arcvE3; /* argument pointers */
(
/* make sure that a module name was submitted */
if (argc ( 2 )
<
printf( "module name missing
\n" );
exit (1);
}
/* open the input file, if the file exists */
if ( ( fo.in = fopen( argv[13, V ) ) = NULL )
<
printfCcannot open is \n", argv[13 );
exit (1);
}
/* concatenate the module name with the directory
name for TCS */
strcat( modname, argv[13 >;
/* make sure that the TCS module doesn't already
exist */
if ( (fp.out = fopen (modname, V)) != NULL >
{
printf( "%s...Module already existsW, modname);
exit (1);
}
/* open the output file */
if ( ( fp_out = fopen( modname, *w") ) NULL )
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printf( "cannot open <s\n*, modname );
fclose (fp.in);
exit
>
/* Ooen the new history file */
strcatl histfile, argv[13 );
if < (fp.hist fopen( histfile, "w" )) = NULL )
{
printf( "'creatmod' cannot open *s\n", histfile );
fclose (fp.in, fp.out);
exit (1);
>
/* initialize the tree, release, and change tables */
initablsO;
/* Create the new history file */
if <!creathis( treetble, rtbnodes, fp.hist ) )
exit (1);
/* write the size of the tables and the tables out
to the TCS file */
writablst fp.out, fttretblsz, ireltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
tchgtbsz, chgtble );
/* write out the insert record control character */
type = inscontl; /* fill in the control character */
fwrite( Jtype, sizeof (type), 1, fp.out );
/* write the Insert Control Record for the main tree.
The record has been initialized, above, with the main
tree's info */
fwrite( tcontlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.out );
/ Read the text records, line by line and write them
out. Each line output is preceeded by the text
control character */
while ( writetxtO );
/* write out the end control record */
type = endcontl; /* fill in the end control character */
/* write the end control character */
fwrite( ttype, sizeof (type), 1, fp.out );
/* write the control structure for the main tree */
fwrite( icontlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.out );
/* tell user that module has been created */
printf( "*s......TCS module has been created\n", argvCl] );
clfile(fo_in, fp.out, fp.hist);
exit (0);
}
initablsO
/* initialize the tree, release, and change tables and their sizes. */
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struct treentry *treeotr;
treeptr = treetble;
5trcpy( treeptr-) trename, mainame ); /* fill in main tree name*/
treeptr-) trenum = maintnum; /* fill in the main tree number */
treeptr-) ptbl ink = mainpmt; /* fill in parent back link */
treeptr-)pmtrel * mainprnt; /* fill in parent release number */
treeptr-) prntdlta = mainpmt; /* fill in parent delta number */
treeptr-)numrels = initnrel; /* fill in number of releases */
treeptr-) firstrel = 0; /* first release node index */
treeptr-) lastrel = 0; /* last release node index */
treeotr-) newrflag = 0; /* new release indicator */
treeptr**; /* point to the next entry in the tree table */
strcpy< treeptr-) trename, ""); /* mark end of table */
/ set up the release table entry */
rtbnodes[03.hipdelta = initnrel; /* highest release */
rtbnodes[03.nxtrnode = 0; /* mark end of main's release table */
rtbnodesC03.firsthis = -1; /* indicate an empty history table */
rtbnodesC03.1asthis = -1;
tretblsz = 2; /* initial tree table size */
reltblsz =1; /* initial release tables size */
chgtbsz = 0; /* initial change table size */
writetxtO
char *fgets();
/* read a line of text from the original file */
if ( fgets( iobuff, buffsize, fp.in ) = NULL )
return (0) ;
tyoe = txtcontl; /* set up the text control character */
fwrite( 8type, sizeof (type), 1, fp.out);
/* write the line to the TCS file */
fputs( iobuff, fp.out);
return (1);
clfile(fp_in, fp.out, fp.hist)
FILE *fp.in, *fp.out, tfp.hist;
/* close the input and output files */
fclose (fp in);
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fclose (fp.hist);
}
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/* Create a tree < enter a new tree into the tree table ) */
/* USfiSE:
creatree (module name) (parent tree name) (parent version number)
(new tree name)
*/
?include (ctyoe.h)
?include (stdio.h>
^include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.hH
*ir.clude "tabledef.h"
?include "filedefs.h"
?define error "' creatree'.... \nReouired argument missing\n"
^define error.l "' creatree'.... \n%s...module does not exist\n", modname
*define error "' creatree' .... \n*s. .. Parent tree tree does not \
exist \n", argv[23
define error_3 "' creatree'.... \n%s... Invalid parent release. delta \
rraTiber^n", argv[33
*d=fine error "' creatree'... ,\n<s tfs... Parent version does not \
exist\n", argvtei, arcv[33
Sdefire error "'creatree'....\n<s...Tree already exists\n*, argv[43
?define error.6 "'creatree' cannot open *s\n", tempfile
#cefine error_7 "' creatree' .... \n%s. .. New tree name does not begin with an \
alphanuireric charter\n", argvE43
de'ine error "'creatree'....\n*s...New treename contains a reserved \
character^", arcv[43
*defi's tesc.l "' creatree' .... Tree, te, created. It's parent is: s \
tt.MW, argv[43, argvC23, prelse, pdelta
cha>' veservedcn = "*"; /* reserved characters */
PILE *fp_mod, *fp_temp, *fopen(>;
mair: ( argc, argv )
i^.t argc:
z\ar *avgv";
/
int prelse, pdelta; / parent release
and delta numbers */
char *treeargv; /* pointer to the tree name argument
*/
cia" *ehkrsvc(); /* check for a reserved
character */
struct treer.try *getreptr();
st-uct treentry *parnptr; /* parent tree pointer
*/
struct treentry *treeptr; /* new tree pointer */
st-uct relnode *verifyrd();
char firstchr; I* first character in new tree
name argument */
cnar parnver[arg_size3; /* buffer for parent
version number */
cha- ioiiuf^buffsize3; /* i/o buffer */
/* Make sure that all rewired arguments
have beer, submitted*/
if ( argc ( 5 )
{ print f( error.0);
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exit (1);
>
/* Open the TCS module file */
strcatt tnodnarae, argv[13 );
if : (fp.aod = fopen( modname, V )} = NULL )
printf (error 1);
exit (1);
/* Open the temoorary new module file */
strcat( tempfile, argv[13 ):
if ( (fp.temp = fopen( tempfile, V )) = NULL)
/
print f( error >;
exit (1);
}
/* read the tree, release, and change tables and their
sizes */
reactale( fp.mod, itretblsz, ireltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
tchctosz, chgtble ):
/* Check that the parent exists; get its pointer into
the tree table */
if ( '(oarnptr = getreotr( argv[23, treetble )) )
( printf ( error ;
exit(l);
}
/* Retreive the parent version number */
strcpyf parnver, arcv[33 );
/* Check the validity of the parent version number
argument; Convert the release and delta number
to integer form */
if ( !intrc( parnver, iprelse, tpdelta ) )
{ orintft error_3 );
exit(l)
%
/* Dieck the validity of the new tree name argument */
/* A tree name must begin with a letter or a digit and
cannot contain the wild card character, "*". */
treeartv = arcv[43: /* get the pointer to the tree name argument */
firstchr = *treeargv: /* get the first character in the tree name */
if < i(isalnun( firstchr)) )
{
printf ( error_7);
exit(l);
}
/* The tree name should not contain any reserved cnaracters */
/* Check the new tree name */
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if ( chkrsvc(arcv[43, reservedc) )
{
printf ( error
_8);
exit(l);
}
/* verify that the parent exists */
if ( 'verifyrd( parnptr, treetble, rtbnodes, prelse, pdelta) )
{ nrintf( error );
exit(l);
/* Check that the new tree does not already exist */
ir( cetreotrt argv[43, treetble ) )
( printf ( error_5);
exit(l);
}
/* Update the tree table by entering the new tree entry */
if ( !( t"etbisz = updtrtbl(argv[43, parnptr, prelse, pdelta,
tretblsz, treetble)) )
exit(l);
/* Write the tables out to the new file */
writabls( fp.temp, Wretblsz, treltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
Jchgtbsz, chgtble );
/* Read and write out the body of the module file */
rwboiyf fp.mod, fp.temp, iobuff );
/* Tell the user that the new tree has been created */
printf! msg.l ):
/* close files and exit */
exit!0):
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/* Install a 'd' (delete) type delta into the new module file /
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "ccmtlstr.h"
char
*delete( from, to, contlptr, fp.diff, fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff )
/?input arguments */
int from; /* first line to be deleted for the new version */
int to; /* last line to be deleted for the new version */
struct control tcontlptr; /*pointer to the control record for the new version*/
FILE *fp_diff; /* diff file */
FILE *fo_temp; /* temporary module file with line numbered text lines */
/* output arguments */
FILE *fp_out; /* temporary new module file */
char diffbuff; /* contains a line from the diff file */
char *iobuff; /* contains lines from the temporary module file */
{
int writincl; /* 'write including line' indicator */
int last line: /* keeps track of the last line number processed /
int linenum; /* Buffer for text line number read in */
struct control contlbuf; /* Buffer for reading control records */
char *diffeof; /* end of diff file indicator */
char type;
/* Read and write lines from the temporary file, up to but
not including 'from' line */
writincl = 0;
rwfile( from, writincl, fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff );
/* Write the new 'delete' control character and record */
type = delcontl;
wrtcontK type, contlptr, fp.out );
/* Write the text line that 'rwfile' left in the
i/o buffer */
putc( txtcontl, fo.out ); /* Write the text control character */
fputs( iobuff, fp.out );
/* Read and write up to and including the
'to' line */
/* If 'from' = 'to', then only one line has been deleted
and was already written out. Otherwise, there are more
lines to process */
last line = from;
while ( lastline != to )
{
type = getc( fp.temp >; /* read a control character */
switch (type) {
case delcontl:
case endcontl:
freadt Scontlbuf, sizeof(struct control), 1,
fp.temp) ;
wrtcontK type, Jcontlbuf, fp.out);
break;
race inscontli
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/* write an end control for this
version*/
""tcontK endcontl, contlptr, fp_out );
/* Read the insert control record */
fread( teontlbuf, sizeoflstruct control),
1, fp.temp);
/* Write out the control record
just read in. */
wrtcontK inscontl, tcontlbuf, fp_out );
/ Now start over as though this is
is the beginning of the file */
lastline = lastline + 1;
rwfile( lastline, writincl, fp.temp,
fp.out, iobuff );
/* write the end control record for
this version */
wrtcontK delcontl, contlptr, fp_out );
/* write the text record "rwfile"
left in the i/o buffer */
putc( txtcontl, fp_out );
fouts( iobuff, fp_out );
break;
case txtcontl:
/* read in the line number */
freadl tlinenum, sizeof (linenum), 1, fp.temp );
/* read the text */
fgets( iobuff, buffsize, fp.temp );
/* write the text control character */
putc( txtcontl, fp.out );
/* write the text record */
fputs( iobuff, fp.out );
/* If "linenum" = 0, then the text
line read doesn't belong to the
previous version. Otherwise,
set "lastline" to "linenum" */
if ( linenum != 0 )
lastline = linenum;
break;
/* Write out the end control record */
type = endcontl;
wrtcontK type, contlptr, fp.out);
/* Ignore all diff lines that give the contents of the
lines to be deleted </
diffeof = fgets( diffbuff, difflnsz, fp diff );
while ( diffbuff [03 = ' (' 44 diffeof != NULL )
diffeof = fgets( diffbuff, difflnsz, fp.diff );
return (diffeof);
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/* Scan a diff line of the form:
Ll,L2t where LI is the first line affected, L2 is the last line,
and t is the difference type: 'd' or 'c' for, delete
or change respectively.
OR
0a meaning to append before the first line,
OR
Lit where if t = 'a', then append after LI, if t = 'd' then delete LI,
or if t = 'c', then change LI.
*/
diffIt ( diffline, fromline, toline, difftype )
/ input argument */
char *diffline; /* line from diff file */
/* output arguments /
int *fromline, *toline; / line range limits */
char *difftype? /* diff type: 'a', 'd, or 'c' */
{
int endlinno; /* end of line numbers found indicator */
char *ptr; /* traverses the line character by character */
endlinno = 0;
ptr = diffline ? 1;
/* Set the first line number */
while ( (endlinno )
{
switch (*ptr){
case ',':
case ' a' :
case 'd':
case ' c' :
/* The end of the line number string was
hit; convert the line number to integer
form */
?fromline = *toline = eonvatob( diffline, ptr );
endlinno = 1;
break;
default:
/* the end of the line number string hasn't been
hit yet; point to the next character
*/
ptr++;
break;
if ( ptr = ,' I* Is there a second
line nuBber? *'
I* point to the beginning of the second line
number string */
diffline = ++ptr;
ptr++; /? Point to the
second character in the substring ?/
/? Scan the substring until the end of the
line
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number has been hit ( 'ptr' points to a 'd'
or 'c'). */
while ( !( *otr = 'd' II ?ptr = 'c') )
ptr++;
/* convert the second line number to integer /
?toline = convatob( diffline, ptr );
}
*difftype *ptr; /* return the type character */
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/* Set the pointer to the delimiter character in a string and check */
/* for any alpha characters in the string */
/? 'fndendch' returns a 0 if any alphas are found in the string */
char
*fndendch( strbegn, delimitr )
/? input arguments */
char *strbegn; /* pointer to the beginning of the substring ?/
char delimitr; /? character which delimits the substring /
{
char *dlmptr; /* traverses the string */
int numerch; /?indicates numeric character in the substring ?/
/? search the string for the end character ?/
numerch - 1; /? assume the first character is numeric */
dlmptr strbegn; /? point to the beginning of the string ?/
do
{ numerch = (?dlmptr )= '0' 44 ?dlmptr <= '9' );
dlmptr**; /? point to the next character ?/
> while ( (?dlmptr !=delimitr) 44 numerch);
if ( numerch )
return ( dlmptr );
else
return (0);
> / end fndendch */
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Pir,ter and the release dlta numbers ?/?include defines.h" /* constants definitions */
?include "tablestr.h" /* table structures */
fndtrdnm ( treename, vername, rtbnodes, treetble, opt inde,
relnum, deltanum, treeptr, emptyptr, rdptr
/* fndtrdnm returns false (0), if the version does not exist. ?/
/? Otherwise, it returns true (1) ?/
/* input arguments ?/
char ?treename; /? pointer to tree name ?/
char ?vername; /? pointer to version name ?/
struct relnode rtbnodes[3; /? release table nodes ?/
struct treentry treetble[3; /* tree table ?/
int opt_indcC3; /* optional arguments indicators */
/* output arguments ?/
int ?relnum; /? release number pointer ?/
int *deltanum; /* delta number pointer ?/
struct treentry treeptr; /* pointer to tree's entry in the tree table */
struct treentry wemptyptr; /* tree pointer, if the tree is empty ?/
struct relnode rdptr; /* ptr to release's entry in the release table ?/
(
struct relnode ?gethirdO; /* release node pointer ?/
struct treentry ?getreptrO; /* tree pointer ?/
struct relnode ?versubmO; /? release node pointer */
struct treentry *tmptptr; /? temporary tree pointer ?/
struct treentry *mainptr; /* temporary main tree pointer */
struct treentry *prntptr; /* temporary parent tree pointer */
int relindx; / release index */
int tmprel; /? temporary release number ?/
int tmpdelta; /? tempory delta number ?/
int found; /? error indicator ?/
?emotyptr = false; /? assume the tree is not empty ?/
found = true; /? assume numbers will be found ?/
switch ( opt_indc[treearg3 ) < /? tree number submitted indicator ?/
case false: /* no tree name submitted ?/
/* Return the pointer to the Main tree /
/* The Wain tree's entry is at
'treetble[03' */
?treeptr = mainptr = 4treetble[03 ;
/* The indicator for the version name argument is checked */
/? If the version name (in the form of release. delta) was ?/
/? not submitted, return the highest release and delta */
/* numbers from the main tree's release table. If it was */
/* submitted, convert the ASCII fore to integer, check that */
/? the version does exist, and return the values submitted ?/
switch ( opt_mdc[versarg3 > i /* version name arg. indicator*/
case false: /? no version name submitted ?/
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/* get the highest release. delta numbers and */
/? and release pointer for the main tree ?/
?rdptr = gethird(mainptr, treetble, rtbnodes,
4tmprel, 4tmpdelta );
break;
case true: /? the version name was submitted ?/
/? Perform error checks on the version name ?/
/? If it's in valid form, 'found' will be set ?/
/* to 1, 'relnum' and 'deltanum' will contain ?/
/? the integer release and delta numbers, and ?/
/? 'rdptr' contains the pointer to the release. ?/
/? otherwise, 'found' will contain a 0. ?/
if ( ! (?rdptr = versubm( mainptr, vername, treetble,
rtbnodes, 4tmprel, 4tmpdelta) ) )
found = false;
break;
> /? end case ?/
break;
case true: /? tree name argument was submitted ?/
/? get the pointer to the tree table entry ?/
/? If the tree does not exist, 'getreptr' returns*/
/* a 0, and an error message is printed here. */
if ( *treeptr = tmptptr = getreptr( treename, treetble ) )
{ switch (opt_indc[versarg3) {
case false: /* no version name argument submitted */
/* check for an empty tree ?/
if ( tmptptr-) numrels = 0)
{ /? get the parent's release and ?/
/? delta numbers. Bet the parents' ?/
/? tree pointer and set 'emptyptr*/
/* to point to the tree requested ?/
tmprel = tmptptr-) prntrel;
tmpdelta = tmptptr-)prntdlta;
prntptr = treetble + (tmptptr-) ptbl ink);
?treeptr = prntptr;
?emptyptr = tmptptr;
relindx = getrindx (prntptr, rtbnodes,
tmptptr-) prntrel);
?rdptr = 4rtbnodes[relindx3;
}
else /? get highest r.d ?/
rdptr * gethirdltmptptr, treetble,
rtbnodes, 4tmprel, 4tmpdelta );
break;
case true: /* version name argument was
submitted */
/* Check for an empty tree */
if ( tmotptr-)numrels = 0 )
< printf ("*s is an empty tree\n", treename);
found = false; /* indicate an error */
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/* Bet tie index into the comment table for the requested version ?/
?include "oefines.h"
^include "liststr.h"
?include "tablestr.h"
3CCffliwix< coictable, rtbnodes, rdptr, deltanum )
/? input arguments ?/
struct cominfo comtable[3; /* Comment table */
struct relnode rtbnodes[3; /* release tables */
struct relnode *rdptr; /* pointer to the release table entry */
int deltanum: /* delta number of the requested version */
/* Function returns the index into the comment table */
int index; /* Used to traverse the comment table */
/* 6et the index of the first comment for this release */
index = rdptr-) firsthis;
/* traverse the comment table list until the entry for
the delta is found ?/
while ( deltanum )
index = comtable[index3. nxtentry;
return (index);
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?induce (stdich)
?include (time.h)
?ireluee "defines.h /* constants ?/
include "tablestr.h" /* table structures ?/
nnclade "tabledef.h" /. table definitions ?/
?include fiiedefs.h" /. filerare array definitions #/
. I-E ?fp.in, *fp_out, ?fopenO, *f0.chg, ?fp_hist;
/ valid options for "SET" operation ?/
/? 't' means a tree name is being submitted ?/
/? V means a version name, in the form of "release. delta"
number, is submitted */
/? 'C requests that the retreived version be opened for
change ?/
/* 'o' requests the tree's path name ?/
/? 'h' requests that the version's comment is printed ?/
char opt.argl] = "tvcph";
/* error messages ?/
?define error_3 "cannot open t% *d.*d for change \n...the last version can \
be open.... last version is tt.XdVn", treeptr-) trename, relnum, \
deltanaa, treeptr-) numrels, rtbnodes[treeptr-)lastrel3.hipdelta
?define errc-r.4 %s is already open for change by *s\n", \
t^ea-tr-JtrensTie, chgptr-) userid
?se'ine error_5 " cannot open module for change\n. ... cannot obtain user \
id for the change table entry\n"
?iair( argc, argv )
int argc:
cha- *argv[];
{
int not.put; /? 'get' called 'getversn' indicator ?/
int oot_indc[num.opt3;
int argerror; /* argument error indicator ?/
mt relnum, deltanum; /? release and delta numbers ?/
int linecnt; /* line count ?/
struct treentry *treeptr, *emptyptr; /* tree pointers */
struct relnode *rdptr: /* release table pointer ?/
char oathnareLbuffsize3; /* path name buffer ?/
char treena'*e[arg.size3;
cha>'-
versnarae[aro_size3;
/* Qoer. the TCS module file. The second argument should be
the module name */
iff strlen(arpv[13) > arg.size ) /? check module name size ?/
{
or int f("*s...module name too long\n", argv[13);
exit (1):
>
/? get the TCS module name ?/
strcatf mocname, arovtl] );
/* Ooen the file ?/
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if ( (fp.in = fopen( modname, "r" )) = NULL >
{
printf ( "*s...TCS module does not exist \n", argvUl );
exit (1);
/* Parce the optional argument list */
parcootal argc, argv, opt.indc, opt arc, 4aroerror, treename, versname);
if (argerror) /? Was there an error in the "argument list? ?/
getoutO; /? close files and exit ?/
/? Read the tree , release, and change tables ?/
readtbiel fp_in, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
4chgtbsz, chgtble );
/* Perform error checks on the arguments submitted.
Set the tree pointers and the release and delta numbers ?/
if ( !fnctrdnsi( treename, versname, rtbnodes, treetble, opt.indc,
4relnui, 4deltanum, 4treeptr, 4emptyptr, 4rdptr ) )
getcutO; /? some error occurred in
'fndtrdnm' ?/
/* If the file should be opened for change, then
co into the change routine and update the module with
the new chance table. ?/
if < opt.indclchangargl )
{
/* If the change request is ok, then the change
is entered in the change table, a new module
file is created and the tables are written out
here ?/
if ( catlchg( treeptr, emptyptr, relnum, deltanum ) >
{
if ( (fp.chg = fopen( tmpfile2, "w">> = NULL )
{ printf ("cannot ooen <s\n", tmofile2);
getoutO;
}
else
{
chgtbsz**; /?increment the change table
size*/
/* write the tables to the new file^/
writablst fo.chg, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz,
treetble, rtbnodes, 4chgtbsz, chgtble);
}
else
getout ( ) :
}
else
fp.chg = 0;
/* Build the internal tree
structure */
bldintst( treeptr, relnum, deltanum, rtbnodes,
treetbie,
intrestr, trestrtb );
/t The retreived version goes
to temporary file. Bet
the temporary file name and
open the file */
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strcat( tempfile, argv[13);
if ( (fp.out = fopen( tempfile, "w")) = NULL )
{
printf ( "cannot ooen <s\n\ tempfile );
getoutO;
}
/* Bet the version reauested and print the number of
lines retreived */
/? indicate that 'get' rather than 'put' is calling 'getversn'^/
not.put = 0:
linecnt = getversnl not.put, intrestr, trestrtb, fp.in, fp.out, fp.chg);
/* Print the path name if it was requested ?/
if ( oot.indc[pathnarg3 )
{
/* First print the module name ?/
printf("s\n\ argv[13);
/* If the tree is empty, set the release and delta
number to 0 and send 'gpthname' the empty tree's
pointer */
if ( emptyptr )
gpthname ( emptyptr, treetble, 0, 0, pathname );
else
gpthname ( treeptr, treetble, relnum, deltanum,
pathname) ;
/* Print the pathname */
printf ( "<s\n", pathname );
}
else
{
/* The path name was not requested, just print this
version's name ?/
if ( emptyptr >
printf ( "s, teVn", argvlll, emotyptr-) trename );
printf ("Tree is empty. \nParent retrieved: *s
%d.%d\n"
treeptr-) trename, relnum, deltanum );
>
else
printf !"%s *s tt.W\ir\ argv[13, treeptr-) trename,
relnum, deltanum ):
printf(" lines retreived\n", linecnt);
/? If the user also wants the comment
for this version,
print it. ?/
if ( ept.indcChistargS >
/* Open the history file ?/
strcatf histfile, argv[13);
if ( (fo.hist = fopenf histfile,
V)) = NULL )
orintf ("Cannot open *s\n", histfile);
printf ("cannot obtain comment
for version\n");
v
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^ ' !5etnH5l?.rn0deS' rdPtf' f?-hiSt' *" >
printf ("Cannot obtain commentV);
exit (0);
> /* end get */
catlcij* treentr, emptyptr, relnum, deltanum )
/* Place a new entry into the change table ?//* .he entry is placed at the end of the table ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr, ?emptyptr;
int relnur.1, deltanum;
<
struct treentry *tmptr;
struct chance *chgptr, ?chkopenO;
char *idptr, *getlogin(>;
long timet);
/* If the tree is empty, 'emotyptr' contains its pointer /
if ( emptyptr )
treeptr = emptyptr;
else
/* Check that the last version is to be changed */
if < '(treeptr-) numrels = relnum 44
rtbnodes[treeptr-)lastrel3.hipdelta = deltanum) )
{
printf ( error.3 );
return (0);
>;
/? Check the change table for the tree number entry. If
it's in the table, the version is already open for change*/
if ( chgptr > chkopen( treeptr, chgtble, chgtbsz ) )
{
printf ( error_4);
return (0);
}
chgptr = chgtble + chgtbsz; /* point to the new entry */
/? Put the info into the change table */
chgptr-) trenum = treeptr-) trenum; /* enter the tree nunroer ?/
/? Get tne user's ID and enter it into the table ?/
if < (idptr = getloginO ) = NULL )
\ printf (error.5);
return !0) ;
}
strcpy'
chgptr-) userid, idptr );
/* Enter the time and date info ?/
tipe( 4chgptr-)time >;
return (1);
/ end catlchg ?/
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getoutO
(
'* Ttl15 fuwtiori "lied if some error ?/
fciose(fp_in) ;
exit (1);
}
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/* Read the comment from the standard input. A null line marks the end of
the comment ?/
? include (stdio.h)
?define cprompt "Enter comment... \n& to *d characters\n\n", buffsize-1
getcomisU iobuff, buffsize )
char ?iobuff; /? i/o buffer ?/
int buffsize: /* i/o buffer size ?/
int linesz; /* number of character in a line read in */
/* maximum line size; number of characters left in 'iobuff */
int limit;
int numchar; /* total number of characters in comment */
int end; /* end of comment indicator */
limit = buffsize - 1; /? make sure the buffer has room for the '\0'*/
eno = !E0F;
linesz = 0;
nuachar = 0; /? set the number of characters read ?/
/* Prompt for the comment */
printf ( corompt );
anile ( (limit -= linesz) 44 end != EOF )
{
/? Prompt for a line. The prompt is the number of
characters read so far ?/
printf ( "%d: ', nuachar );
/* read a line from the standard input and get its
size in characters ?/
linesz = getline< iobuff, limit, 4end );
numchar += linesz; /? count the characters in the line*/
iobuff += linesz ; /? point to the next buffer position ?/
y
/* Mark the end of the comment with a
'\0' ?/
?iobuff = 'W:
/* Let the user know the comment size entered ?/
printf! "XnComment entered. ... <d charactersVn", numchar );
/* return tne total comment size including the
'\0' */
return (numchar +1);
> /? end getcomirit */
cet:ir;e< iobuff, he, eof )
c^a1' *iobuff;
jr.* liiq I* maximum line size
?/
int ?eof: /* end of file
indicator */
/ The function retu-ns the number
of characters read */
/
int charcnt; /*
character counter */
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int c; /*character buffer */
charcnt = 0; /* initalize the character count */
/? Increment the character count; get a character. ?/
while ( charcnt ( lint 44 (c = cetcharO) != EOF 44 c != '\n' )
{
/? Put the character into the buffer and point to the
next available buffer position ?/
?iobuff** = c;
charcnt**; /* count the character ?/
>
if ( c = '\n' ); /? Was the last character the newline? ?/
<
if ( charcnt = 1 44 ?(iobuff-1) = '.' )
charcnt = 0;
*eof = E0-; /* signal end of comment */
>
else
<
?iobuff c;
charcnt**; /? count the character ?/
}
}
return (charcnt);
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/? Bet the pointer to the highest release in the tree. Also return the *//* highest release and delta numbers */
?include "defines. h" /? program constants ?/
?include "tablestr.h" /? table structures ?/
struct relnode
*gethird( treeptr, treetble, rtbnodes, relnum, deltanum )
/? input arguments ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; / tree pointer ?/
struct treentry treetble[3; /? tree table ?/
struct relnode rtbnodesCl; /? release table ?/
/? output arguments ?/
irt *relnur; /? release number ?/
int ?deltanuis; /? delta number ?/
/* The function returns the pointer to the last release */
struct relnode ?rdptr; /? temporary release pointer ?/
/? return the highest release from the tree table ?/
?relnum = treeptr-)numrels;
/? get the pointer to the last release's node in the /
/? release table ?/
rdotr = 4rtbnodes[treeptr-)lastrel3;
/* return the highest propagating delta number ?/
?dsltanuw = rdptr-)hipdelta;
return (rdptr);
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/* Doer, the history file and print the comment for the requested version ?/
?include (stdio.h>
?include (tine.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "histdefs.h"
?include "tablestr.h"
oethis( rtbnodes, rdptr, fp, deltanum )
/? input arguments ?/
struct relnode rtbnodesU; /? Release tables ?/
struct relnode ?rdptr; /? Pointer to the release table entry for this versior*/
FILE *fp; /? pointer to the history file ?/
int deltanum; /? delta number requested ?/
/? cunctior, returns a 0 if some error occurred. Otherwise it returns 1. ?/
<
int cindex; /? index into the comment table ?/
long offset; /? offset from the beginning of the history body */
char ?ctimeO; /* Time conversion function */
char comment Ebuffsize3 ; /* Buffer for comment read in ?/
/* Read the history size and the comment table size ?/
freae! 4hstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp );
/* Read the comment table ?/
*read( comtable, sizeof (struct cominfo), hstsizes.comtbsz, fp );
/? Set the index into the comment table for this version ?/
cindex = gcomindx( comtable, rtbnodes, rdptr, deltanum );
/? Get the offset for the comment block ?/
offset = comtable[cindex3.offset;
/? Position the file pointer at the offset ?/
fseekl fp, offset, 1 ):
/* Read in the comment ?/
?read( comment, sizeof (*comment), coratable[cindex3. blksize, fp >;
/* First print the change info: by whom and when ?/
printf ("Created by te, on *s\n", comtabletcindex], userid,
ctime( 4conttableEcindex3.when ) );
/? Print the comment ?/
printf ( "XsXri", comment );
return (1);
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/* get the pointer into the tree table ?/
?include "defirss.h" /? constants ?/
?include "tablestr.h"
struct treentry
?cetreptrt tree.in, treetble )
/? search the tree table for 'tree.in'. ?/
/? The function returns the pointer into the tree table, if the ?/
/* entry is found. Otherwise it returns a 0. ?/
/? input arguments ?/
char ?tree.in; /? tree name submitted by the user ?/
struct treentry ?treetble; /? tree table address ?/
{
for ( ; treetble-) trename[03; treetble** )
if ( strcmp( tree.in, treetble-ltrename ) = 0 )
return ( treetble ); /? return the tree pointer ?/
return (0);
> / end cetreptr ?/
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/* All pointer have been set up; get the version requested ?/
?inciude (stdio.h>
f include "defines. h" /# constants ?/
?include "tablestr.h" /* table structure definitions ?/
?include "contlstr.h" /? control structures and constants ?/
?define error.l ("Error reading TCS file: no text follows control character *c'\n", type )
?define error.2 (" Invalid control character '%c encountered \n", type )
int linecnt; /* line counter ?/
int flag; /? flag indicating whether or not a delta is applied^/
int takeline: /* indicates whether or not a line of text is taken ?/
char iobuff [buffsize3 ; /? i/o buffer ?/
char type; /? control record type ?/
struct control contlrec; /? control record ?/
int is.ok: /? indicates: no error in creating the TCS file ?/
getversnt put, intrestr, trestrtb, fp.in, fp.out, fp.chg )
/* input arguments ?/
int put; /? if positive, indciates that 'put' called this function ?/
int intrestrH; /? internal tree structure ?/
struct refs trestrtb[3; /? cross reference table for internal tree structure ?/
FILE ?fp.in; /? module input file ?/
/* output arguments */
FILE ?fp.out; /* file containing tne version delivered to the user ?/
/? If 'get' called this function 'fp.chg' will contain a file pointer
if the user is opening the nodule for change purposes. In this
case,
'cetversn' will write out to the new module file, pointed to
by 'fp.chg', the body of the module.
If 'put' called this function then 'fp.chg' will contain the pointer
to the temporary line numbered file, 'getversn then writes out
all control info and line numbered text records to this file ?/
FILE ?fp.chg;
/?function output ?/
/? Tie function returns the line count if the version was retreived; otherwise
it returns 0. ?/
initfreeO; /? initiialize the free list ?/
initqueO; /* initialize the control
oueue ?/
linecnt = 0; /? initialize the line counter ?/
is ok = 1: /* assume the version will be retrieved
?/
/* Read the the file line by line and write out those lines
beloncing to the version reouested ?/
while ( (tyoe = g'etc(fc.in))
!= EOF ) /* read the control character ?/
if (fp chg)
/* Write the control cnaracter to the tempoarary
putc< tyoe, fp.chg);
switch (typeK /? control or text
record? ?/
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case inscontl:
case delcontl:
/* an insert or delete control record follows
the control character */
/* process the control record ?/
intreStr' treStrtb' fP-1"' fP-Ch5>!
case endcontl:
/? An end control record follows the
control character ?/
/? process the end control record ?/
end_rec( fp_in, fp_chg );
break;
case txtcontl:
/? a line of text follows control char. ?/
/? process a line of text ?/
textiinef put, fp_in, fp.out, fp chg );
break;
default:
/* illegal control character encountered: an error*/
print f( error_2 );
is.ok = 0;
break;
}
/* If an error occurred during file processing,
return a 0 to indicate the error. ?/
if ( I is.ok )
return (0);
> /* end while ?/
return ( linecnt ); /* return the line count */
i_d_rec( intrestr, trestrtb, fo.in, fp.chg )
/* process an insert or delete control record */
int intrestr[3; /? internal tree structure ?/
struct refs trestrtbCI; /? cross reference table for internal tree structure ?/
PILE *'o_m; /? input file pointer ?/
FILE ?fp.chg; /? If positive, contains the output file pointer ?/
(
/? read the control record ?/
if ( fread(4contlrec, sizeof(struct control). 1, fp.in) )
{
iff fp.chg)
fwrite(4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.chg);
/* set the flag ?/
flag = setflag(4contlrec, intrestr, trestrtb,
tyoe);
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numbers, and the flag into the
control oueue ?/
if ( enterque(4contlrec, flag) )
/* indicate whether or not
the next line of text
should be taken ?/
takeline = setkline(flag);
else
}
else
(
/? the queue was full ?/
is.ok = 0;
/* for some reason, no record was read ?/
printf! error.l );
is.ok = 0;
er.d_rec( fp.in, fp.chg )
/? process an end control record ?/
FILE *fp_in; /? input file pointer ?/
FILE ?fp.chg; /? If positive, contains the output file pointer ?/
{
/? read the control record ?/
if( fread(4contlrec, sizeoftstruct control), 1, fp.in) )
<
if ( fp.chg )
fwrite! 4contlrec, sizeoftstruct control), 1, fp.chg);
/? remove an entry from the oueue ?/
leaveque(4contlrec) ;
/? get the flan field of the
entry at the head of the
queue ?/
flag - headflagO;
/* reset the "take
line"
indicator ?/
taKeline = setkline( flag ):
}
else
/
/* no record was read following the control
character: an error ?/
printf ( error.l );
is ok = 0;
textlinet out, fp.in, fp.out, fp.chg >
/* process a line of text ?/
int put; /? If positive, then
'put' called
'getversn' ?/
-ILE *fp.in; /? input file
pointer ?/
/* output arguments */
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FILE ?fp.out; /? output file ?/
FILE ?fp.chg: /* If positive contains the temporary new module file pointer*/
int lineno; /? line number */
/? read a line of text. If there isn't one, an error occurred^/
if < fgetst iobuff, buffsize, fp in) == NULL )
<
printf ( error.l );
is.ok = 0;
}
else
<
/? If 'put' called 'getversn', assign a line number to the
line and write out the line number and the line to the
'out' file ?/
if ( put >
if ( takeline = yesflag )
lineno = linecnt + 1;
else
lineno * 0;
fwrite ( 41ineno, sizeof (lineno), 1, fp.chg);
}
if ( fp.chg )
fputs( iobuff, fp.chg );
/* If the line should be taken, write it
out to the user's file; otherwise, ignore
the line ?/
if (takeline = yesflag)
{
fouts( iobuff, fo.out );
linecnt**; /* count the line*/
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/? If the optional parameter submitted was a 't' or 'v', extract the
tree or version name from the argument list ?/
?include "defines.h'
gopt( argc, argv, option, tre.name, ver.name)
/* input arguments ?/
int argc;
char ?argvC3;
char option; /? option letter submitted ?/
/? output arguments ?/
char ?tre.name; /? tree name argument returned if present ?/
char ?ver_name; /? version name argument returned if present ?/
/* The function returns a 1 if an error in the argument list was
encountered. Otherwise it returns 0. */
/* extract the tree name or ?/
/? version name if submitted */
switch (option) {
case 't' :
/* If another argument follows the "-t", assume its
a tree name. Send it back to the caller via
"tre.name" ?/
/? If no argument follows, indicate the error and return ?/
/* Also check to see that there's room in the "tre.name arrays/
if ( argc ) 1 >
{
if(strlen(argv[03) > arg_size)
< printf ("tree name too long");
return (1);
}
else
copy (tre.name, argv [03);
}
else
{
printf! "Tree name missmg\n");
return (1);
}
break;
case '
v' :
/. If another argument follows
the "-V, assume its
a version name. Send it
back to the caller via
/* Tn^Tqumsnt follows, indicate the error and return */
/* AlsT check to see that
them's* i the "ver^me array/
if ( argc > 1 >
{
if(strlen(argv[03) > arg.size)
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{ printf ("version name too long");
return (1);
}
else
copy (ver.name, argvt03 );
>
else
{
printf ( "version name missingXn");
return (1);
>
break;
>
return (0);
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/ Bet the pathname name string for the reouested version ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
struct nameinfo<
char versnameE 2 * arg_size + 5 3;
int versnsz;
}
?define maxoerln 70
gpthname! treeptr, treetble, relnum, deltanum, pathname )
/* Input arguments ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /* pointer into the tree table ?/
struct treentry treetbleE3; /? Tree table ?/
int relnum; /* release number of requested version ?/
int celtanuB; /* deltanumber of the reouested version ?/
/? Output arguments */
/* Path nam string returned with a '\0' delimiter ?/
char *patrjraae;
/? Table used in building the path name ?/
struct nameinfo tmotable[maxtrees3;
struct naneinfo ?tmotrj /* Used to traverse "tmptable" */
int pindex; /* index of parent entry in the tree table */
int tindex; /* used to traverse the tree table */
int charcnt: /* counts characters on a line */
toptr = tmotable; /* point to the beginning of the temporary table*/
/* Put the tree name arid release, delta number for the
requested version into the temporary table */
sorintfi tmptr-) versname, "%s <d.id",
treeptr-) trename, relnum, deltanum );
ticptr-) versnsz = strlenftmptr-Wersname);
/* Mow convert the tree pointer to an index */
tindex = treeptr - treetble:
/* Put the parent's version name info into the table,
for each tree in the path */
while ( ! pindex = treetbleCtindexl.ptblink ) >= 0 )
{
tmptr**; /* get the address of the next temp table entry*/
/* Put the parent's tree name, release. delta number,
and version name size into the temp table ?/
sprintf ( tmptr-) versname, "%s *d.*d/ ",
treetbleEpindexl. trename, treetbleEtindexl. prntrel,
treetbieCtindexl.prntdlta );
tfflotr-) versnsz = strlen(twptr-) versname);
/* Point to the parent tree's table entry ?/
tindex = treetbleCtindexl.ptblink;
}
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/* Now traverse the table backwards and format the path
name array, putting in new line characters. If the
maximum number of characters per line would be exceeded
by a name entry, that entry is put on the next line;
i.e. names are not split between lines. ?/
charcnt = 0; /? Initialize the character per line counter ?/
wnile ( tmptr >= tmptable )
{
if ( (charcnt + tmptr-)versnsz) > maxperln )
{
/* The character per line limit would be
exceeded. Put in the new line character and
re-initalize the count */
?pathname = ' \n' ;
pathname**; /* point to the next position ?/
charcnt = 0;
}
/? Put the version name into the path name ?/
strcpy( pathname, tmptr-)versname );
/* Bet the address of the next available
position in
"pathname." This will cause the
\0' from the last name to be overwritten
with the next name. ?/
pathname = pathname + tmptr-) versnsz;
charcnt += tmptr-)versnsz; /? count the
characters*/
tatrt, . /* point to the next name */
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/* convert tne version name argument string to release and oelta number ./
* integers, .he function returns a 1 if tne conversion was successful .//* or a 0 i* it wasn't */
?induce "oefines.h"
ir.trd( versname, relnum, deltanm )
/* input arguments ?/
cnar *versname;
/? output arguments ?/
int *reinumi
int *deltanm;
{
char ?redlmptr; /? pointer to the release dehmitor character ?/
char *fndendch(); /* pointer to a string delimiter */
cnar *tiidliisptr; /* pointer to the delta delimiter */
char *delsuasti /* delta substring ?/
/* find the end of the release substring; the beginning is the */
/* first character of versrarae; reldelim contains the delimiter ?/
if ( redlmptr = fncendcht versname, reiaalim ))
{
/* Find the end of the delta string. The beginning is one */
/* character beyond the release delimiter character. The */
/* delta delimiter is tie null character. */
celsubst = redlmptr +1; /* point to the delta beginning */
if ( dldlmptr = fndendch ( celsubst, nullchar) )
{
/? convert the release and delta numbers from ?/
/? ASCII to binary integers */
?relnum = convatobt versname, redlmptr );
?delta = convatob! delsubst, dldlisptr);
return (1); /? indicate successful conversion */
>
}
return (8) ; /* indicate unsuccessful
conversion */
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I* ooen all files used by 'out' ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "filedefs.h"
ooenalK module, fp_mod, fo.old, fp.temp, fp.hist, fp.htmp )
/? open the input and output files */
/? input argument ?/
char ?module: /* module name */
/* output arguments ?/
FILE fo_mod; /? TCS module file ?/
-IlE ??fo.old; /? file containing the old version to be used by 'diff*/
FILE **fo_temp; /* file containing the line r*untbered text to be used
by 'outdelta' ?/
fIlE ??fp.hist; /* history file ?/
FILE ??fo.htma; /? temporary new history file ?/
/* Tne function returns a 1 if all files were successfully opened. If any
'open' fails the function returns a 0. ?/
FIlE ?fopenO;
/* get the tcs module nare and ooen the module file */
strcat( modname, module );
if ( (*fp_mod s fooen (modname, V)) = NULL )
{ printf <"%s...module does not exist \n", modname );
return (0);
}
/? The next file will have the old version for 'diff
*/
strcat< tempfile, module ); /* get the file's oath name
?/
if ( (?fo old = fopen(tempfile, V)>
= NULL )
{ printf ("'put' cannot open te\n", tempfile);
return (0);
}
/* The next file will have the new tables
and the( aody^
of the module will have text lines
numpers. Tis .i
is used by
'outdelta' */
iff itfo twp - fopenf twfileS, V')>
= NULL >
printf!"' put' cannot open *s\n", tmpfilee);
return (0);
i
/* ooen the history file */
5trcat histfile, mCule):
/* get the file's fua path W ./
lf ( (*fp hist = fopen( histfile,
V)) - *U >
< o^ntf! "s... history
file does not exist\n , his.file),
return (0) ;
}
/, open the temporary new history
file /
,f ( (.fp.htmp = fopen( histmp,
V))^'
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t ormtfCpuf cannot open <s\n% histmp );
return (0);
r '
>
return (1);
} /* end operiall */
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?include "defines, h"
aarcoota (argc, argv, opt.indc, opt.arg, arg_err, tre.name, ver.name)
/* parce the optional argument string submitted*/
int argc;
char *argv[3;
int opt_indcC3; /* optional arguments indicators ?/
char oot_arg[3; /? valid options */
int *arg_err; /? pointer to argument error indicator ?/
char *tre_narae; /? tree name argument returned if present ?/
char ?ver.naw; /* version name argument returned if present */
/* scan the argument list for optional arguments, which start */
/* with the third argument, an option begins with a "-" and the ?/
/? second character is one which appears in the optional args. */
/* array, "oot_args[3".*/
/* if an optional arg. is found its corresponding indicator in */
/* array
"oot.mbcCl"
. Extract the tree name and the version name */
/* if either or both arguments were submitted */
char ?list: /? used to traverse the valid options array ?/
int *addr; /? used to traverse the optional indicators array ?/
int i; /* subscript into the optional arguments indicators */
int numoata = mra.oot; /* number of valid options */
/* initialize the argument error indicator ?/
?arg.err = 0;
/? initial all optional argument indicators to 0 */
for (addr = oot.indc; numopta ) 0; ?addr+* = 0 ) ;
/* point to the address of the second argument */
argv**;
while ( argc>l 44 *arg_err = 0 )
{ /* point to the next argument address
*/
/* the first character should be a
"-" */
if ( (*++argv)[03 !='-')
{ printf ("*s ootion
specification incorrect \n , *argv>;
printf
( preceed an option with a '-'\n">;
?arg.err = true; /* flag the error */
}
else
i x = 0- /* initialize
the index into the indicators*/
/* the second character should be
listed in o=t-aros/
for ( list = opt.arg; ?list
!- 'W 44
?list != (*argv)[13; list**)
/* increment the indicator's
index*/
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if (*list = '\0'>
/* the end of the valid options list was hit ?/
C printf ("%s invalid option\n", earn ):
?arg err = true; /* flag the error */
}
else
< if (opt.indcEil) /* cheek for duplicates ?/
< printf ("%c duplicate option submitted\n",
(?argv) [13);
?aro err = true; /* flag the error */
}
else
{ oot.indcEil = true;
/? extract the tree name or ?/
/? version name if submitted ?/
switch (?list) {
case 't' :
case V :
/* point to the next arg. ?/
argv**;
/? count the argument ?/
argc;
?arg_err = goat( argc, argv,
?list, tre.name, ver.name) ;
break;
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/* print the tree and release tables */
?include (time.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
define table.l "%s\td\tXd\ttt\t%d\n", t->trename, \
t-)t>enum, t-)ptblmk, t-)prntrel, t-)prntdlta
?define table.2 "\tXd\tW\tW\tlWvn\n", t-)numrels, \
t-)firstrel, t-)lastrel, t-)newrflan
^define rtaale "tdXt^dVtWVtWXn", Mhipdelta, \
r-)*xtrriode, r-)firsthis, r-)lasthis
?define ctable "%5<cAt%s\n", ctime(4c-)time), c-)trenum, c-) userid
priritbl! tsize, rsize, treetble, reltable, csize, chgtble )
i"t tsize, rsize; /* tree and release table sizes */
struct treentry treetbleH;
struct relnode reltable[3;
ir.t csize; /* change table size */
struct change chgtbleEl; /* change table ?/
struct treentry ?t;
struct relnode ?r:
struct change *c;
char *ctime(! ;
print f! "tree table size = *d \n", tsize );
t = treetble;
while ( t ( treetble + tsize )
{
printf ( table.l );
printf ( table_2 );
t++;
} /*end while ?/
printf !"\n");
orintf ("release tables size = %d \n", rsize );
r = reltable;
while ( r ( reltable + rsize )
{
printf ( rtable );
r++;
> /?end whiles/
printf ("\n");
/* print the change table ?/
printf ( "change table size
= *d\nD, csize):
c = chgtble;
while ( c < chgtble + csize )
printf ( ctable );
c++;
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> /* end while ?/
printf ("\n">;
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/? Print out the TCS module file
The Command line: printemp (module name)
?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines.h" /? constants definitions ?/
?include "contlstr.h" /? control record structure and definition ?/
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "tabledef.h"
?include "idinfo.h"
PILE ?fopenO, ?fp.in, ?fp.out;
char iobuffEbuffsize3 ; /? i/o buffer ?/
char type; /? control character type ?/
struct control contlrec; /? control record ?/
?define error.l ("no values follow control character... *c\n", type)
?define error ("no string follows control character... <c\n", type)
?define pcontl "%ri *d.%d\n", contlrec. treenum, contlrec. relnum, contlrec. deltanum
rain! argc, argv )
int argc; /? number of arguments ?/
char *argvE3; /? argument pointers ?/
/
int lineno; /? line number buffer ?/
/? make sure that a module name was submitted ?/
if (argc < 2 )
{
printf ( "module name
missing\n" );
exit (1);
/* concatenate the module name with the directory
name for TCS ?/
/* open the input file ?/
if ! ( fp.in = fopen( argv[13, "r") )
= NULL )
{
printf ( "cannot open *s\n", argv[13 );
exit (1);
>
/* Read the id info */
fgetst idbuff, idbufsiz, fp.in >i
printf ( "%s\n", idbuff );
/* Read and Write the control
record */
fread( fccontlrec, sizeof! struct control), 1,
fp. >i
printf! pcontl);
/* read the tree, release, and
change tables */
readtble! fp>, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz,
trrtbl., rtbncdes,
Jchgtbsz, chgtble );
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/* print the tables ?/
printbK tretblsz, reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes, chgtbsz, chgtble >;
/? print out the lines in the tcs module ?/
/? If the type is a control record, print out the control
character and the tree, release and delta numbers. If the
line is a text record, just print out the text ?/
/* read the control character ?/
while ( ( type = getc(fp.in) ) (= EOF )
{
switch (typeK
case inscontl:
case endcontl:
case delcontl:
if( fread(4contlrec, sizeoftstruct control),
1, fp.in) )
printf( "*c <d %d.%d\n", tyoe,
contlrec. treenum,
contlrec. relnum,
contlrec. deltanum );
else
printf ( error.l );
break;
case txtcontl:
/* print the control character ?/
printf ("%c", type);
/? Read and print the line number ?/
fread( 41ineno, sizeof (lineno), 1, fp.in);
printf
(" I'd ", lineno );
if ( fgets( iobuff, buffsize, fp.in) = NULL)
printf ( error );
else
printf
(" *s", iobuff);
break;
default:
,
printf("invalid control character. .. *c ,
type);
break;
}
>
fclose (fp.in);
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?include (time.h)
*include (stdio.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "histdefs.h"
itiainf argc, argv )
int arcc;
c*>ar *argv[3;
~ILE ?fp, ?fooenO;
struct cominfo ?ptr; /? used to traverse the comment table ?/
struct cominfo ?limit; /? pointer to the last comment table entry ?/
int numentry;
char comment [buffsize! ;
char ?ctimeO;
/* Open the history file */
if ( (fp = fopen( argv[13, "r")) - NULL )
{ printf ( "'printhis' cannot open <s\n", argv[13);
exit (1);
>
/* read the comment table and history size */
fread( 4hstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp );
/* Print out the sizes */
printf ("comment table size = d\n", hstsizes-comtosz);
printf ("history size = d\n", hstsizes.histsz);
/* read the comment table */
*read( comtable, sizeof (struct cominfo), hstsizes.comtbsz, fp )',
/* print out each comment */
nussntry = hstsizes.comtb5z;
for ( ptr = costable, limit = comtable
+ numentry; ptr ( limit; ptr++ ) <
/* Print out the comment table entry */
printf ( "\nwhen..*s", ctime(4ptr-)when) );
printf! "wbo..fe\t", ptr-)userid );
printf ( "block size = %d\t", otr-)blksize);
printf! "offset = d\t", ptr->offset);
printf! "next entry index
= d\n", ptr-)nxtentry) ;
/? Read in the comment ?/
fread! comment, sizeof (?comment), ptr-)blksize,
fp >;
/? print it out ?/
printf ("*s\n", comment);
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/* Print out the TCS module file
The Command line: printmod (module name)
*/
^include (stdich)
?include "defines.h" /? constants definitions ?/
?include "contlstr.h" /? control record structure and definition ?/
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "tabledef.h"
finclude"filedefs.h"
FILE *fopen(), *fp_in, *fp_out;
char iobuff [buffsize!; /* i/o buffer ?/
char type; /? control character type ?/
struct control contlrec; /? control record ?/
?define error.l ("no values follow control character... *c\n", type)
?define error ("no string follows control character... <c\n", type)
main( arte, arcv )
int argc; /? number of arguments ?/
char ?arovEl; /* argument pointers ?/
/* make sure that a module name was submitted ?/
if (arcc ( 2 )
{
printf ( "module name missingW );
exit (1);
}
/? ooen the input file ?/
if ( ( fp.in = fopen( argv[13, "r") ) = NULL )
{
printf ( "cannot open *s\n", argvC13 );
exit (1);
}
/* read the tree, release, and change tables ?/
readtble! fp.in, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
4chgtbsz, chgtble );
/?"print the tables ?/
printbK tretblsz, reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes, chgtbsz,
chgtble ),
/* print out the lines in the tcs
module ?/
/* If the type is a control record,
print out the control
character and the tree, release ar* delta
numbers. If the
line is a text record, just
print out the text */
/* read the control character
*/
while ( ( type = getc(fp.in) )
1= EOF )
{
switch (typeK
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case inscontl:
case delcontl:
case endcontl:
if! fread(4contlrec, sizeof(struct control),
1, fp.in) )
printf ( "Xc <d d.*d\n", type,
contlrec. treenum,
contlrec. relnum,
contlrec. deltanum );
else
printf ( error.l );
break;
case txtcontl:
if ( fgets( iobuff, buffsize, fp.in) = NULL)
printf ( error.2 );
else
printf ("<c >s", type, iobuff);
break;
default :
printf ("printmod: invalid control character. ,.%c",
type);
break;
}
}
fclose (fp.in) ;
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SHOW , REE command. See 'show. doc' for documentation ?/
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "showextn.h" /? external table definitions ?/
ortreK treeptr )
struct treentry ?treeptr; / pointer to tree's entry in tree table ?/
<
int release;
int cnt;
int relindx;
/* Show the number of releases */
printf ( "Number of releases: *d\n", treeptr-)numrels );
/? If the tree is empty, say so and return ?/
if ( ! treeptr-)numrels )
<
print f( "Tree is empty
\n" );
return (0);
>
/? Show the highest version in each release in the form
of r.d. Versions are printed three to a line ?/
release = 1;
relindx = treeptr-) firstrel ;
cnt = 0;
while ! release <= treeptr-) numrels )
<
if ( cnt = 3 )
{
printf ("\n");
cnt = 0;
}
printf! "*d.%d\t", release, rtbnodes[relindx3.hipdelta );
reiindx = rtbnodesErelindx3.nxtrnode;
release**;
cnt++;
printf ("\n");
return (0);
}
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'* i?^10: l"-* the USer *W 'SHO TREE'command. See 'show. doc' for documentation /
?include (stdio.h)
?include (time.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?ir.clude "histstr.h"
?include "showextn.h" /* external table definitions /
?include "shotrdef.h"
artrinfof treeptr, showind, fp, fp.hist )
/* input arguments ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? pointer to tree table entry */
int showindH; /* options indicators ?/
FILE *% *fp_hist; /* TCS module and history files */
int relindx; /* index into the release table ?/
int comindx; /? index into the comment table ?/
struct change ?chgptr, *chkopen(>; /* change table pointers */
char ?ctimeO;
char pathname[buffsize3; /? path name string ?/
/? First print the tree's name ?/
/? If the -p options was submitted, print the full path
name. Otherwise, just print the tree's name and
also display it's parent's name and version number ?/
if < p.opt )
{
printf("\n");
/? get the path name string ?/
gpthname( treeptr, treetble, 0, 0, pathname );
printf ( "<s\n", pathname );
>
else
printf ( "XsUoarent: <s *d.d\n", treeptr-) trename,
4treetble [treeptr-) ptbl ink! , treeptr-) prntrel,
treeptr-) prntdlta );
/? If the user wants to know about the tree's releases
call
'prtrel' to print the info. ?/
if ( r.opt )
prtrel ( treeptr );
/* If the user wants to know whether or not the tree
is reserved for change, look for an entry for the
tree in the change table. If an entry is found,
then the tree is reserved ?/
if ( c.opt )
if ( ( chgptr = chkopen! treeptr, chgtble,
chgtbsz ) ) )
printf ("Reserved for change by *s on is",
chgptr-) userid, ctimet 4chgptr-)time ) );
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else
printf ( "NOT reserved for ehange\n" );
}
/? If the -d option was submitted, get the last revision
date. */
if (d.ept)
{
relindx = treeptr-) lastrel ;
if ( relindx >= 0 )
{
comindx = rtbnodesErelindxl.lasthis;
printH "Last revision date: <s",
ctime( 4comtable[comindx3.when ) );
>
>
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/? This is the first program executed in the 'out' operation. See 'out. doc'
for wore info on what the program does ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include (time.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "contlstr.h"
? include "tabledef.h"
?ixlude "idinfch"
?dafine errorl "'put' cannot find a new version of *s in the current directory\n", argv[13
main( argc, argv )
int argc;
char ?argvE3;
{
struct change ?chgptr, ?chkopenO;
char ?get log in0 ;
struct treentry ?treeptr, ?getreptrO; /* tree pointers */
int newrel; /* new release indicator ?/
char iobuff [buffsize3; /? i/o buffer ?/
int commtsz; /* number of characters in comment
*/
int lnumbers; /? line numbers indicator ?/
int lines; /* number of lines in old version */
struct control contlrec; /*control record with new
version numbers */
ir,t nonempty; /? "tree not
empty' indicator ?/
int relnum, deltanum; /? release and delta
numbers ?/
FILE ?fp.mod, ?fp.old, ?fp.temp, ?fp.hist, ?fp.htmp;
/* check that the required number of arguments
have been
submitted */
if ( arcc ( 3 ) .
{ printf ("module or tree name
argument missing\n ),
exit(l);
}
/? check for the optional argument
?/
f ' ^^ *
3 *
/, check that a valid -r was
submitted ?/
if ( strcmp(argv[33,
"-r" > != 0 >
< printf ("to.. .
invalid option\n", argv[33),
exit (D;
else
newrel - 1;
}
else
newrel = 05
,. check that the user actually
has a new version
in the current directory
?/
if ( fopen(argvE13,
-f) - MU-
{ printf (errorl):
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exit (1);
(
9 i, 4fp.mod, 4fp.old, 4fp.temp, 4fp_hist, 4fp.htmp) )
'* close all files ?/
exit (1);
rHTM '\ 1^ thB t8bleS^ tHe TCS! */^e,;ttretblS2' "ltbta* *-*".*. 4chgtbsz,
7* ffM^^'5 P01"*61" int0 the *" ^ble ?/
if ( '(t^ir - JlTT^^ ln th6 tabl6' Print e*'.itreeptr - getreptr(argv[23, treetble)) )
t printf ("Xs... tree does not exist\n", arcv[23);
closealK fp.mod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp.hfst, fp htmp ),exit (1); '
}
/* Check that the tree is open for change. If it is also
get it's pointer into the channe table ?/
if ( !( chgptr = chkopen( treeptr, chgtbl'e, chgtbsz )) )
< print f("*s is not open for change\n, argv[23);
closealK fp.mod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp hist, fp htmp );
exit (1);
" " '
}
/? Check the user ID ?/
:f ( strcjp( chgptr-) userid, getloginO ) != 0 )
< printfCPccess denied; *s has is open for change\n",
chgptr-) userid, treeptr-) trename );
closealK fp.mod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp.hist, fp htmp );
exit (1);
/* Set the comment from the user ?/
/? 'getcommt' returns the comment size ?/
commtsz = getcorcurt ( iobuff, buffsize );
/* set the new release field in the tree's table entry,
if the new release argument was submitted ?/
if ( newrel )
treeptr-) newrflag = newrel;
/* Set the non-empty tree indicator, 'nonempty' will be
0 if the tree is empty, greater than 0, otherwise ?/
rfonempty = treeptr-) numrels;
/* Update the tree and release tables with the new
version number ?/
if ( !( reltblsz - updtbls( treeptr, rtbnodes, reltblsz )) )
{
closealK fp.mod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp.hist, fp.htmp );
exit (1);
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/ Update the history file with the new version's
comments */
if ( 'updhistj fp.hisWMuserid, commtsz, iobuff,treeptr, rtbnodes, fp_htmp ) )
tilT")!
fP"id' fP-ld' ^^ fP-hiS*' fp-htBp >
/? The new release indicator is no longer needed.
Turn it off ?/
treeptr-)newrflag = 0;
/? Set up the temporary file. The body of this file
will have line numbered text ?/
/? set up the control record ?/
contlrec. treenum = treeptr-) trenum; /? tree number ?/
contlrec. relnum = relnum = treeptMnumrels; /? release number ?/
/? delta number is the highest release's highest deltas/
contlrec. deltanum = deltanum = rtbnodes[treeptr-)lastrel3.hipdelta;
/? save the version identification info ?/
/? "outdelta" will use this for the 'success' message to
the user ?/
sprintf( idbuff, 'is %d.d\n", treeptr-) trename, relnum, deltanum );
fputs< idbuff, fp.temp >;
/? Write the control record ?/
fwrite( 4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.temp );
/? Write the tree and release tables ?/
wrtrtble( 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes, fp.temp );
/? Write out the change table, deleting the tree's entry ?/
wrtchgtb( fp.temp, chgtble, chgtbsz, chgptr );
/? Build the internal tree structure ?/
/? If the tree is not empty, the tree's release and delta
and tree numbers are passed to 'bldintst*. Otherwise,
the parent's tree, release and delta numbers are passed ?/
if (nonempty)
bldintst! treeptr, relnum, deltanum, rtbnodes, treetble,
intrestr, trestrtb );
else
bldintst! 4treetbleEtreeptr-)ptblink3, treeptr-) prntrel,
treeptr-) pmtdlta, rtbnodes, treetble,
intrestr, trestrtb );
/? Set the old version and the line numbered text ?/
lnumbers = 1; /?set the line numbered text indicator ?/
if ( ?( lines = getversnOnumbers, intrestr, trestrtb, fp.mod,
fp.old, fp.temp)) )
{
printf ( "<d lines retreived\n", lines );
closealK fp.wod, fp.old, fp.temp, fp.hist, fp.htmp );
aep jb ia:w 1935 put.c pige 4
exit (1);
""*' *-M' "* ***. M >,
> /* end main t/
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/? Insert the deltas (output from 'diff) into the TCS module file ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "contlstr.h"
?include "tabledef.h*
?include "filedefs.h"
?include "idinfch"
?define msgl "No difference was found between the old and new version. ... \n delta ereated\n'
main! argc, argv )
int argc;
char ?argv [3;
<
FILE ?fp.temp, ?fp.diff, ?fp.out;
int fromline, toline; /? line number range limits for a delta ?/
struct control contlrec, *contlptr; /* control record and pointer */
char ?diffeof; /* end of diff file indicator ?/
char *aapend(), *delete(), *change();
char dtype; /? type of delta: append, delete, or change ?/
char iobuff[buffsize3 ; /? i/o buffer ?/
char diffbuff[difflnsz3j /? line from the diff file ?/
/? Open all files ?/
if ( !openf( argvtll, 4fp.temp, 4fp_diff, 4fp.out) )
exit (1);
/? Read the identifying information for the new version ?/
fgets ( idbuff, idbufsiz, fp.temp );
/? Read the control record containing the tree, release,
and delta numbers of the new version. The record is
in the temporary module file created by
'put' ?/
fread( 4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.temp);
/? Read all tables ?/
readtble( fp.temp, 4tretblsz, treltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
4chgtbsz, chgtble);
/? Write out all tables ?/
writabls! fp.out, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
4cnntbsz, chgtble);
/? Process the body of the file, installing deltas
?/
/? Read the first line of the diff file
?/
if ( (diffeof = fgets( diffbuff, d^nsz,
fp.diff ))^UL>
< /? In this case,
there are no differences in the
old and new version so
reoortthis and exit ?/
printf ( msgl >;
exit (2);
}
/* Read the diff file, line by line,
and install the
deltas in the new file ?/
while! diffeof != NULL )
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/? Extract the line numbers affected and the
difference type: append, delete, or change.
The diff line being processed is sitting in
i-M,t, ,
thC 'difr i/0 buffer' at tnis Pint ?/
diffIt ( diffbuff, 4fromline, 4toline, 4dtype );
switch (dtypeK
case 'a' : /? One or more lines are to be appended
after 'fromline'. */
diffeof = append ( fromline, 4contlrec, fp.diff,
fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff);
break;
case 'd' : /? One or more lines are to be deleted ?/
diffeof = delete! fromline, toline, 4contlrec,
fp.diff, fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff);
break;
case 'c' : /? One or more lines are changed ?/
diffeof = change! fromline, toline, 4contlrec,
fp.diff, fp.temp, fp.out, diffbuff, iobuff);
break;
} /? end switch ?/
} /? end while ?/
/? All deltas have been installed; read the rest of the
temporary module file and write it out to the new file ?/
rweof( fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff );
/? Report success by sending the user the tree name and
version number of the new version */
printf ( "put' created: %s", idbuff );
/? Close all files and return the 'normal' completion
return code ?/
closef( fp.diff, fp.temp, fp.out );
exit (0);
} /? end putdelta ?/
openf! rod-ale, fa.tenp, fp.diff, fp.out )
/* Open all files used by 'putdelta' ?/
/?input arguments ?/
char ?module; /? module name */
/? output arguments ?/
FILE *fp_temp, wfp.diff, fp.out;
{
FILE ?fopenO;
/? Open the temporary file containing
the lire numbered
version ?/
if ( Cfp temp - fopen( tmpfileE,
"r" - NUU )
{ printf (
"'putdelta' cannot open *s\n", tmpfile2 ),
return (0);
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/? Open the file containing the 'diff output */
strcat( diffile, module ); /?get the diff file path name ?/
if ( (?fp.diff = fopent diffile, V )) NULL )
{ printf ( "'putdelta' cannot open s\n", diffile );
return (0);
}
/? Open the temporary file which will contain the new
module with all deltas installed ?/
strcat! tempfile, module ); /? Set the file's full path name ?/
if ( (?fp.out = fopen( tempfile, V )) = NULL )
< printf ( "'putdelta1 cannot open %s\n", tempfile );
return (0);
}
return (1);
closef( fol, fo2, fp3 )
/? close all files used by outdelta ?/
FILE ?fpl, ?fpfi, *fp3?
{
fclose(fpl);
fclose( fp2
);'
fclose! fp3 );
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/? Queue Manipulations ?/
?include "defines. h"
?include "contlstr.h" /? control records and constants ?/
?define queuesz 101 /? queue size */
?define freesz queuesz-1 /* number of free nodes in the queue */
/? error messages ?/
?define error.l ("control queue empty: error in ' getversn1 \n" )
?define error_2 ("entry not found during oueue search\n tree = d Uversion \
*d.%d\n", contlotr-Jtreenum, contlptr-)relnum, contlptr-) deltanum >
?define error_3 ("error in looking for a normull entry: a 'yes' or 'no' flag \
was not found ;\n* )
static
struct aueuenod {
int treenum; /? treenumber from file ?/
int relnum; /? release number ?/
mt deltanum; /? delta number ?/
int flag; /? flag */
struct cueuenod *nxtentry; /? pointer to the next node in the oueue ?/
}
queueCqueuesz3,^freel ist[queuesz3, ?header; /? queue, freelist, queue header*/
static int too; /* index of the top of the free list ?/
initfreeO /? initialize the freelist ?/
/? Set freelist [n3 to the address of queue[n+13 ?/
/? 0 < * n ( queuesz ?/
/* also set the freelist top pointer to 0 ?/
/? oueueotr is used to get the address of each element in the queue ?/
struct oueuenod *queueptrs
int i;
/* initialize the pointer to the free list ?/ ......
/? initialize the freelist; place the address of oueueM into
?/
/? freelist [n3 ?/
for ( i = 0, oueueotr = queue+1; i
(- freesz-1; queueptr**, i++ >
freelist til - queueptr;
too = 0. /? initialize
the freelist top pointer ?/
} /? end mitfree */
,mtpue() /? initialize the header node
for the queue ?/
{
/. initially the oueue is empty
with the header node
"^/rthe'heatr IL is the first element in 'queue'*/header - oueue; /* the he oer rem. *=>
header-) nxtentry = header;
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/* The flag field of the header node is set to 'no'.
This guarantees that 'takeline' is set to 'no'
at end of file and the last line is not taken twice*/
header-) flag s noflag;
} /* end initque */
struct queuenod
?getnode0
/? get the address of the next available node from the free list ?/
{
/? first check that there is a node available ?/
/* if there is no available node then the queue is full */
if ( top = freesz )
{
printf ("oueue full");
retum(0); /* indicate the error */
>
/? return the next free node's address and adjust the top pointer */
return (freelist[top++3);
} /* end getnode */
retnode(node)
/* return a node to the free list */
/* adjust the freelist too pointer */
struct queuenod *node;
{
freelisUtop3 = node;
> /* end retnode */
emptycueO
/? test for queue empty condition
?/
/? An empty oueue is an error
since this function is called by
functions which expect an entry to
be found ?/
if (header-)nxtentry
= header )
{
printf! error.l );
return (true);
}
return (false);
}
enterque( contlptr, flag ) t/
struct control ?contlptr;
'* "im
int flag; / f1B
value *'
> .1 -f the entry as
successfully
linked to the
/? The function returns a 1, t
w m i
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oueue. Otherwise, it returns a 0. */
<
struct queuenod .frnode; /* pointer to the^ fpee^ #/
freenode' is set to 0 and return */
if ( (freenode * getnodeO ) )
/* Fill in the control information ?/
EZJ^T" S ^Wr-"^ >* tree number ./
USE 7 7 S B"*1tp->''"M '* release number /
frZ2Tm "^ ' "^W^Wtm.! /dtlt. number ./freenode-) flag = flag; /* fiag fieW /
/* Link the node to the head of the queue ?/
freenode-) nxtentry = header-) nxtentry;
header-)nxtentry = freenode*
}
else
return (1);
return (0);
leaveoue( contlotr )
/? Remove the entry that matches the tree, release, and delta on
the control record ?/
struct control ?contlotr; /? pointer to the control record ?/
struct aueuenod ?queueptr; /? used to traverse the queue ?/
/? Search the oueue seouentially, until the entry is found.
the search should always be succesful.*/
oueueptr = header; /? oueueptr always points to the last node
examined ?/
whiie ( (queueptr-)nxtentry) -Hreenum != contlptr-) treenum II
(queueptr-)nxtentry)-) relnum != contlptr-) relnum I!
(queueptr-)nxtentry) -> deltanum != contlptr-)deltanura )
{
queueotr = queueptr-)nxtentry; /? point to the next entry ?/
/? If the search cycles back to the header node
then the entry wasn't found. This is a fatal
error...exit immediately ?/
if < oueueptr = header )
{
printf (error_2);
exit (1);
}
/? The entry was found; remove it. ?/
retnode! queueptr-)nxtentry ); /? return the node
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to the free list */
/? delink the node from the queue ?/
queuentr-)nxtentry = (queueptr-)nxtentry)->nxtentry;
headflagO
/? get the flag field of the entry at the head of the queue ?/
{
return ( (header-)nxtentry) -> flag );
}
fndnonulO
/? Find the first non-null entry in the oueue. The search should
always be successful. ?/
/? the function returns the flag field of the first non-null entry. If the
search winds back at the header node, the header's flag which is set to
'no' is returned ( this happens at end of file ) ?/
(
struct queuenod ?ptr; /? 'ptr' traverses the queue ?/
for( ptr = header-)nxtentry; ptr-)flag = nullflao;
ptr = otr->nxtentry )
return (otr-)flag);
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/* Read the tree and release tables from an external file .//? This function does not open the file but accepts a file pointerfrom its amunent lief */ -.. .=rarg me t list ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h*
?include "tablestr.h"
readtble( fo, tsize, rsize, treetble, reltable, csize, chgtble
/? input argument ?/
FILE ?fp; /? file pointer ?/
/? output arguments */
int ?tsize; /? size of tree table ?/
int ?rsize; /? size of release table ?/
struct treeentry *treetble; /* tree table */
struct relnode *reltable; /* release table ?/
int *csize; /* change table size */
struct change ?chgtble; /? change table ?/
{
fread( tsize, sizeof (?tsize), 1, fp);
fread (rsize, sizeof (*rsize), 1, fp);
fread (treetble, sizeof (struct treentry), *tsize, fp);
fread! reltable, sizeof (struct relnode), *rsize, fp);
fread( csize, sizeof (*csize>, 1, fp );
fread ( chgtble, sizeof (struct change), *csize, fp );
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/* Read the tree and release tables from an external file ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines.
h"
?include
"tablestr.h"
readtbls! filename, tsize, rsize, treetble, reltable )
char ?filename;
int *tsize;
int ?rsize;
struct treeentry ?treetble;
struct relnode ?reltable;
{
FILE ?fooenO, ?fp;
if ( ( fp = fopentfilename, "r") )
= NULL )
{ print f( "cannot open <s ", filename );
exit (1);
}
fread( tsize, sizeof (?tsize), 1, fo);
fread (rsize, sizeof (?rsize), 1, fp>;
fread(treetble, sizeof(struct treentry),
?tsize, fp),
fread( reltable, sizeof(struct relnode),
?rsize, fp>!
fclose (fp>5
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/? Read the 'putdelta' input file and write it out to the new temporary
module until the end of the input file is hit /
?include (stdich)
?include "defines. h"
?include "contlstr.h"
rwbodyl fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff )
FILE *fp_temp, ?fp.out;
char *iobuff ;
{
int lineno; / line number of a text line in the input file /
struct control contlrec; /* control record ?/
char type; /? control character type ?/
while ( (type = getc( fp.temp)) != EOF )
{
/? write out the control character ?/
putct type, fp.out );
switch (typeX
case inscontl:
case delcontl:
case endcontl:
/? The control character is an insert, delete,
or end control; read the control record ?/
fread (4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.temp);
/? Write out the control record ?/
fwrite(4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.out);
break;
case txtcontl:
/* A text line follows the control
record ?/
/? read and write the text line ?/
fgetstiobuff, buffsize, fp.temp );
fputs( iobuff, fp.out);
break;
} /? end switch ?/
} /? end while ?/
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/* Read the 'outdelta' input file and write it out to the new temnorarv
module until the end of the input file is hit */
^
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "contlstr.h"
rweof! fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff )
FILE ?fp.temp, ?fp.out;
char ?iobuff;
(
int lineno; /? line number of a text line in the input file ?/
struct control contlrec; /? control record ?/
char type; /? control character type ?/
while ( (type = getc! fp.temp)) != EOF )
{
/* write out the control character */
putc! type, fp.out );
switch (typeH
case inscontl:
case delcontl:
case endcontl:
/* The control character is an insert, delete,
or end control; read the control record */
fread (4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.temp);
/* Write out the control record ?/
fwrite(4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.out);
break;
case txtcontl:
/? A text line follows the control record ?/
/? Read and ignore the line number ?/
freadt 41ineno, sizeof (lineno), 1, fp.temp );
/* read and write the text line ?/
fgetsOobuff, buffsize, fp.temp );
fputs( iobuff, fp.out);
break;
} /? end switch ?/
} /? end while ?/
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/? Read records from the temporary line numbered file and write out
records to the temporary new module file with text line numbers
deleted. ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "contlstr.h"
rwfile( uo.to, writincl, fp.temp, fp.out, iobuff )
/? input arguments ?/
int up.to; /? read and write up to this line number ?/
int writincl; /? indicates whether or not line ' up.to' should be written ouW
FILE *fo_temp; /? Line numbered input file ?/
/? output arguments ?/
FILE ?fp.out; /? temporary new module output file */
char *iobuff; /? i/o buffer for text lines ?/
{
int lineno; /? line number read from the input file ?/
int lastline; /? indicates that 'up.to' line has been processed*/
struct control contlrec; /? control record buffer ?/
char contltyo; /? control record type buffer ?/
lastline = 0;
while ( lastline != up.to )
{
/? read the control character ?/
contltyp = getc! fp.temp) ;
/? Process the line following the control char ?/
switch (contltypH
case inscontl:
case delcontl:
case endcontl:
/? A control record follows. Read it in and
write it out ?/
fread( 4contlrec, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.temp);
wrtcontK contltyp, 4contlrec, fp.out );
break;
case txtcontl: , , ...
/? A text line follows the control
character*/
/? First read the line number ?/
fread( 41ineno, sizeof (lineno), 1, fp.temp );
/? read the line ?/
foets! iobuff, buffsize, fp.temp );
/* If we haven't reached the
'up.to' line yet,
write the line out. Or if we
have and the
'writincl' indicator is set, write the line
out. Otherwise, just leave
the line m the
i/o buffer and let the
caller decide what
to do with it */
if ( lineno < up.to 1 1
(lineno = uo.to
^tincl) '
putc! txtcontl, fp.out >;
fputs! iobuff, fp.out )!
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>
lastline = lineno;
break;
> /? end switch ?/
> /* end while ?/
} /* end rwfile ?/
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/? Read the body of the history file and write it out to the temporary
new history file ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "histstr.h"
rwhistf! comtable, numentry, fp.hist, fp.htmp )
/? input arguments ?/
struct cominfo comtable[3; /? comment table ?/
int numentry; /? number of comments to be written out ?/
FILE ?fp.hist; /? history file input pointer ?/
/* output arguments ?/
FILE ?fp.htmp; /? temporary new history output file ?/
{
struct cominfo ?ptr; /? used to traverse the comment table ?/
struct cominfo ?limit; /? pointer to the last comment table entry ?/
char iobuff [buffsizel; /? i/o buffer ?/
for ( otr = comtable, limit = comtable + numentry; ptr < limit; ptr++ )
<
/? read a comment ?/
fread ( iobuff, sizeof (?iobuff), ptr-)blksize, fp.hist );
/? Write out the comment ?/
fwrite( iobuff, sizeof (?iobuff), ptr-)blksize, fp.htmp );
}
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/? set the control flag */
?include "defines.
h"
?include
"tablestr.h"
?include
"contlstr.h"
setflag( contlptr, intrestr, trestrtb, type )
struct control ?contlptr; /? pointer to the control record ?/
int intrestr[3 ; /? internal tree structure */
struct refs trestrtb[3; /? cross reference table for the internal tree struct. ?/
<
int apply; /? indicates whether or not delta should be applied*/
/? search the tree structure cross reference table for the
tree number. If the tree number is found, check the release
release and delta numbers. If the tree is not found, the
delta should not be applied ?/
for ( ; trestrtb-)trenum > 0 44 trestrtb-)trenum
!= contlptr-Jtreenum;
trestrtb** >;
if ( contlotr-) treenum = trestrtb-) trenum ) /* was the tree
found*/
apply = chkrd( contlptr, intrestr, trestrtb >;
else
apply = false;
switch (applyK
case true:
switch (typeK
case inscontl: /* is this an insert? */
return (yesflag); /?set the flag to apply the
deltas
case delcontl: /? is this a deletion?
?/
return (noflag); / set flag to "do
*-
apply deltas
}
case false:
switch (typeK
}
>
,. ** to see if the release 1
t.U *- *
the version retreived ?/
chkrd(contlptr, intrestr,
tresptr)
/? pointer to control
record ?/
struct control *contlotr;
'* P"*e
int intrestr [3, /? internal tree
*Ure <
entry for
struct refs *tresptr; /
Pinter to
^l**
the tree in question
?/
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int i, apply;
if ( contlotr-) relnum ( tresptr-)numrels )
/* the release is to be included. Calculate the
index into the internal tree structure for this
tree and check to see if the delta should be
included. ?/
{
i = tresptr-) trestndx + contlptr-)relnum - 1;
if ( contlptr-)deltanum <= intrestr[i3 )
return (true); /? the delta should be applied ?/
return (false) ; /? The delta should not be applied*/
/* set the "take line" indicator ?/
setklinet flag )
/? input argument ?/
int flag;
/? The function returns a value indicating whether the next line of next
should or should not be taken. ?/
{
switch (flagK
case yesflag:
case noflag:
/? A 'yes' value in 'flag' indicates that the
line is to be taken. A 'no' in 'flag' means
don't take the line. ?/
return (flag);
case nullflag:
/? Bet the flag field of the first non-null entry
entry in the queue. If the oueue is empty
or a
non-null entry could not be found, then something's
wrong and
'fndnonul' will be 0. ?/
return ( fndnonult) );
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/* Show information regarding a TCS module file .//? See "show.doc" for USAGE documental ./
?include <stdio.h>
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "filedefs.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "tabledef.h"
?include histdefs.h"
irainf argc, argv )
int arcc;
char *argvE3;
PILE ?fp, ?fpjiist, *fooen();
int rtcode; /* return code ?/
/? open the TCS module file ?/
strcat < modname, argv[23 );
if ( (fp = fopen( modname, "r" )) = NULL )
{
printf ( "SHOW' cannot open *s\n", modname >;
exit (1);
}
/? Open the history file ?/
strcat ( histfile, argv[23 );
if ( (fp.hist = fopent histfile, "r")) = NULL )
{
printf ("'SHOW' cannot open %s\n", histfile);
exit (1);
}
/? Read the tree, release, and change tables
in the TC file */
readtble( fp, 4tretblsz, 4reltblsz, treetble, rtbnodes,
4chotbsz, chgtble );
/* Read the comment table from the history file */
/* first read the table size ?/
fread! 4hstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp.hist );
fread! comtable, sizeof (struct cominfo),
hstsizes.comtbsz, fp.hist );
/? Bet the info that the user requested ?/
if ( strcma! argvEll,
"tree" ) = 0 )
{
/? The user wants tree information ?/
rtcode = showtree! argc, argv, fp, fp.hist );
exit (rtcode);
}
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if ( strcmp( argv[13, "child" ) = 0 )
{
/* The user wants to know what trees are children
of the given node */
rtcode = showchiK argc, argv, fp, fp.hist );
exit ( rtcode );
}
/? If we get up to here, then there is no info something's
wrong. ?/
printf ( "'show' has no information on te\n", argv[23 );
printf ( "USASE: show (show function) (module name) [options3\n" );
exit (1);
}
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/? show children trees of the given node ?/
/? See "show. doc" for USAGE documentation ?/
?include (time.h)
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?irelude "showextn.h"
?define num.carg 5
?define chg.msg "Xs\treserved for change by *s on <s\n", tbleptr-) trename \
chgptr-) userid, ctime( 4chgptr-)time )
'
?define ehg.msg2 "XsttNOT reserved for changed", tbleotr-)trename
?define childcnt "%d child trees\n", cnt
?define pam.msg "%s %d.Xd child trees:\n", treeptr-) trename, relnum, deltanum
char childoptH = "t:v:c"; /? valid options for "show child"*/
showchiK argc, argv, fp, fp.hist )
/* input arguments */
int argc:
char *argvE3;
FILE *fp, *fp_hist;
/? The function returns a 0 if no errors were encountered in getting
the requested information. Errors are mostly user input errors in
the command line ?/
{
int showind [num.carg! ; /? optional arguments indicators ?/
int i;
int c, cnt;
int relnum; /? release number ?/
int deltanum: /? delta number ?/
int treeindx; /? index of tree's entry in the tree table ?/
extern int nxtarg; /* set by tcsoptO ?/
extern char ?optnarg; /* set by tcsoptO */
struct change *chgptr, *chkopen(); /* change tble pointers ?/
struct relnode ?rdptr; /? need this for call to fndtrdnmO ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? pointer to tree in tree table ?/
struct treentry ?emptyptr; /? pointer to tree if the tree is empty
?/
struct treentry ?tbleptr; /? used to traverse the tree
table ?/
char ?treename; /? pointer to tree name on command
line ?/
char ?vername; /? pointer to version number on
command line ?/
char ?ctimeO;
/? Initialize the optional argument indicators
?/
for ( i = 0; i < num.carg; i++ )
5howind[i3 = false; M,
/? get the optional arguments and set
their indicators ?/
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whilo r ,
/* Ptions start at argvC33 */
i
ilCS^^ -OC - 3, argv*3, childopt ) != EOF )
switch (c){
case 't':
showind[treearg3 = true;
treename = optnarg;
break;
case 'v':
showind[versarg3 = true;
vername = optnarg;
break;
case ' c' :
showind[changarg3 = true;
break;
case ' ?' :
return (1);
> /* end switch ?/
> /? end while ?/
/? get the release and delta numbers in integer form
and also the tree pointers. ?/
if ( !fndtrdnm( treename, vername, rtbnodes, treetble,
showind, 4relnum, 4deltanum, 4treeptr,
4em?typtr, 4rdptr ) )
return (1);
/? Search the tree table for all trees that are
children of this node. If the parent tree is
empty then just print a message and return. ?/
if ( emptyptr )
{
printf ("'show child': <s...no children; tree is emotyV);
return (1);
}
/? Bet the node's index into the tree table */
treeindx = treeptr - treetble;
/? Print out the parent tree, release, and delta ?/
printf( parn_msg );
/* Keep a count of the children, in 'cnt' and print it
at the end */
for ( cnt = 0, tbleptr = treetble + tretblsz - 1;
tbleptr ) treetble; tbleptr )
{
if ( tbleptr-Jptblink = treeindx 44
tbleptr-) prntrel = relnum 44
tbleptr-) prntdlta = deltanum )
{
/* Print the child's name */
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ent++; /* count the child */
if ( showind[chanoarg3 )
{
if! (chgptr = chkopen( tbleptr, chgtble,
chgtbsz) ) )
printf ( ehg_msg );
else
printf ( chg msg2 );
}
else
printf! "%s\n", tbleptr-) trename );
}
}
printf ( childcnt );
return (0);
}
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/* Show information about one or more trees ?/
/* See "show. doc" for USAGE documentation */
?include (stdich)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include "showextn.h" /* external table definitions */
?include "shotrdef.h"
showtree( argc, argv, fo, fp_hist )
/* input arguments ?/
int argc:
char ?argv[j;
FILE ?fo, ?fp.hist;
/? The function returns a 0 if no errors were encountered in getting
the reouested information. Errors are mostly user input errors in
the coranand line ?/
int snowind [sho.argnl; /? optional arguments indicators ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? pointer to tree in tree table ?/
struct treentry ?getreptrO;
char *treename; /* pointer to tree name argument if -t submitted*/
/* Get the optional arguments, set the options indicators,
and reteive the tree name argument pointer ?/
if (streeopU aroc, argv, showind, 4treename ))
return (1);
if ( t.opt )
/? Information about a specific tree is reouested.
get the tree pointer and print the requested info ?/
if ( '.(treeptr = oetreptr (treename, treetble)) )
<
orintf("*s...tree does not exist\n", treename);
return (1);
}
else
<
}
if ( a.oot )
prtrinfo! treeotr, showind, fo, fp.hist );
return (0);
/* Bo through the tree table
and print the
reouested info for each tree ?/
/* The table is scanned backwards,
so that the
info for the "latest
created"trees is
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}
return (0);
treeptr )
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/. Get the options for the 'SHOW TREE' function. Set the option
indicators and do some error checks on the options */
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "shotrdef.h"
?define opt.errl "ootion error: incompatible options \
-a and -t submitted\n"
?define oot_err3 "option error: required option -a or -t missing\n"
char treeopts[3 * "t:aprcde";
streeopt! argc, argv, showind, treename )
/? input arguments ?/
int argc;
char *argv[3;
/* output arguments ?/
int showind [3: /? optional argument indicators ?/
char wtreename; /* pointer to the tree name argument */
/? the function returns a 1 if some error in the command line is
encountered. Otherwise, it returns a 0. ?/
{
int c;
int i;
extern int nxtarg; /? set by tcsoptO ?/
extern char ?optnarg; /? set by tcsoptO ?/
/* Initialize the optional argument indicators ?/
for ( 1 = 0; i < sho.arcn; i++ )
showindEi3 = false;
/? Get the options */
/* Options for this function start at argv[33 */
while ( ( c = tcsoptt argc - 3, argv+3, treeopts > ) != EOF )
{
switch (c)<
case 'a':
if ( t.opt )
{
printf ( opt.errl );
return (1);
}
else
a.opt = true;
break;
case 't':
if ( a.oot )
{
printf! opt.errl );
return (1);
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>
else
{
t.opt - true;
/? assume that the tree name
follows the -t option. Bet
its pointer ?/
}
?treename = optnarg;
break;
case 'e':
P.Opt :
c.opt
r.opt
d.opt
break;
s true;
= true;
true;
= true;
case 'p':
P.opt =
break;
! true;
case 'r':
r.opt =
break;
true;
case 'e':
c.opt =
break;
true;
case d':
d.opt =
break;
true;
case '
return (1);
} /* end switch ?/
> /* end while ?/
/* make sure that the -a or the -t was submitted ?/
if ( !a opt 44 It opt )
{
printf ( opt.err3 );
return (1):
}
return (0);
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/? Bet the next option letter in a TCS command line ?/
?include <stdio.h)
?define charmask 255 /? mask to make characters positive ?/
?define opt.errl "option error... Invalid option 'He' in <s\n", \
argptr [nxtchar3, argv[nxtarg3
?define opt_err2 "option error... option 'tc' requiring an argument \
submitted in >s\n", *optstr, arevtnxtargl
char *ootnarg = 0; /* pointer to an option argument */
/? index of next character to be examined within the next
argument to be examined ?/
int nxtchar = 0;
/? 'argv' index of the next argument to be examined ?/
int nxtarc = 0:
tcsoat! argc, argv, optstr )
int argc; /* total nuinber of arguments examined ?/
char *argvE3; /* pointers to arguments */
char *optstr; /* valid options string */
{
char ?argptr; /? pointer to the option string being examined ?/
/* If 'argc' is 0 to begin with, there are no options
to process. So just return EOF ?/
if ( large )
return (EOF) ;
/* while there is another option letter, retieve it */
while ( nxtarg ( argc )
<
/* Get the pointer to the next argument
string to be examined */
argptr = argvCnxtarg3 ;
/* If 'nxtchar' = 0 then we're processing the
a new argument string. ?/
if ( nxtchar = 0 )
/? Check to see if the end of the options
is hit */
/* If the first character is not '-',
then we're done */
if ( argptrEnxtchar3
!= '-' >
return (EOF);
nxtchar**;
/* point to the second character */
/? If a '-' by itself was submitted,
then we're done
if ( argotr[nxtchar3
= 'W >
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\
}
else
<
>
return ( EOF );
/? If a ' ' was submitted, this marks
the end of the options ?/
if ( argptr [nxtchar3 = '-' )
{
/? Ignore the ' ' but point to the
next argument ?/
nxtarg**;
nxtchar = 0;
return (EOF);
}
/? An end of options condition has not
been hit yet; so process the option
letter. ?/
return ( optbegn( argv, argptr, optstr ));
/? The last pass through this function left off
in the middle of a 'no argument' letter string.
So, continue to look for 'no argument letters.
If the end, of the previous string is hit, then
go onto the next option string ?/
if ( argptr [nxtchar! = '\0' )
{
nxtarg**;
nxtchar = 0;
}
else
/? look for a valid option letter ?/
/? Since we're in the middle of a
'no argument' letter string, a
':'
following the option found, is an
error ?/
return ( noargopt( argv, argptr, optstr ));
/* If we fall out of the while loop, then we've
hit the end of the options ?/
return ( EOF );
optbegn! argv, argptr, optstr )
char ?arcvE3; . , .,
char .argptr; /? pointer to the
option to be examined ?/
char ?optstr: /? pointer to the valid
option string /
for ( ; *optstr !='\0'5
Pt*tr++ >
'
/* See if we have a valid
argument */
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>
if < argptr[nxtchar! = *0ptstr )
/? If a ':' Ms found in the input
string, then signal the error ?/if ( ?optstr = ': >
break;
/* The input option letter is valid*/
/? Point to the next character in
the input string ?/
nxtchar**;
/? See if the option letter should
have an argument foilowins ?/
if! ?(optstr + 1) = '.' )
{
/? An option argument follows; get its
pointer. The option letter and its
argument can be separated by white
space or not. ?/
if ( argptrEnxtchar3 = '\0 )
/* White space follows /
optnarg = argv[++nxtarg3;
else
/* No white space follows ?/
optnarg = argptr + 2;
/? Point to the next argument
to be processed ?/
nxtarg**;
/? reset the character index for the
next argument to be processed */
nxtchar = 0;
}
return ( *optstr 4 charraask );
}
/* If we fall thru the 'for' loop, then a valid option was
not found, point to the next character in the option
input string and return '?' */
printf ( opt.errl ):
nxtchar**;
return ( '?' 4 charmask );
noargoot! argv, argptr, optstr )
char *argv[3;
char ?argptr; /? pointer to the option to be examined ?/
char *optstr: /? pointer to the valid option string ?/
{
for ( ; ?optstr != '\0'; ootstr** )
{
/? See if we have a valid argument ?/
if ( argptrEnxtchar! = *optstr )
{
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}
/* If a ' :' was found in the input
string, then signal the error */
if ( *optstr =*':')
break;
/* The input option letter is valid*/
/* Point to the next character in
the input string */
nxtchar**;
/* See if the option letter should
have an argument following */
if( ?(optstr + !>=':')
{
/? The input string should not have
any 'options reouiring an argument */
printf ( opt_err2 );
return ('?' 4 charmask );
/? the option is OK; reutm it ?/
return ( *optstr 4 charmask );
}
/* If we fall out of the 'for' loop , an invalid option
was found in the input string ?/
printf ( opt.errl );
nxtchar**;
return( '?' 4 charmask >;
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/? Upxiate the comment table and the release table with the index of the
release's last comment entry */
?include (time.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?define errorl -uodcomtb' cannot update the comment table. .. comment table full...\nlncrease 'numvers' in
updcomtb( userid, blksize, treeptr, reltable, hstsizes, comtable )
/? input argumtnents ?/
char ?userid; /* user ID ?/
int blksize; /? comment block size ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /* tree pointer ?/
/? output arguments ?/
struct relnode reltableE!; /? release table ?/
struct hsizes ?hstsizes; /? comment table and history sizes ?/
struct cominfo comtable[3; /? comment table ?/
/? The function returns a 1 if the comment table was successfully
updated. It returns a 0, otherwise ?/
long timet);
int ctbsize; /? current comment table size ?/
struct cominfo ?newnode; /? pointer to new comment table entry ?/
struct relnode ?rdptr; /? pointer to tree's last release node ?/
char iobuff[buffsize! ; /* i/o buffer ?/
/? If there's no room left in the comment table, return a
0. Otherwise, update the table ?/
if ( (ctbsize = hstsizes-) coatbsz) = numvers )
{
printf ( errorl );
return (0);
}
newnode = comtable + ctbsize; /* get the new node's pointer */
/* Bet the pointer to the tree's last release */
rdptr = reltable + (treeptr-) lastrel);
/* Link the new node to the end of the comment table */
if ( rdptr-) lasthis < 0 ) /* Are there any comments for this release? */
/* The new node is the first cement table entry
for this release. Link it at the head of the list*/
roptr-)firsthis = ctbsize;
else
/* Link the node to the end of the release's
comment entries */
comtableCrdptr->iasthis3. nxtentry = ctbsize;
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/? Mark the end of the comments for this release ?/
newnode-)nxtentry = 0;
/? Store the inaex of the last comment entry for this
release ?/
rdptr-) lasthis = ctbsize;
/? Put the comment information into the new node ?/
time(4newnode-)when); /? Fill in the time and date ?/
newnode-) blksize = blksize; /? Fill in the comment block size ?/
/? The first character of the comment is on character
beyond the present total history size. ?/
newnode-)offset = hstsizes-)histsz;
strcpy! newnode-) userid, userid ); /? fill in the user id */
hstsizes-)comtbsz = **ctbsize; /? store the new comment table size*/
hstsizes-)histsz += blksize; /? store the new history size ?/
return (1);
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/* Update the history file with the new comment ?/
/* An entry for the comment is placed at the end of the comment table and
the comment itself is placed at the end of the file */
?include (stdio. h>
?include (time.h)
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?include "histstr.h"
?include histdefs.h"
uodhist( fp.hist, userid, blksize, comment, treeptr, reltable, fp.htmp )
/* input arguments ?/
FILE ?fp.hist; /? history file ?/
char ?userid; /? user ID ?/
int blksize; /? comment block size in characters ?/
char ?comment; /? the comment itself ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? tree's tree table entry pointer ?/
struct relnode reltableE3; /? release tables ?/
/? output arguments */
PILE ?fp.htmp; /? temporary new history file ?/
<
int numc; /? number of comments in the current file */
/? Read the comment table arid history block size ?/
fread( 4hstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp.hist );
/? Read the comment table ?/
/* save the number of entries in the current table */
numc = fread ( comtable, sizeof (struct cominfo),
hstsizes. comtbsz, fp.hist );
/? Update the comment table ?/
if ( !uodcomtb( userid, blksize, treeptr, reltable, 4hstsizes, comtable))
return (0);
/? Write out the new comment table and history sizes ?/
fwrite! 4hstsizes, sizeof (struct hsizes), 1, fp.htmp );
/? Write out the new comment table ?/
fwrite! comtable, sizeof(struct cominfo), hstsizes.comtbsz, fp.htmp );
/? Read the body of the history file and write it out ?/
rwhistf( comtable, numc, fp.hist, fp.htmp );
/? Write out the new comment ?/
fwrite! comment, sizeof(*comfflent), blksize, fp.htmp );
return (1);
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/* Update the tree and release tables with the new version numbers */
?include "defines, h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?define errorl ("'put' cannot update the release table. \nlncrease 'maxrnode' in 'defines.h'.\n")
updtbis! treeptr, rtbnodes, rsize )
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? pointer to the tree's table entry ?/
struct relnode rtbnodesEl; /* release tables */
int rsize; /* release tables array size */
/* The function returns the new release tables' size if the tables were
successfully updated. Otherwise it returns 0. ?/
i
/* If the tree is flagged to have a new release,
add 1 to the number of releases for the tree,
add a new release node to the tree's release table,
arid set the delta in the release node to 1. ?/
/? If the new release flag is not set, add 1 to the
highest delta in the highest release node for the tree ?/
if ( treeptr-) newrflag )
if ( newrelse( treeptr, rtbnodes, rsize) >
return (0);
else
rsize**; /? Count the new node. ?/
}
else
/? increment the highest delta field
in the tree's last release node ?/
(rtbnodes [treeptr-) lastrell. hipdelta)**;
return (rsize);
> /? end uodtbls ?/
newreise( treeptr, rtbnodes, rsize)
/? input and output arguments ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? tree table pointer ?/
struct relnode rtbnodesEl; /? release tables ?/
int rsize; /* release table size ?/
<
/? add a new release node ?/
if ( rsize = maxrnode ) /* is there
roon> in the release
table? */
{ printf (errorl);
return (1);
>
/? The next available node is at rtbnodes [rsize3 ?/
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/? fill in the new release node info */
rtbnodes[rsize3.hipdelta * 1; /? set the highest delta ?/
/? indicate an empty history table for the release ?/
rtbnodes[rsize3.firsthis = -1;
rtbnodes[rsize3.1a5thi5 - -1;
rtbnodesErsizel.nxtrnode = 0; /? mark the end of the list ?/
/? Link the node to the release table ?/
if (treeptr-) numrels) /? is this a norrempty tree? ?/
rtbnodes[treeptr-)lastrel3.nxtrnode = rsize;
else
treeptr-) firstrel = rsize;
/* set the pointer to the tree's last release node */
treeotr-) lastrel - rsize;
treeptr-) numrels**; /* increment the number of releases */
return (0);
}
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/* Update the tree table. Enter a new tree in the table ?/
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
?define error.l "'updtrtbl'....Tree table full....\nlncrease 'maxtrees' in ' defines.h"
updtrtbK newtree, parnptr, prelse, pdelta, tsize, treetble )
/? input arguments ?/
char ?newtree; /* new tree name ?/
struct treentry ?parnptr; /? parent tree point into the tree table ?/
int prelse; /? parent's release number ?/
int pdelta; /? parent's delta number ?/
int tsize; /? tree table size ?/
/? output arguments */
struct treentry treetble[3; /? tree table ?/
/? The function returns the new tree table size if the entry was successfully
entered. Otherwise, it returns a 0. ?/
{
struct treentry ?treeotr; /* new treeptr */
/* Make sure that there's room in the tree table */
if ( tsize = maxtrees )
< printf ( error.l );
return (0);
}
/* point to the end of the tree table */
treeotr = treetble + tsize - 1;
/* Fill in the new tree's entry */
strcpy( treeptr-) trename, newtree); /? fill in the tree name ?/
treeptr-) trenum = tsize; /? fill in the tree number ?/
/* figure out the parent's index and fill it in ?/
treeptr-) ptblink = parnptr - treetble;
treeptr-) prntrel = prelse; /* fill in the parent release */
treeptr-) pmtdlta = pdelta; /* fill in the parent delta */
/* indicate and empty tree by next group of settings^/
treeotr-) numrels = 0; /? number of releases ?/
treeotr-) firstrel = -1; /? indicate an empty release table ?/
treeptr-) lastrel = -1;
/? Set the new release flag to force the first
'put' operation to create version 1.1 ?/
treeptr-)newrflag = 1;
/? Wark the end of the tree table ?/
tsize**; /* increment the tree table size ?/
strcpy! treetble [tsize!. trename,
"" );
return (tsize);
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?include "ends.c"
cooy(new_str, string)
/? copy a character string (whose pointer is "string") into ?/
/? another string (whose pointer is new.string) ?/
char *new_str, *string;
{
while (?new.str** = *string++);
>
strlen (string) /* get the length of a character string */
char *string;
{
int size; /? character counter ?/
for ( size = 0; ?string** ; size** );
return (size);
end
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/? verify that the version given by the release and delta (relnum, deltanm) ?/
/? exist in the tree, given by treenum. VERIFYRD returns the pointer to the ?/
/? release if the version exists, 0 otherwise ?/
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
struct relnode
?verifyrd (treeptr, treetble, rtbnodes, relnum, deltanm)
struct treentry *treeptr; /* tree pointer */
struct treentry treetbleEl; /? tree table ?/
struct relnode rtbnodes[3; /? release table nodes ?/
int relnum; /? release number submitted ?/
int deltanm; /? delta numbers submitted ?/
<
int relindx; /? traverses the list of release nodes ?/
/? if the release number is equal to 0 or greater than the tree's ?/
/? highest release or the delta number =0, then immediately return 0*/
if ( reinum (=011 relnum > treeptr-) numrels II deltarm <= 0)
return (0);
/? the release number is valid; check the delta ?/
/? First, get the index into the release table for the release ?/
relindx = getrindx( treeptr, rtbnodes, relnum );
/* if the delta number submitted is greater then both the ?/
/? highest propagating delta, then the delta does not exist ?/
if ( deltanm > rtbnodeslrelindxl.hipdelta )
return (0);
/? the version exists; return the pointer into the release list ?/
return ( 4rtbnodes[relindxJ );
} /? end verifyrd ?/
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/? The version name argument was submitted. Perform error checks ?/
/? and conversions to integer ?/
?include "defines. h" /? constants ?/
?include "tablestr.h" /? table structures ?/
struct relnode
*versubm( treeptr, vername, treetble, rtbnodes, relnum, deltanum )
/* input arguments ?/
struct treentry ?treeptr; /? tree pointer ?/
char vername[3; /? version name ?/
struct treentry treetble[3; /? tree table ?/
struct relnode rtbnodes[3; /? release table ?/
/* output arguments */
int *relnum; /* release number */
int ?deltanum; /* delta number ?/
/? function value returned ?/
/? 'versubm' returns the pointer to the release's node in the release table ?/
/? if the version exists. Otherwise it returns a 0.^/
{
char *redlmptr; /? pointer to the release delimiter in 'vername' ?/
char ?fndendchO; /? returns a pointer to a delimiter character ?/
struct relnode ?rdptr; /? temporary release pointer ?/
struct relnode ?verifyrdt); /* release node pointer ?/
int relindx; /? index into the release table ?/
/* See if the user submitted the -v 'r' option where r is the
release number only. If so, then convert the release string
to integer and get its highest delta number. ?/
if ( redlmptr = fndendcht vername,
'\0' ) )
{
?relnum - convatob( vername, redlmptr );
/? Verify that the release exists */
if ( *relnua > treeptr-) numrels )
{
printf ( "*d: no such release in tree te\n",
?relnum, treeptr-) trename);
return (0);
}
/? The release number is valid. Bet its
index into the release table. ?/
relindx = getrindx( treeptr, rtbnodes, *relnum );
/* 6et its highest delta */
?deltanum = rtbnodes[relindx3.hipdelta;
return (4rtbnodesErelindx3);
}
/? 'fndendch' found a normumeric embedded in the version
name. It might be the release delimiter,
"."
with a
delta following. ?/
/* convert the version name to integer release and ?/
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/? delta numbers. ' INTRD' returns false if the ?/
/? name is invalid. ?/
if ( '. (intrd (vername, relnum, deltanum) ) )
{ printf ( " Invalid release. delta number\n " );
return (0);
}
else
{ /? 'VERIFYRD' returns the pointer to the ?/
/? version, if the version exists. ?/
if ( I ( rdptr = verifyrd ( treeptr, treetble,
rtbnodes, ?relnum, *deltanum ) ) )
{ printf ( "fe No such release. delta\n",
vername );
return (0);
} /* end if */
}
return (rdptr);
>
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/* Write out the change table, deleting the open version's entry */
?include (stdio.h)
?include "defines. h"
?include "tablestr.h"
wrtchgtbt fp.temp, chgtble, chgtbsz, chgptr )
FILE ?fp.temp; /? temporary new module file to which the table is written ?/
struct change chgtbleE3; /? change table ?/
int chgtbsz; /? change table size ?/
struct change ?chgptr; /? pointer to entry to be deleted ?/
<
int numentry; /? number of entries to be written out ?/
struct change ?ptr; /* traverses the change table */
/? delete the change table entry ?/
for ( otr = chgptr + 1; ptr < chgtble + numentry; ptr++, chgptr** )
{
chgptr-Jtime = ptr-)time;
chgptr-) trenum = ptr-) trenum;
strcpy( chgptr-) userid, ptr->userid );
}
/* Decrement the change table size and write it out */
chgtbsz;
fwrite( 4chgtbsz, sizeof (chgtbsz), 1, fp.temp);
/* Write out the change table */
fwritet chgtble, sizeof ( struct change ), chgtbsz, fp.temp );
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/? Write out a control character and a control record ?/
?include (stdio.h)
?include "contlstr.h"
wrtcontK contlchr, contlptr, fp.out )
/? input arguments ?/
char contlchr; /? control character ?/
struct control ?contlptr; /? pointer to the control record ?/
/? output arguments ?/
FILE ?fp.out; /? output file ?/
{
outc( contlchr, fp.out);
fwritetcontlptr, sizeof (struct control), 1, fp.out);
}
APPENDIX F
TCS COMMAND SCRIPTS
When the TCS user issues a TCS command, he/she
is actually executing a shell script whose name is
of the form: < command) . com. An alias for each
command is set up to invoke the the caommand's
script. For example, in the command line: "get
sample.
1," "get" is an alias for
$home/ exec /get. com.
This appendix contains two sets of command
files. The first set is intended for the TCS user.
Copies of the user versions reside on the
directory, $home/exec/tcs_com. The second
set is
intended for a programmer's use in testing and
debugging TCS. Copies of these
reside on the
directory, $home/exec/testcom.
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TCS COMMAND SCRIPTS
* tcse::e
S owd
''aZ '= 1 --CS0074 = ec
* cd '.9st.com
S Dwd
/a3/sl/rcs0074, e::ec/test com
*
S Is *.com
creatmoc.com aet.com Drir,tnSS.= ou^coV
$
$ tcss:;e
* owd
/*7/sl/rcs0074< e-;ec
* cd tcs_com
* Dwd
/ar/3l,'rcs0074/a::ec/tcs com
* is *.com
cancel: com crsatree.com orinthis.com o-t.com -rsn^a, ^creatmod.com get.com onntmod.com show?*
= -" =- ==
cancel c. com
Cancel o cr.ange -eservatior version i r, a TC5
--'-'- s cancel z modname t-ee name
l'ori-",T'- ls tr'e TC5 module name and is -eou're'-
'- als -ia-:-ri3' I* -ne -ires is 'ins r.air
tnen ... i= s.iomitted tor tne tree name "
modname=S 1
= tartec= 'pwd '
tiiipci "-=.'tiTio,'t :=.is
=
'
Mais sure that tne TCS -file e.-ists
it Z ! -r Smodname.t -c ' -i Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS tiie: Smodname"
sit:
fi
mkdir Stmpdir
mkdi- Stmpdi r .'temp
c:d imodname.t Stmodir-
cp Smodname.t cancel :_ss ve.'Smoar.ame. t
cd Stmodir
ar :: Smodname.t t. Smodname
i -f SHOME/e::ec/canceic.main S*
then
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
Ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname
cp Smodname.t Sstarted
fl
rm -r-f Stmpdir
rm -r* Stmpdir /temp
cd Sstarted
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cr eatmod. com
1 /bin/sh
" C r ea t s a m c a u 1 =
"
'L'HhCE: cresc-mod m z- z -. * -n ~
where modname i= tne new TCS module name and is reauired '
CREATMOD assumes that =. -file called modna.Te exists
or. the cu---ent wcriinc directory. This is original version submitted
Dv the w se-- and MUST contain at least: one line -or the s-siem to
"
"
-function correctly.
"
" Make sure that the TCS -file does not already exist
'
rod=Sl
if Z S* -It '. 3
then
echo "Module r.sire missing"
e;.it 1
fl
l f C -r Smod.t -o -f smcd.t 1
then
echo "TCS -file. smod. already
exists'
fi
: Make sure that there is an original version on the current directory
if C ' r Smod a ' f Smod ]
then
echo "File. Smod. is not on tne current worting directory
"
e::it 1
f i
if SHOME/eec/creatmod . main S*
then
: Archive the new module and the history file
ar cr Smod.t t . Smod h . Smod
f l
:
"
remove any files that might have been created
rm -f t.Smod
rm -f h . Smod
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creatree. com
I/On sh
Create a tree in a TCS module
:us"E:n=:e^r:f z^*~- zr^ =- r.um3B, .
All arguments are reouired. '
modname is the TCS module name '
ca-e.-.-_ t-ee name is the new tree's carer.t tree '
ca-er.t ve-sior. numcsr is tne parent's r el e- = e . del t a ve-sion numd=-
new tree r.ait.e is -_-,s tree to be created
modname=Sl
started1 *Dwd '
:
"
Male sure tr.at the TCS rr.ooule e-ists '
i I ' -r Smodname.t -z -- i.Todnsme. t 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file: Smodname"
e::it 1
f i
tmodir = 'tmo < tcs . Si
ml.dir Stmpdir
mldir Stmpdir .-'temp
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
: 'Do all wort in the temporary directory"
cd stmpdir
ar >: Smodname.t t. Smodname
if SHOME/e:;ec/creatree. main S*
tnen
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
&r r Smodname.t t. Smodname
cp Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
f i
rm -rf Stmpdir
cd Sstarted
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get . com
: ' /bi n/sh
modname=s 1
if C
'
-r Smoor.sme.t -c ' -- Smcdr.^me. t j
then
ecnc "Cannot find tcs file: Smodnams"
e:: 1 1 1
tmo Jir= .'tmp/tc = . SS
mkdir Stmpdir
mkdir Stmpdir/temp
mkdir Stmodi r /dl ff
cp Smodra.T.s.t Stmodir
:
'
save the current working directory
name"
started1 'pwd
'
:
" Do all won in the temporary directory
'
cd Stmpdir
ar :: Smodname.t t . Smodname n . Smodname
: 'get tne reouested
if SHOME/e::ec/ get . mai n S*
then
: If the change table has been updated, tnen archive the module f lie
if Z r temp/tmof i 1 eC o f temp/tmpf i 1 e2 3
then
cp t emp/tmpf l 1 e2 t. Smodname:
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname;
cp Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
f i
:
"
deliver the file to the user
cp temp /Smodname Sstarted/t. Smodname
f l
:
"
Cleanup
'
rm -rf Stmpdir
cd Sstarted
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Print tne TCS mooule file (in a readable form, of -our-e^'
me output from this commanc is ieft in a f 1 e
'
mooule name .= on tne :.i-ent woriing
di-ectorT7
USAGE: o-inthis module name optional directory name
'
< module name is -eauired."
'optional directory name, is submitted if the TCS module-
file is not on tne current wonino. di.-e--o-v '
If optional directory name is omitted, this command willloot, for a file called " module name on the current '
worting
directory."
started= 'owd
'
modr,a/re=s 1
if C S* -gt 1 3
then
el se
pathname=SC/'
2 modn ame . t
pathname=Smod.-.aTie. t
:
' Check that the TCS file exists '
if Z ' -r Soathname -o ' -f Soathname 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file: Soathname"
e::it 1
f i
tmodi r=/tmp /printhis. SS
mkdir Stmpdir
cp Spathname Stmpdir /Smodname. t
cd Stmpdir
ar : Smodname.t h . Smodname
SHOME/ei:ec/pr l nthi s. mai n n. Smodname Sstarted. 'Smodname. s
rm rf Stmpdir
cd Sstarted
more Smodname. s
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pr i ntmod. com
/bin/sh
Print the TCS module file (in a readable form, of course)'
The output from this command is left in a file called:'
{module name>.p on the current working
directory'
USAGE: printmod <module name) soptional directory name)'
-:module name) is required."
^optional directory name) is submitted if the TCS module'
file is not on the current working directory
'
If 'optional directory name> is omitted, this command will
look: for a file called "smodule name>.t on the current '
working directory.
'
started "pwd '
modname=Sl
if [ tt -gt 1 3
then
else
f i
pathname=S2/Smodname. t
pathname=Smodname. t
:
' Check that the TCS file exists
'
if C ! -r Spathname -o ! ~f Spathname 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file:
Spathname"
e;:it 1
fi
tmpdir=/tmp /printmod. SS
mkdir Stmpdir
cp Spathname Stmpdi r/Smodname. t
cd Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname
SHOME/exec/printmod.main t. Smodname > Sstarted/Smodname. p
rm rf Stmpdir
cd Sstartc-d
more Smodname. p
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put. com
l/pin/sh
Put a new version into the TCS module fili
mpdname=31
if C ! -r Smodname.t -o ! -f Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Cannot find tcs file: Smodname'
e::it 1
fi
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs. ss
mkdir stmpdir
mkdir Stm'pdir/temp
mkdir Stmpdir/di f f
cp Smodname Stmpdir
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
:
*
save the current working directory
name'
started= 'pwd *
:
* Do all work in the temporary directory '
cd Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname h . Smodname
if SHaME/e::ec /put. main S*
then
:
' Figure out the differences between the old and new versions '
if diff temp/Smodname Smodname > diff /Smodname
then
/bin/echo "New version is identical to old version'
/bin/echo "Delta was not created"
else
if SHOME/e:<ec/putdel ta. main Smodname
then
cp hi stmp h . Smodname
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname h. Smodname;
cp Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
f i
f i
fi
: ' Cleanup *
:
* Gat t=ck to the user's directory
'
rm -rf StTpdir
cd Sstarted
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show. com
: !/bin/sh
modna.me=S2
if C ! -r Smodname.t -o ! -f Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Cannot find tcs file: Smodname
e:: i t 1
f i
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs.S
mkdir Stmpdir
cp Sniodname. t Stmpdir
:
'
save the current working directory name'
started "pwd '
:
' Do all work in the temporary directory '
cd Stmpdir
ar :: Smodname.t t. Smodname h. Smodname
SHOME/e;:ec/show. main S*
:
' Cleanup '
rm -rf stmpdir
cd Sstarted
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xcancei . cciii
/hi n/sh
' Cancel a change reservation for a version in a TCS file '
* USAGE: cancelc <modname> <tree name> '
\mcJnaiTie? is the TCS module name and is required '
'tree name? is also required. If the tree is the main tree.
then "0" is submitted for the tree name '
modname=Sl
started 'pwd '
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs. SS
:
' Mrtke sure that the TCS file exists '
if C ' r Smodname.t o ! -f Smodname.t 1
then
ecl.ii "Cannot find TCS file: Smodname"
exit 1
f i
rut.dir Stmpdir
ml dir Stmpdir/temp
cp Sinodna.ne. t Stmpdir
cd Stmpdir
ar x Sniodname.t t. Smodname
if tHOME/exec/xcancel . main S*
then
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname
cp Smodname.t Sstarted
f i
rm -rf SUmpriir
cd Sstarted
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/fcir..- sr,
Cancel a change reservation for a version i- a ~C = file
USAGE: cancel c modname tree name
modname is tne TCS nodule name =.--^ = -e3
tree name is = 1 sc rec^i-sc. I * tne tr== "= "-.=
then "0" is suomitted for tne tree name
" " "" " " '"*" '''"'
moaname=Sl
=ta-t=d= 'pwd '
tmpci'-=
,'tmp 'tcs.rcs
:
'
Mate sure that the TCS file exists -
if C ! -r Smodname.t -o ' -f Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Canrct find TCS file: Smodname"
exit 1
f i
remove any temporary directories that might te hanping aboundrm rr stmccir
rm -rf Stmpdir 'te.-c
mt di r stmodi r
mkdir Stmpdir .'temp
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
cp Smodname.t cancel c_save/$modname. t
cd Stmpdir
ar y. Smodname.t t . Smodname
if SHOME/exec/cancelc.main S*
then
cp temp/tmodname t. Smodname
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname
cp Smodname.t Sstarted
f i
cd Sstarted
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creetmoc . com
. 01 .1/ sn
'Create a module"
"Ub^GE: crestmcc .i.^c-=.r.e
where moaname is tne new -7= module name arc is reoLired
CREATMOD assumes that a file called modname eist=
; cr tne curr.nt wo-t ing d.-ito-s. Tnis is original vs-sior submitted "D-. tre user and MUb , contain at least one line fo-- tr.= =.=-em to 'function correctly. "
Make sure that the TCS file does not already e;:<s" "
mod=Sl
if : s# -it : :
trier.
echo "Mooule name missing"
exit 1
f i
i f " -r Smod.t -o -f Smod.t 3
then
echo "TCS file. Smod. already exists"
f i
: Make sure that there is an original version on the current directory'
if Z ' -r Smod -o ' -f Smod 3
then
echo "File. Smod. is not on the current workmen directory "
ex i t 1
f i
if SHOME/exec/creatmod. main $*
then
: Archive the new module and the history file
'
ar cr Smod.t t . Smod n . Smod
fl
:
'
remove any files that might have been created
"
rm -f t.Smod
rm -f h. Smod
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creatree. com
' ''Bin 'sh
Create a tree in a TCS module
USAGE: c-eaf-ee modnime c-'er.'- ---h= n-m=
ne. tree r.,me
"
" " ** ""* ~"r"n- 's'" "umoer
All arguments are required. "
moar.ame is the TCS module name "
parent t-ee name is tne -evs tree"- parert <-r = = "
parent versior n.moer is zrs
parent"
s reiea =e. --=
tree to be created
"new tree name is tn- '- -
.---its version nunber
modnameSl
started" 'pwd '
:
"
Male sure that the TCS module e-ists '
it i ' ->- smocnamie. t -c -f Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file: s,nodnam"
exit 1
f l
:
' FOR TESTING, save f,e TCS module '
cp Smodname.t cr_tressa.e
: Mate temporary directories for intermediary files
: tmpdir=''tmp/tcs.SS
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs.rcs
rm -rf Stmpdir
mkdir Stmpdir
mkdir Stmpdir/temp
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
:
"
Do al 1 work in the temporary directory'
cd stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname
if SHOME/e::ec/creatree.main S*
then
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
ar r Smodname.t t.smoaname
cp Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
f i
:
' Get back to the user's directory
'
cd Sstarted
: 'remove not done for testing'
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get . com
: ' /bin sn
modname=$l
if : ' -r Smodname.t -c .* smodname.t 3tner.
echo "Cannot find -- = f ' r- . i,_____T--e. t.itcnams
exit 1
f 1
use t.nown tsmp director for testing
tmodir= , tmp 'tcs.ss
tmpdir=/tmp, tcs. res
rmSrTlll^7r
tSmP y "s *"-t might be hanging around "
mtdir stmpdir
mtdir Stmocir'tsmp
mtdir Stmodi r .'di f f
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
:
" For testing, save tne oid version '
cp Smoaname.t cetsave Smaarams. t
:
'
save the current worting directory name'
started= 'pwd '
:
' Do all wort in tne temporary directory "
cd Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t . Smodname h. Smodname
:
"
Delete any temporary versions that might be hanging around "
: 'get the requested version'
if SHOME/exec/get. main S*
then
1+ the change table has been updated, then archive the module file
if C -r temp/tmpf i leC -o -f temp/tmpf 1 1 eC 3
then
cp temp/tmpf i le2 t. Smodname:
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname:
cp Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
fi
:
"
deliver the file to the user '
cp temp/Smodname Sstarted/t . Smoaname
f l
:
'
Cleanup
*
:
' Get back to the user's directory
"
cd Sstarted
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pr intemp . com
: ' 'birr sh
F'rmt tne tempw-arv line r,..t,Dei-e: versio- at tne TCS file crestec c1. '
"
bv the last "put" operation.
This command is used for deougging and assumes that the testing
versior"
of put.com i-.as r j.-. . tnus sa.'irig tne line ii.tmoerec file i .-, ; ' putsa'.s"
*
'
directory.
The output is saved in a file called moor.ame.r on the "
'
current worling directory
" USAGE: printemo module name optional directory name '
module name is
r quir d.'
optional cirectorv -,;rr.a is submitted if the
"putsave"
directory
is not a suooi
rectors1 of tne current wj-ting directory.
If optional director.- name i= omitted, this command wi 1 i
look for a -lie called
"putsave''
module name on the current
worting
di-ertorv."
mooname=S 1
if Z S* -gt 1 3
then
pathname=SC/put save Smodname. 1
else
pathname=pu.tsave/ Smodname. 1
f i
:
' Chect that the TCS file exists
if Z ' -r Spathname -o ' -f Spathname 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file:
Spathname"
exit 1
f l
SHOME/exec/pr intemp.main Spathname Smodname. r
cat Smodname. r
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print n is. com
/pi r./sh
p-int the TCS module file . 1 r. a readable forir. o- ::.'= =
T-.e output from, this commar.c is left in a -lie
module name .5 on the current worting
director.'
USAGE: printhis module name. optional directory name
module name is required.
'
optional cirectorv name is submitted if the TCS
moauie"
file is not or. the current wa-t ing directory
"
If optional directory name is omitted, this command will
look for a file called "module name .t on the cur-ent
'
working
directory."
startea= 'pwd
'
modname=Sl
if C S# -gt 1 3
then
pathname=*C. smodname.t
el se
f i
pathname=$modname. t
:
' Check that the TCS file exists
"
if C ' -r Spathname -o ' -f Spathname 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file:
Spathname"
exit 1
f i
tmpdir=/tmp/pnnthi s. res
mt dir Stmpdir
cp Spathname Stmpdir /Smodname. t
cd Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t h. Smodname
SHOME/exec/printhis.main h. Smodname > Sstarted/Smodname. s
rm -rf Stmpdir
cd Sstarted
cat Smodname. s
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pri ntmod. pom
/bin sh
^e/C3 moaL';e ''le i" - readable form, of po>rs =ne output trom ths, commar.c is left in a til- called-
module name .p on the current worting directory"
USAGE: orintmod module name optional directory name "module name is required."
optional directory name is submitted if the TCi m^uie"
., . .
*lle 1= not or tne current working directory '
innl5 "*! flrectory name, is omitted, this command willloo for a file called "Module name,.t on the current '
working
directory.'
started= "cwd
'
modname=Sl
if C S# -gt 1 3
then
pathname=!7. =mc'dname.t
else
f i
pethname=Smodnan
:
'
Check that the TCS file exists '
if C ' -r Spathname -o ' -f Spathname 3
then
echo "Cannot find TCS file: Spatnname"
ex i t 1
f i
tmpdir= /tmp/pr i ntmod. res
mkdir stmpdir
cp Spathname stmpdi r Smodname. t
cd Stmodir
ar y. Smodname.t t. Smodname
SHOME/exec/pri ntmod. main t. Smodname > Sstarted/Smodname. p
rm -rf Stmpdir
cd Sstarted
cat Smodname. p
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But . CPIT
Rut new version into the TCS module file '
mad - ame= S 1
Smodname.t -c -f Smodname.t 3tner
echo "Cannot find tcs file: Smodnam="
exit 1
u=e known temp directors for testingtmpdi r = t cs. $S
tmpdir=/tmp/ tcs. res
remove any temporary versions that might be nangmp a.-ou.-.c"
rm -rf Stmpdir
ml di r Stmpdir
mtdir Stmodi r .'temp
mtdir Stmpdir .01 f-
cp smodname Stmpdir
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
:
'
For testing, save the old ve-sion '
cp Smodname.t put save Smodname.t
cp Smodname putes.s imoaname
:
'
sa.e the current working director-, name"
=tartea= "pwd '
:
'"
Do all wort in the temporary directory '
cd Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname h. Smodname
if SHOME/exec/put.main S*
then
:
' FOR TESTING. save the line numbered version of the TCS file"
cp temp/tmpf 1 leC Sstarted/putsave/Smodname. 1 ;
el se
cd Sstarted:
ex 1 1 1
f i
:
' Figure out the differences between the eld and new versions "
if diff temp/Smodname Smodname di ff /Smodname
then
/bin/echo "No differences found between the old and new v*
/oin/echo "Detla was not created"
cd Sstarted:
exit 1
f 1
if SHOME/exec/putdel ta. main Smodname
then
cp histmp h. Smodname
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
ar r Smodname.t t. Smodname h. Smodname:
ep Smodname.t Sstarted/Smodname. t
f 1
:
'
Cleanup
:
* Get Pact to the user's directory
'
cd Sstarted
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show. pom
: .'tin/sh
mcdn ame=SC
1 f C ' -r Sfi.oq.-.ame. t -c -f imooname.t 3
tn en
echo "Cannot find tcs file: Smodname"
exit 1
f i
use known temp directory for testing
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs.SS
tmpdir=/tmp/tcs.rcs
:
'
remove anv temporary versions that might be hanging around
rm, -rf Stmcdir
mkdir Stmpdir
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
: save the current wortinc directory name'
started3 "owd
"
:
"
Do all work in the temporary director-. "
ci Stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname h. Smodname
SHOME/exec/show. main S*
:
'
Cleanup
'
:
" Get back: to the user's directory
"
cd Sstarted
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xcancei . com
/Din/sh
Cancel change reservation, for =. version m , TCz
"
USAGE: cancelc .modname tree name
mooname is tne TCS module na
then
;e name is aisc requires
is suomitted fo- the tree nam
tie and is required
tne t-ee is tne t.eir
e
mooname=Sl
sta-ted= 'pwd '
tmpcir='tmp,'tcs.rc3
:
'
Make sure that the TCS file exists
if Z '. -r Smodname.t -o ' -f Smodname.t 3
then
echo "Cannot fine TCS file: Smodname"
exit 1
f 1
remove any temporary directories that miqht be hanging aroundrm -rt Stmpdi--
rm -rf Stmpdir temp
mt di r Stmpdi r
mkdir stmDdir temp
cp Smodname.t Stmpdir
cp Smooname.t cancel c_save/Smodname. t
cd stmpdir
ar x Smodname.t t. Smodname
if SHOME/e>:ec/xcancel . main S*
then
cp temp/Smodname t. Smodname
ar r smooname.t t.Smoor. ame
cp Smodname.t Sstarted
f l
cd Sstarted
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G.l COMPILING TCS .C FILES
Compiling one or more . c files should be done
on the $home/ source directory, using one of two
shell scripts:
tcsall.cmp
cmpl
The script, tcsall.cmp, compiles all files
listed in the file tcs_souurce. list (isuue an
"Is
.c >
tcs_source.list"before running tcsall.cmp).
The script
"cmpl" is used to compile one file.
Both scripts leave the object code
on the $home/obj
directory.
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A copy of the scripts, tcsall.cmp and cmpl,
follows :
S pwd
/aCVsl/rcs0074/ source
S
S cat tcsall.cmp
USAGE tcsall.cmp -; tcs_source. 1 1 st '
compile all .c files in the TCS system "
NOTE: file names are in tcs.jource. 1 ist '
while read filename
do
if C xSfilename = x 3
than
exit 0
f i
cc -c Sfilename
mv Sfilename.o SHOME/ob j /Sf i 1 ename. o
echo 'Is -1 SHOME/ob j /Sfilename.o'
done
*
s
* cat cmpl
# Compile a c function and move the object file to the "obj' directory
# usage: cmpl 'basename.-
cc -c si.c:
mv Sl.o /a2/sl/rcs0074/obj/Sl.o
s
G.2 LINKING TCS MODULES
Scripts for linking all TCS modules are on the
$home/obj directory- The alias:
"obj" is set up
for changing to this directory.
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Each TCS module (one for each TCS command) is
linked using the script: <module_name> . link where
<module_name> is the same as the TCS command that
invokes the executable. All link scripts produce
an executable module whose file names is of the
form: <module_name> .main, on the $home/exec
directory.
There are two additional link scripts:
userintr.olink
tcs. link
The script, userintr.olink, produces an object file
made up of functions from the "user interface
group." The object is left on the $home/obj
directory to be used in subsequent links. The
script, tcs. link, links are modules in the TCS
systems by invoking userintr.olink and then the
scripts for each module.
A listing of all link scripts follows:
S cffls Shome/obj
S Is Shome/obj/ . *1 ink
/a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j/- cancelc.link /aTVsl /rcs0074/ob j/put . lint
/ a~/sl/rcs0074/ob j/creatmod. 1 int. /a~/s l/rcs0074/ob j/putdel t a. lint
/a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j /creatree . link: /a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j show, lint
/a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j/get. 1 ink. /a3/sl/rcs<X>74/ob j/tcs. link
/a3/sl/rcs0074/obj/printemp. 1 ink /a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j/userintr . ol ink
/a3/si /re30074/ ob j /printhis. link /a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j/x cancel .link
/a3/sl/rcs0074/ob j/printmod. 1 int.
S
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s
S cat usenintr . ol i nt-
Id -r parcoptA.o gopt.o tcsopt.o util.o fnrttrdnm.o qeLhirri.o versubtn.u q
etrindK.o getreptr.o mtrd.o verifyrd.o fndendch.o convatob. o lc:
mv a. out userintr.o
S
*
*
S obj
S
* cat tcs. 1 ink
Link all modules in the TCS system
ft
USERINTR is used in other lints and must be done fir=iL
echo "linking USERINTR"
user intr . ol ink
echo "linking GET"
get. 1 ink
echo "linking PUT"
put. 1 ink
echo "linking PUTDELTA"
putdelta. 1 ink
echo "linking CREATMOD"
creatmod. 1 ink
echo "linking
CREATREE"
creatree. 1 ink
echo "linking PRINTMOD"
printmod. link
echo "linking
PRINTEMP"
pr intemp. 1 i nk
echo "linking
CANCELC"
cancel c. 1 ink
echo "linking XCANCF.L"
xcancel . 1 ink
echo "linking
PRINTHIS"
printhis. 1 int;
echo "linking
SHOW"
show. 1 ink
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S cancel c. 1 ink
* cat cancelc.link
t* Link 'cancelc'and put the executable on the 'exec' directury
*
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/exec/cancelc.mam cancel i.. o readtble.o untfeptr .o chlopen.
o wrtrtble.o wrtchgtb.o rwbody.o
S
S
* cat creatmod. 1 ink
Link 'creatmod' and move the executable Lo the "exei:' directory
tt
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/exec/creatmod.main cr eatmod . o writable, n cr eathi '=. o qetcmnm
t.o updcomtb.o
S
S
? cat creatree. 1 ink
* Link the creatree module
cc -o /a2/sl /rcs0074/exec/creatree. main crpalree.o re.idttilc.o writable. o user int
r.o updtrtbl.o rwbody.o chkrsvc.o
S
S
S cat get. 1 ink
cc -o /a2/sl /rcs0074/ex.ec/get . main qet.o readtble.o wntabls.o chlnpen.o apt
hname.o gethis.o gcoinindx.o userintr.o hlrii ntsL .o qptver "-.n.ci r-r;l f 1q. n niieiie.n
S
S
S cat pri ntmod. 1 ink
tt Link the
"printmod'
executable and leave the output on tlit=
"exec"
dir .
tt
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/pxec/prmtmod.main printmod. o readtblp.o printbl.o
S
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S cat pr inthi s. 1 int
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/pxec/pnnthis.main printhis. o:
S
*
S cat pr intemp. 1 int
tt Link the
'printemp"
executable and leave the output on thp 'exec <Jn .
tt
cc -o /a2/sl /rcs007'l/ exec/pr 1 nteinp.main pr intemp. a readtble.o printbl.o
S
S
S cat put. link
tt link 'put'
tt
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/exec/put . main put.o openall.o claseall.o readtble.o qeti f?p
tr.o chkopen.o get cumin t . o updtbls.o updhisL.o wr Li t.ule.o wrt.iligtli.ii til <li ritst . u q
etversn.o updcomtb.o rwhistf.o queue. o st?tflag.o
S
*
S cat show. 1 int
tt Link the 'SHOW module
tt
cc -o Shome/exec/show.main sliow.o user uitr.o showtree.o streeopt.o pi ti mfo.o pr
trel.o showchil.o readtble.o gpthname. o chluppn.o
S
S
S cat xcancel . 1 ink
tt Link
'
x.cancel
'
and put the executable on the
"exec"
directory
tt
cc -o /a2/sl/rcs0074/exec/xcancel . main cancel. a readtble.u qetreptr.o clitupen.
o wrtrtble.o wrtrliqtb.o rwbody.o
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